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Abstrat
One of the entral onepts of nonlinear physis is the soliton. It is about loalized
strutures in onservative systems whih exhibit partile-like harateristis. Over the last
years, the analysis of similar loalized strutures existing in dissipative systems, so-alled
dissipative solitons, has developed into one of the ore issues of researh on the formation
of strutures in spatially extended dissipative systems. An analytially exat desription
of these strongly nonlinear strutures is impossible in general. Nevertheless, well-aepted
models have been developed that explain the formation of dissipative solitons. However,
the magnitude of theoretial works faes a muh smaller number of experiments. In
addition, the latter are often not aessible to a detailed theoretial analysis.
In this work, spatial dissipative solitons are analyzed in a oneptually simple optial
system whih has proven its suitability for the experimental and theoretial analysis of
struture formation on various oasions. Solitons are observed as loalized polarization
states in the transverse eld distribution of a laser beam whih passes through an optially
nonlinear system.
In ontrast to previous experimental observations of dissipative solitons, for the rst time
a sequene of higher-order solitons whih dier in their inner struture is observed in the
present system. The existene of suh a disrete family of solitons was predited in a
multitude of theoretial works. The strutures an be seletively ignited and erased by
means of a laser pulse. Using a novel tehnique to measure the spatially resolved states
of polarization of a light eld, the experimental observations ould be diretly ompared
to numerial simulations of a well-established mirosopi model of the system. A very
good agreement between the experimental ndings and numerial simulations has been
ahieved.
A main part of this work is devoted to the identiation and haraterization of the
mehanisms that lead to the formation of stable solitons. It turns out that the stability
properties of the solitons are losely linked with the dynamis of swithing fronts that
onnet two stable spatially extended states of the system. These bistable extended
states result from a polarization instability and are equivalent or nearly equivalent due
to the type of that bifuration. The swithing front onstitutes a ontinuous onnetion
between the two states whih dier in their polarization properties.
The dynamis of swithing fronts is determined by two main eets. On the one hand,
a motion of fronts in the two-dimensional plane is observed that originates from the
urvature of the fronts. For the rst time, this urvature-driven motion is experimentally
analyzed in a quantitative way by the example of irular domains. The obtained growth
law is in agreement with general theoretial preditions and numerial simulations. On
the other hand, fronts move due to an inequality of the involved extended states whih
an be introdued by a well-ontrolled parameter. If a irular domain is appropriately
prepared, the ompensation of these two eets an lead to signiantly redued front
veloities. In suh a situation, solitons an emerge due to the short-range interation of
fronts whih lead to a stabilization of the irular domain. This interation is mediated
by osillatory tails of the front, whih emerge due to a nearby modulational instability
in the system onsidered here. Solitons are observed both on a homogeneous and on a
weakly modulated bakground.
The dissipative solitons are interpreted as a spatially loalized exursion of the system
from one extended state towards the viinity of the other one. The region of existene of
the individual solitons is experimentally and numerially determined with respet to the
most important parameters, and large regions of oexistene of solitons of dierent order
are obtained. By means of a numerial analysis, the onnetion of the dierent solitons
is shown in the ontext of the global bifuration senario.
The interations of the solitons exhibits the typial partile-like properties, and a mul-
titude of stable ongurations of solitons of the same and of dierent order is observed.
Furthermore, strutures are observed that are interpreted as tightly bound states of soli-
tons.
Kurzfassung
Eines der zentralen Konzepte in der nihtlinearen Physik ist das Soliton. Hierbei han-
delt es sih um lokalisierte Strukturen in konservativen Systemen, die einen teilhenartigen
Charakter besitzen. In den letzten Jahren hat sih die Untersuhung ahnliher lokalisierter
Strukturen in dissipativen Systemen, so genannter dissipativer Solitonen, zu einem der
Kernthemen des groen Forshungsgebiets entwikelt, das sih mit der Strukturbildung
in raumlih ausgedehnten dissipativen Systemen beshaftigt. Eine analytish exakte
Beshreibung dieser stark nihtlinearen Strukturen ist im Allgemeinen unmoglih. Es wur-
den jedoh inzwishen wohlakzeptierte Modellvorstellungen entwikelt, welhe die Meha-
nismen der Entstehung von dissipativen Solitonen erklaren. Der Vielzahl theoretisher
Arbeiten steht allerdings eine deutlih geringere Zahl an Experimenten gegenuber. Diese
sind daruber hinaus niht immer einer detaillierten theoretishen Analyse zuganglih.
In dieser Arbeit werden raumlihe dissipative Solitonen in einem konzeptionell einfahen
optishen System untersuht, das sih shon vielfah zur experimentellen und theore-
tishen Untersuhung von Strukturbildungsphanomenen bewahrt hat. Die Solitonen wer-
den als lokalisierte Polarisationszustande in der transversalen Feldverteilung eines Laser-
strahls beobahtet, der ein optish nihtlineares System durhlauft.
Im Gegensatz zu bisherigen experimentellen Beobahtungen dissipativer Solitonen wird
im hier untersuhten System zum ersten Mal eine Sequenz von Solitonen hoherer Ordnung
beobahtet, die sih in ihrer inneren Struktur untersheiden. Die Existenz einer solhen
diskreten Familie von Solitonen war in einer Vielzahl theoretisher Arbeiten vorherge-
sagt worden. Die Strukturen lassen sih mit Hilfe eines Laserpulses gezielt erzeugen und
vernihten. Mittels einer neuartigen experimentellen Tehnik zur raumlih aufgelosten
Untersuhung von Polarisationszustanden eines Lihtfeldes konnten die experimentellen
Befunde direkt mit den Resultaten numerisher Simulationen eines wohletablierten mik-
roskopishen Modells des Systems verglihen werden. Es wird ein hohes Ma an

Uberein-
stimmung zwishen Experiment und Theorie beobahtet.
Ein Shwerpunkt der Arbeit liegt in der Identikation und Charakterisierung der Meha-
nismen, die zur Bildung der Solitonen beitragen. Es zeigt sih, dass die Stabilitatsei-
genshaften der Solitonen eng mit der Dynamik von Shaltfronten verknupft sind, die
zwei stabile raumlih ausgedehnte Zustande des Systems verbinden. Diese bistabilen aus-
gedehnten Zustande entstehen durh eine Polarisationsinstabilitat und sind aufgrund des
Typs der Bifurkation aquivalent oder nahezu aquivalent. Die Shaltfront stellt eine kon-
tinuierlihe Verbindung dieser beiden in ihren Polarisationseigenshaften untershiedlihen
Zustande dar.
Die Dynamik von Shaltfronten wird im Wesentlihen durh zwei Eekte bestimmt. Zum
einen wird eine Bewegung der Fronten in der zweidimensionalen Ebene beobahtet, die
ihre Ursahe in der Krummung der Fronten hat. Diese krummungsgetriebene Bewegung
wird am Beispiel kreisrunder Domanen zum ersten Mal experimentell quantitativ un-
tersuht. Das beobahtete Wahstumsgesetz zeigt eine

Ubereinstimmung mit generellen
theoretishen Vorhersagen und numerishen Simulationen. Zum anderen bewegen sih die
Fronten aufgrund einer Nihtaquivalenz der beiden beteiligten ausgedehnten Zustande,
die durh einen gut kontrollierbaren Parameter eingefuhrt werden kann. Bei geeigneter
Praparation einer runden Domane konnen die genannten Eekte gegenlaug sein, was zu
deutlih reduzierten Frontgeshwindigkeiten fuhrt. In einer solhen Situation konnen Soli-
tonen durh die kurzreihweitige Wehselwirkung von Fronten entstehen, die zu einer Sta-
bilisierung der Domane fuhrt. Diese Wehselwirkung wird uber oszillatorishe Auslaufer
der Fronten vermittelt, wie sie im hier untersuhten System durh die Nahe einer Modu-
lationsinstabilitat entstehen. Solitonen werden sowohl auf homogenem als auh auf einem
shwah modulierten Hintergrund beobahtet.
Die dissipativen Solitonen werden als raumlih lokalisierte Exkursion des Systems von
einem ausgedehnten Zustand in die Nahe des anderen Zustands interpretiert. Der Exis-
tenzbereih der einzelnen Strukturen wird hinsihtlih der wihtigsten Parameter experi-
mentell und numerish untersuht, und es nden sih groe Bereihe, in denen Solitonen
untershiedliher Ordnung koexistieren konnen. Mit Hilfe einer numerishe Analyse wird
der Zusammenhang der einzelnen Solitonen im Rahmen des zu Grunde liegenden globalen
Bifurkationsszenarios gezeigt.
Bei der Wehselwirkung der Solitonen zeigen sih die typishen Teilheneigenshaften,
und es wird eine Vielzahl von stabilen Kongurationen von Solitonen gleiher oder unter-
shiedliher Ordnung beobahtet. Daruber hinaus werden Strukturen beobahtet, die als
stark gebundene Zustande von Solitonen interpretiert werden.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The formation of self-organized strutures in spatially extended dissipative nonlinear sys-
tems that are driven far from the thermodynamial equilibrium is a universal phenomenon
that is observed in many disiplines of siene inluding biology, hemistry and physis
[CH93℄. In suh systems, strutures are formed due to the interation between a nonlinear
proess and spatial oupling. In many ases, regular strutures that extend over the whole
onsidered area emerge from a homogeneous state if the system is driven beyond a er-
tain threshold. These modulational instabilities leading to simple periodi patterns with
small amplitudes an often be treated by perturbative methods and are well-understood
in many ases [CH93℄.
Another lass of strutures that have gained a lot of interest in reent years are dissipa-
tive solitary strutures [Rie99, AA05℄. These strutures extend only over a small area
and exhibit a kind of partile-like behavior. In analogy to the solitons in onservative
systems, whih are loalized wave phenomena with similar properties, the solitary states
in dissipative systems are often alled `dissipative solitons'. Prominent examples are ur-
rent density laments in gas disharges and semiondutors [BP95℄ as well as loalized
exitations, so-alled osillons, that are observed in a thin layer of vertially osillating
granular media [UMS96℄ or uid [LAF96℄.
The dissipative soliton is an attrator of the dynamis of the onsidered system, and
in ontrast to solitons in onservative systems, its amplitude and size are xed by the
parameters and do not depend on the initial onditions [KO94℄. It has been shown in
dierent model systems, however, that the dissipative soliton is not neessarily unique,
but that a sequene of higher-order solitons might exist that dier in their inner struture
[RK90, PMEL98, OSF99℄. An analytial desription of dissipative solitons is ompliated
in general, sine they are high-amplitude, thus strongly nonlinear, strutures that annot
be treated by perturbative methods.
2 Introdution
Muh progress in the eld of dissipative solitons has been made in optis, where loalized
light spots are observed in the transverse plane of a laser beam that passes through
an optially nonlinear system. As a main advantage of optial systems, the interation
between light and matter is well-understood in many ases, and a theoretial desription
of the nonlinear system an be derived from rst priniples.
Dierent approahes have been proposed in order to understand the mehanisms that lead
to the formation of dissipative solitons. They desribe solitons in systems that display
bistability between two extended homogeneous or patterned states. In most ases, solitons
are predited to our in systems where a homogeneous and a patterned state oexist due
to a subritial bifuration [TF88, FT90, TML94, FS96℄. Also, most of experimentally
observed solitons were found in suh a situation [SFAL00, SKTT97, BTB
+
02℄.
Another approah desribes the ourrene of solitons as a result of the motion and inter-
ation of fronts that onnet two homogeneous states of a system [RK90℄. An interesting
situation arises if the two extended states are equivalent or nearly equivalent. In this
situation, the front veloities are expeted to be low, whih should favor the existene of
solitons. Indeed, systems with two equivalent extended states are frequently enountered
in nonlinear optis, and the formation of solitons has been widely studied in theoretial
models desribing these systems [Lon97, SSM98a, PMEL98, GMT00, TSW98℄. Only in
one ase, however, solitons were observed experimentally [TSW98℄.
The subjet of this thesis is the experimental and theoretial investigation of the formation
of spatial solitons in an optial system that exhibits a pithfork bifuration. This system
is a modiation of the well-known single-mirror feedbak sheme [Fir90, DF91, DF92℄,
whih onsists of a laser beam that passes through an optially nonlinear medium and is
fed bak into the medium by a mirror after having propagated over a ertain distane.
In this work, sodium vapor is used as the nonlinear medium. The single-mirror feedbak
system with sodium vapor has proven to be one of the most versatile struture-forming
experiments in many preeding works [LA98, LAA
+
99, AL01, SFAL00℄. Its signiane as
a model system for the analysis of spatial strutures is partiularly enhaned by the avail-
ability of a well-established mirosopi model for the light-matter interation [MDLM86℄,
whih enables an extensive theoretial treatment of the experimental system. In the
present setup of the experiment, a polarization instability has been observed whih has
been interpreted as a symmetry-breaking pithfork bifuration [YOKO84, GWKL
+
00℄.
In this work, speial emphasis is laid on the identiation and haraterization of the
mehanisms that lead to the formation of stable solitons. It will turn out, that front
motion plays a entral role. In this ontext, the predition of reent theoretial works
that the extension of one-dimensional models to two spatial dimensions is not trivial, will
be taken into aount [GCOM01℄. Experimental results in two-dimensional systems have
3been limited to a rough qualitative desription yet [TSW98, TZWW99℄. The lak of a
quantitative experimental desription is going to be addressed in this work.
It will turn out that not only the fundamental single-peaked soliton an be observed, but
also a set of stable higher-order solitons exists, whose existene has been predited in many
theoretial works. The family of solitons will be haraterized with respet to their basi
properties and to their regions of existene in parameter spae. A numerial treatment of
the system will give further insight into its bifuration struture. Following the detailed
haraterization of the soliton family, an overview of the interation properties of solitons
as well as of more omplex strutures will onlude the work.
Chapter 2
Dissipative optial solitons
2.1 The soliton onept
The onept of solitons is one of the entral issues of nonlinear physis. In a rather
strit denition, a soliton is a large-amplitude oherent pulse or very stable solitary wave,
the exat solution of a wave equation, whose shape and speed are not altered by a ol-
lision with other solitary waves
1
. Solitons in that sense an be obtained as loalized
solutions of integrable systems that are desribed by onservative nonlinear partial dif-
ferential equations, the most prominent ones being the Korteweg-de Vries equation, the
nonlinear Shrodinger equation, and the Sine-Gordon equation [Rem99℄. In many other
ases, exat soliton solutions annot be obtained. However, the qualitative phenomenon
of a soliton representing a balane between the eet of dispersion and that of nonlinearity
1
is quite ommon. Hene, these solitary waves are often also referred to as solitons.
A more phenomenologial denition assoiates the term soliton with any solution of a
nonlinear equation (or system) whih (i) represents a wave of permanent form; (ii) is
loalised, so that it deays or approahes a onstant at innity; (iii) an interat strongly
with other solitons and retain its identity
2
.
As an extension of the solitons in onservative systems, loalized strutures in dissipative
nonlinear systems are alled `autosolitons' [KO94℄ or `dissipative solitons' [AA05℄. An
autosoliton is a steady solitary intrinsi state (eigenstate) of a nonequilibrium system
3
.
Similarly to the onservative ase, the dissipative soliton originates from an equilibrium
between a nonlinear eet and a proess that inhibits loalization. In ontrast to the
onservative ase, a loalized struture in a dissipative system requires a ontinuous en-
1
in [Rem99℄, page 11
2
in [DJ96℄, page 15
3
in [KO94℄, page 2
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ergy ow into the system, and, in partiular into the loalized struture, in order to keep
it "alive"
4
. Hene, a seond balane, namely that between the energy input and output,
has to be fullled. As a result, the parameters of autosolitons [...℄ depend entirely on
the parameters of the system, and do not depend on the properties of the initial perturba-
tion whih gave rise to this partiular autosoliton in the rst plae
5
. Hene, autosolitons
[...℄ may be viewed as attrators haraterized by a ertain range of attration. [...℄ An
autosoliton orresponds to an attrator in the onguration spae - that is, in a spae
eah point whereof is assoiated with ertain funtions whih desribe one of the possible
distributions of the system with respet to oordinates. A system may be haraterized
by several attrators in this omplex onguration spae, and may therefore host autosoli-
tons of dierent types and shapes. [...℄ Aordingly, the initial perturbation must bring
the system into the range of that attrator whih orresponds to the autosoliton of the
desired type, whih will then form spontaneously after the initial perturbation is swithed
o
6
. This is in strong ontrast to the onservative soliton, where ontinuous families of
solutions are formed.
Dissipative solitons have found onsiderable interest in a vast variety of systems [Rie99,
AA05℄. Among these are hydrodynami systems [LAF96℄, granular media [UMS96℄, gas
disharges [SSBP98℄ and nonlinear optis. The fat that dissipative solitons are observed
in physially ompletely dierent systems suggests that the underlying mehanisms have
large similarities.
In the following setion, a short review will be given on the eld of dissipative optial
solitons. The qualitative mehanisms and theoretial desriptions that have served as a
good model for the understanding of the formation of solitons as well as the experimental
systems that have given evidene of the existene of solitons are presented in terms of
their relevane for the oneption of this work.
2.2 Dissipative optial solitons
Historially, optial solitons were onsidered in onservative systems. One type of onser-
vative soliton is a soliton that is loalized in time (`temporal soliton'). A typial example
is a light pulse that is propagating along an optial ber. Normally suh a wave paket
would spread during propagation due to the dispersion of the medium. This spreading
is ounterated by the ation of a nonlinearity (in the simplest ase, a fousing Kerr
nonlinearity, where the refrative index of the material inreases linearly with inreasing
4
in [AA05℄, prefae
5
in [KO94℄, page 2
6
in [KO94℄, page 3
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light intensity), whih leads to a self-phase modulation of the pulse. In terms of appli-
ations, these temporally onned light pulses are interesting for the improvement of the
bandwidth of long transmission lines of optial data ommuniation networks.
The other type of soliton in the onservative limit is the spatial soliton, whih is a light
beam that is spatially onned in the transverse diretion during the propagation in bulk
media [KA03℄. Here, the fousing nonlinearity ompensates for the dirative spreading
that would normally our. Sine the rst observation of suh a spatial soliton [BA74℄
a wide eld has evolved. Espeially due to the availability of new media in the last
ten years, many types of (far more general) spatial solitons have been disovered and
are widely disussed in terms of their appliation in all-optial information systems. A
omprehensive overview on onservative optial solitons an be found e.g. in [KA03℄.
The onventional spatial soliton propagates in an essentially lossless medium. A dierent
type of spatial solitons with its own harateristi features is observed in the dissipative
regime, where gain and losses play an essential role in the formation of transverse stru-
tures. The basi idea in the development of the eld of dissipative optial solitons was
to trap the spatial optial soliton between two mirrors, i.e. in an optial avity, lled
with a nonlinear medium. These `avity solitons' are self-loalized due to the nonlinearity
of the medium like lassial spatial solitons. However, the losses that generally appear
in optial avities need to be ompensated by either gain within the nonlinear medium
or an external pump eld. Atually, even one of the avity mirrors an be ompletely
removed in suh a situation. The solitons arising in suh single-mirror feedbak shemes
are often alled `feedbak solitons'. Due to the need of an energy balane, the dissipative
soliton has a xed shape and amplitude for the given parameters, being an attrator of
the dynamis. Nevertheless, a disrete sequene of dierent dissipative solitons might
exist. This is in strong ontrast to the onservative ase, where ontinuous families of
solitons are observed. Dissipative spatial solitons are interesting in terms of information
proessing for two reasons: one the one hand they an be ignited and erased by means
of a short light pulse, whih makes them a andidate for an all-optial memory. On the
other hand, their position in the transverse plane an be manipulated, e.g. by external
gradients, whih enables data buering in a shift register.
2.2.1 Mehanisms leading to soliton formation
From a theoretial point of view, the phenomenon of self-loalization of dissipative spatial
strutures has been treated using dierent approahes. They are based on the assumption
of a bistability of two spatially extended states. Those states might be homogeneous
states or patterns. The two most prominent ases will be presented in the following.
However, these two approahes are not mutually ontraditive, though their relation is
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Figure 2.1: Solitons in the presene of a subritial modulational instability. a) Shemati
bifuration diagram. b) Soliton (full line) as a onstituent of an extended pattern (dashed line).
not ompletely understood. An overview of the eld an be found in various review
artiles and books [FW02, Lug03, PMW03, MT04, DHV04, AA05℄.
Solitons in the presene of a subritial modulational instability
The rst approah desribes the formation of solitons in a situation where a homogeneous
state beomes unstable against the formation of patterns [TF88, FT90℄. If the bifuration
is subritial, there is a range of the stress parameter where the homogeneous solution
and the pattern oexist (see shemati bifuration diagram in Fig. 2.1a). Depending on
the initial onditions, the system typially approahes one or the other solution in suh a
bistable situation. However, in a spatially extended system, both solutions an oexist at
the same time. And this nally leads to the observation of solitons. The soliton typially
is very similar to a single onstituent of the patterned solution that is embedded into the
homogeneous solution (see Fig. 2.1b). Hene, starting from the homogeneous solution,
the system is loally swithed to the patterned solution. This ignition an be ahieved by
a loal inrease of the ontrol parameter beyond the point where the homogeneous state
beomes unstable. In optis, this is ahieved by means of a short light pulse. Using an
(out of phase) light pulse that lowers the ontrol parameter, a soliton an similarly be
erased.
Solitons in nonlinear optis that exist in the presene of a subritial modulational instabil-
ity have been reported to our in generi equations of the Swift-Hohenberg type [TML94℄,
in avities lled with a Kerr medium [SFM
+
94℄, optial parametri osillators [TM99,
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Lon97, SSM97℄, semiondutor miroresonators [BLP
+
97, MPL97, STB
+
98, TSB
+
99b℄,
avities lled with a saturable absorber [FS96, BLS96℄ and in single-mirror feedbak ar-
rangements using sodium vapor [SFAL00℄ or an eletrooptial devie [NOTT95℄ as the
nonlinearity (to name just the pioneering works). In many ases where solitons are pre-
dited, the subritial modulational instability is aompanied by a situation of nasent
optial bistability between homogeneous solutions. This situation is haraterized by a
large dependeny of the homogeneous solution on the ontrol parameter. In fat, most of
the experimentally observed solitons are observed in suh a situation (see below).
One or more solitons an be ignited at arbitrary positions, whih makes the system highly
multistable. A single soliton is often surrounded by small-amplitude osillatory tails. If
the distane between two solitons is small enough, they an interat via these osillatory
tails. As a result, one or more preferred distanes between solitons are observed [BLS96,
TSB
+
99a, SFAL00, GNKT03, BRB05℄. If the system is swithed to the patterned state
over a larger area, i.e. a luster of densely paked solitons, this struture is alled `loalized
pattern' [TML94, CRT00b℄.
Solitons move in the presene of spatial (amplitude and/or phase) gradients [RK90, FS96,
STB
+
98, SJMO05, BRB05℄. On the one hand, this is welome in terms of possible ap-
pliations. Solitons an be arranged by will using external gradients. On the other hand,
spatial gradients are omnipresent in experimental systems due to the always limited size
of the driving eld and inhomogeneities within the experimental system.
The existene of a disrete soliton family, whose members dier in the number of radial
osillations, is studied in a model of semiondutor miroresonators [MPL97℄. The family
of solitons oexists with multiple simple periodi patterns. The solitons are surrounded
by osillating tails.
Fronts and solitons in the presene of optial bistability
The seond approah leading to the formation of solitons is onneted to the very general
phenomenon of moving domain boundaries that separate two dierent states of the on-
sidered system. The motion of domain boundaries is onsidered, e.g. in reation-diusion
systems, hydrodynamial systems, population dynamis, baterial growth and many other
systems. A review on these systems an be found in [vS03℄.
Front motion has been widely disussed in terms of thermodynamial rst order phase
transitions. Typially a system is onsidered that is prepared in an unstable state whih
then relaxes to a thermodynamial equilibrium. In suh systems, the motion of domain
walls is well-understood [GMS83℄. Generally, growth laws that desribe the evolution of
the size R(t) / t
x
of a domain an be obtained. The growth oeÆient x depends on the
physial system that is onsidered.
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al bistability between two homogeneous solutions
Systems that do not reah a thermodynamial equilibrium after a transient has passed an
be divided into systems where a potential similar to a free energy an be derived (potential
systems) and systems where suh a potential annot be obtained (nonpotential systems).
In both ases, the analysis of suh systems is muh more ompliated, and there is only
a partial understanding of the involved mehanisms [Mer92, CM95, JR97, GSMT98℄.
Muh eort has been made in models desribing nonlinear optial systems. These will
be disussed below. In some ases, qualitative results an be transferred from the ase of
systems that reah a thermal equilibrium.
In potential systems, an interfae onneting two states will generally move. In a one-
dimensional system, the diretion of motion is given by the relative stability of the two
states. The less stable (often alled metastable) state is invaded by the more stable state.
The veloity of the front is determined by the energy dierene of the two states. If the
two states are energetially equivalent (at the Maxwell point 
M
), the front will not move.
In nonpotential systems, the relative stability of the two states annot be related to
an energy dierene. However, still many phenomena are qualitatively similar to the
potential dynamis. A Maxwell point an be dened as the unique parameter value
where a front is at rest [Pom86℄. If two-dimensional systems are onsidered, a further
analysis relies on the dynamis of urved domain walls (see below).
A mehanism based on front motion that leads to the formation of so-alled `dirative
autosolitons' in optial systems was onsidered rst in the pioneering works of Rosanov
[RK90, Ros91, Ros02℄. A model of an externally driven ring resonator that is lled
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Figure 2.3: Solitons in the presene of optial bistability. a) Front motion (dotted line) and
stabilization of solitons (full line) due to loking fronts. b) Seond order soliton. ) dark soliton
with a nonlinear medium whih is modelled as a two-level system is onsidered. This
dissipative system shows bistability between two homogeneous states that dier from
eah other in their intensity and show an S-shaped harateristi urve (see shemati
urve in Fig.2.2). In a spatially extended system, those two states an be onneted
by a `swithing front' within the bistability range. In a one-dimensional system, the
swithing front will generally move due to the nonequivalene of the two homogeneous
states (dotted line in Fig. 2.3a). If two swithing fronts approah eah other, they will
typially annihilate and leave the system in the homogeneous state that is more stable
for the given parameters. However, in optial systems, dierent points in the transverse
plane are oupled via diration. Due to this diration, the swithing front will typially
be surrounded by osillatory tails. Solitons an emerge if, in a one-dimensional piture,
two swithing fronts approah and start to interat via the nonmonotoni tails. Due to
this interation, the motion of the fronts may stop and lead to a stable loalized struture
(full line in Fig. 2.3a). This `loking' mehanism is most probable for low front veloities,
i.e. near the Maxwell point of the system (Fig. 2.2). Hene, the driving intensity range
where stable solitons are observed inludes the Maxwell value. The osillatory tails often
inlude more than one osillation period. Hene, the loking proess an take plae at
dierent spatial separations of the fronts, whih leads to the observation of so alled
`exited' or `higher-order' solitons (see seond-order soliton in Fig. 2.3b). Together with
the single peaked fundamental soliton that has been disussed up to now, a disrete family
of solitons emerges. The stability regions of the higher order-solitons are still loated
around the Maxwell point. However, they are smaller due to the deay of the osillatory
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tails with inreasing distane from the front. There are two types of solitons in systems
that have two nonequivalent homogeneous solutions. A bright soliton is haraterized by
a high-intensity peak on a low-intensity bakground, while a dark soliton is a dark spot
surrounded by an intense light eld (Fig. 2.3). Those two types of solitons have dierent
properties due to the nonequivalene of the two homogeneous states.
Dissipative solitons are also predited to our in bistable ative systems like lasers with
a saturable absorber. A review on those strutures an be found in [Ros02℄. These laser
solitons are often haraterized by a point in the transverse plane where the intensity
vanishes and the phase has a singularity. The phase variation along a losed path around
this point is given by multiples of 2. These `topologially harged' solitons show a
dierent interation behavior than their unharged ounterparts but will not be onsidered
further.
In more reent theoretial papers by Coullet et al. [CRT00b, CRT00a, CRT04℄, also the
solitons that exist in the presene of a subritial modulational instability (whih were
disussed in the preeding setion) have been interpreted in terms of front dynamis.
A front that onnets the homogeneous state with the patterned state is onsidered .
Within the bistable range, also this front will generally move. However, due to the high-
amplitude osillations within the pattern, the addition or removal of a single onstituent
of the pattern requires a ertain amount of energy. As a result, a loking phenomenon is
observed [Pom86℄. There is a nite range of the ontrol parameter, where single solitons
and lusters of solitons (that an also be interpreted as loalized patterns) are stable.
Around this loking range, single onstituents are added or removed from the luster. In
strit terms, the results of Coullet apply only in one spatial dimension. However, to a
ertain extent, they are also valid in two-dimensional systems. The resulting sequene
of n-peaked loalized states has been numerially onrmed in 1D and extended to two
dimensional systems in [MFOH02℄. These results show that a relation between one and
the other interpretation of solitons exists.
2.2.2 Fronts, domains and solitons in the presene of two (nearly)
equivalent states
An interesting situation that has attrated a lot of interest in reent years is the situa-
tion where two (nearly) equivalent homogeneous states exist due to a symmetry-breaking
pithfork bifuration (see Fig. 2.4a). Depending on the onsidered system, the two states
dier in their phase or polarization properties. However, they are equivalent from an `en-
ergeti' point of view. As a result of this equivalene, the system is always at the Maxwell
point independently of the ontrol parameter. Hene, straight fronts that onnet the
two states will not move. It an be expeted that soliton formation is simplied in suh
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a situation.
Pithfork bifurations are frequently enountered in dierent theoretial models on-
neted to transverse nonlinear optis. This inludes unspei model equations like the
Swift-Hohenberg equation [SMS97, OF96, SSM98b℄ and the parametrially driven om-
plex Ginzburg-Landau equation[GCOM01, TM98, GCOSM04℄. Another lass of widely
studied prototype systems are mean eld models of a degenerate optial parametrial os-
illator [THS97, Lon97, SSM98a, OSF99, OSSB00, OSF01, TMLB
+
00, GCSM
+
03℄, also
non-mean-eld models have been studied [BRT00℄. In these models, a pithfork bifura-
tion of the signal eld is observed whih is due to a phase indetermination. The bifura-
tion leads to two equivalent solutions that dier in phase by . A similar phenomenon
is observed in intra-avity seond harmoni generation [PMEL98℄. Another system that
exhibits a pithfork bifuration is a avity that is lled with a vetorial generalization
of a Kerr medium [GMT00, GCSM
+
03℄. Here, bistability is due to a polarization insta-
bility that leads to two equivalent homogeneous states that dier in the heliity of the
polarization.
Though a front onneting two equivalent states will not move in one-dimensional models
[THS97℄, this is not true in two-dimensional systems. In a two-dimensional system, a
front typially has a ertain urvature  = 1=R. The urvature of a front will lead to a
motion of the front, where the veloity inreases with the urvature. This mehanism is
often interpreted to be similar to a line-tension whih is the two-dimensional equivalent
of a surfae-tension. Curvature-driven front motion is desribed in [SSM98a, SSM98b,
OSF99, OSF01, GMT00, GCOM01, GAGW
+
03, GCOSM04, BRT00, TMLB
+
00℄. In
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many systems [OSF99, GMT00, GCOM01, GAGW
+
03, GCOSM04℄, the normal veloity
of the front is given by its loal urvature: v =  

, where 

is a oeÆient that
depends on the parameters. Often the dynamis of a large irular domain of radius R of
one solution embedded into the other one is onsidered. The resulting dynamis is given
by dR(t)=dt =  

=R and a growth law is obtained : R(t) / t
0:5
. It has been shown that
this exponent, originally valid for systems that reah a thermodynamial equilibrium with
nononserved order parameters [GMS83℄, applies to a very general lass of systems out
of the thermodynami equilibrium [GCOM01℄. It has been argued that dierent growth
exponents that have been reported [BRT00, TMLB
+
00℄ are non-asymptoti [GCOM01,
Gom03℄. Depending on the sign of , a irular domain will either ontrat and disappear
( > 0) or expand ( < 0), whih leads to the observation of labyrinthine patterns
[SSM98a, GMT00, GAGW
+
03℄.
In many ases, a ontrating irular domain will disappear due to the pronouned
urvature-driven motion. This ontration might be stopped by the interation of osilla-
tory tails that surround the front, whih are omnipresent in optis due to the dirative
spatial oupling. As a result of this interation, solitons are observed in parameter re-
gions where urvature eets are small (small 

[GMT00℄) or spatial osillations are very
pronouned. Another proposal [Cou02, GCOSM04℄ to stabilize solitons is to ompensate
for the urvature-driven ontration by the introdution of a small asymmetry of the un-
derlying pithfork bifuration. Due to the resulting imbalane of the homogeneous states,
the preferred state will have a tendeny to expand, whih might slow down or even stop
the urvature-driven motion at a ertain domain radius. The domain dynamis should
then be governed by dR(t)=dt =  

=R + 
i
, where 
i
depends on the asymmetry of the
bifuration and denotes the veloity of a straight front.
The fundamental soliton in systems with pithfork bifuration are often referred to as `dark
ring avity solitons', whih is due to the appearane of the soliton in the total intensity
distribution of the light eld. In many of the studied ases the fundamental soliton is
aompanied by higher order solitons [SSM98a, PMEL98, OSF99, OSF01, GAGW
+
03℄.
A type of soliton whose stability relies purely on urvature eets has been predited
and named `stable droplet' [GCOM01, GAGW
+
03, GCOSM04℄. Due to the symmetry
properties of the system, every soliton is aompanied by an inverse ounterpart with
equal properties. Only the roles of bakground and target state are interhanged. Hene,
one might all them `positive' (Fig. 2.4b) and `negative' (Fig. 2.4) solitons in ontrast
to the bright and dark solitons in systems with nonequivalent homogeneous states that
dier from eah other signiantly.
Up to now, the disussion has been restrited to systems where the state variable of a
front onneting the two equivalent states vanishes at a ertain point (`Ising front'). In
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reent years, a phenomenon alled `nonequilibrium Ising-Bloh transition' has gained a lot
of interest. If the state variable of the onsidered system is omplex-valued, a front that
onnets two equivalent solutions does not neessarily inlude a point where both, real
and imaginary part vanish, but might have a hirality (`Bloh front') [CLHL90, MPL
+
01℄.
While an Ising front is at rest if the two states it onnets are equivalent, a Bloh front will
move into a diretion that is determined by the hirality of the front. A riterion for the
onset of a transition from an Ising to a Bloh front was formulated and demonstrated in a
model of intraavity seond-harmoni generation in [MPL
+
01℄. An Ising-Bloh transition
was also found in optial parametri osillation [VPAR02℄ and the ontrol and steering of
domain walls has been disussed [PASRV04℄.
2.2.3 Experiments on fronts and solitons in nonlinear optis
Though the large amount of theoretial studies has shown that the ourrene of spatial
dissipative solitons is a quite general phenomenon in nonlinear optis, the number of
experiments that have given evidene of the existene of these strutures is rather limited.
The next setion is dediated to giving a short overview of these experiments.
Laser with saturable absorber
Taranenko et al. desribe the existene of a loalized state in a laser avity with saturable
absorber [BTV92, TSW97℄. Due to a global oupling mehanism only one loalized state
exists at a time. If another loalized state is ignited, the rst one disappears. The motion
of a loalized state in an external gradient is demonstrated. The solitons are interpreted
to be due to the bistability between two homogeneous states.
Semiondutor miroresonators
In passive resonators onsisting of multiple quantum wells enlosed in a Bragg resonator,
the existene of bright and dark solitons has been demonstrated [TGKW00, TGKW01,
TW02℄. Depending on the parameters, solitons exist either on a homogeneous or a pat-
terned bakground. In both ases, the stability of the solitons is interpreted to be due
to the loking of fronts. In addition, the individual swithing of single onstituents of a
hexagonal pattern is demonstrated. Ignition and erasure of loalized strutures by means
of a oherent addressing beam is shown. Even inoherent swithing is possible. How-
ever, the erasure proess relies on thermal eets that are undesired. The aspet ratio of
the experiments was quite limited. Hene, the observed strutures are slightly boundary
dependent.
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The generation of avity solitons in broad-area vertial-avity surfae-emitting lasers (VC-
SELs) is very appealing for possible appliations. Due to the large aspet ratio of these
devies, a large number of avity solitons ould be obtained in priniple. However, in-
homogeneities within the devies ompliate the observation of avity solitons. The rst
proof of avity solitons in VCSELs desribed the ontrolled ignition and erasure of two
avity solitons [BTB
+
02℄. They are observed in a devie that is eletrially pumped lose
to but below the lasing threshold. A holding beam is injeted, and swithing is provided
by oherent superposition with a foused addressing beam. The observed avity solitons
are interpreted to be related to a subritial modulational instability. They exhibit in-
dependene and mobility despite the imperfetion of the devies [HBF
+
04℄. Currently
promising attempts are being made towards the realization of a `avity soliton laser' that
does not require external optial driving [Ak06℄.
Single-mirror feedbak with sodium vapor
Shapers et al. analyzed solitons in a single-mirror feedbak arrangement using sodium
vapor as the nonlinear medium [SFAL00, SAL01, Sh01, SAL02, SAL03℄. The experi-
mental setup is similar to the one that is onsidered in this work. However, due to the
variability of the nonlinearity of sodium vapor, the solitons observed by Shapers are
entirely dierent from the ones reported here, as will be shown. The sodium vapor is irra-
diated by irularly polarized light and is exposed to an external oblique magneti eld.
Under these onditions, a nonmonotoni response of the vapor is observed when the input
intensity is inreased [SAL02℄. Loalized states appear in parameter regions where a sub-
ritial modulational instability leading from a homogenous state to hexagonal patterns
is observed. At the same time, the system is in the situation of nasent optial bista-
bility. Due to the nonlinear properties of the sodium vapor, robust inoherent swithing
of solitons by means of a irularly polarized addressing beam is possible [SAL02℄. In
neighboring parameter ranges, solitons are spontaneously generated. Solitons arrange in
lusters that inorporate several preferred distanes between the single entities [SFAL00℄.
The shape of the solitons oinides well with a single onstituent of the oexisting hexag-
onal patterns, whose wave number orresponds well with the dierent preferred distanes
between the solitons [SAL03℄. The solitons are shown to be stable due to a self-indued
lens that warrants positive loalized feedbak [SFAL00, SAL03℄. External gradients as
they are indued by the Gaussian input beam lead to a motion of the solitons whih ome
to rest at a ertain distane from the beam enter. By imprinting artiial gradients on
the system, proof-of onept is given to appliations like an all-optial memory and a
buer register [SAL01℄.
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Single-mirror feedbak in an eletroopti system
An intensively analyzed system exhibiting loalized strutures uses an eletroopti devie
as the nonlinearity [KST96, SKTT97, KTT98, RDBA00, Res05, BCF
+
06℄. This Liquid
Crystal Light Valve (LCLV) is omposed of a liquid rystal layer, a dieletri mirror and
a photoondutor that is sandwihed between two transparent eletrodes [NOTT95℄. It
ats as a onverter from spatial intensity distributions to spatial phase modulations.
In the experiment, the input light eld is rst reeted at the `read side' of the devie,
thereby being modulated in phase. Then the light eld propagates along a ertain distane
and is then direted onto the `write side', thereby losing a feedbak loop. This setup an
be interpreted as a realization of the single-mirror feedbak sheme [Fir90, DF91, DF92℄
that is also the basis of the experiment presented in this work.
Solitons appear as intensity peaks on a homogeneous bakground. They are interpreted
as a onstituent of a oexisting hexagonal pattern. Swithing of individual solitons and a
large variety of ontrol and foring mehanisms whih use parameter gradients or ltering
tehniques have been demonstrated [RBB
+
02, GKNT02, GNKT03, GZD
+
05℄.
In a reent experiment, the bistability of two dierent loalized strutures has been re-
ported [BPR
+
04℄. In addition to the standard single peaked soliton a stable triangular
loalized state is observed. These solitons are interpreted to our as pathes of two dif-
ferent patterns evolving from two oexisting branhes. In another experiment, the spon-
taneous nuleation of loalized peaks is shown in a situation where bistability between
two patterns that have dierent amplitudes is present [BRR05℄.
Cler et al. [CNP
+
04℄ study the dynamis of fronts in a LCLV in the situation where
the harateristi urve is S-shaped and onnets two nearly homogenous, bright and
dark, states. Qualitative evidene is given that a two-dimensional bright domain shrinks
below a kind of Maxwell point and inreases above that point. However, the dynamis is
inuened by urvature eets. To minimize these eets, a quasi one-dimensional system
is prepared and the front veloity is determined, delivering the Maxwell point.
Intraavity four-wave mixing
The only optial experiment that onsiders the ase of two equivalent homogeneous states
that emerge from a pithfork bifuration is a degenerate intraavity four-wave mixing ex-
periment that uses a photorefrative rystal (BaTiO
3
) as the nonlinear medium. As the
four-wave-mixing proess is phase sensitive, the two homogeneous states dier in phase
and are separated by a phase dierene of . The authors of the rst paper onsider-
ing this experiment [TSW98, WVS
+
99℄ desribe the appearane of domain boundaries
onneting these two homogenous states. Depending on the detuning of the resonator,
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dierent spatial strutures are observed experimentally and numerially. For small de-
tuning, domain dynamis is observed and the domains shrink and disappear. At large
detunings, the domains grow. Asymptotially this leads to the formation of labyrinthine
patterns. At intermediate detunings, the shrinkage of domains leads to the formation
of stable loalized spots that are interpreted as spatial solitons. The temporal evolution
of the boundary length of arbitrarily shaped domains is haraterized and domain on-
tration as well as time-independent solitary solutions are presented [TZWW99℄. The
stabilization of solitons is interpreted to be due to the loking of osillatory tails. The
overall hange of the properties of the system with the ontrol parameter onrms the
preditions in [SSM98a, SSM98b℄ and shows similarities to the situation in [GMT00℄.
In reent experiments, the dynamis of domain walls was studied. Speial emphasis was
laid on the haraterization of an Ising-Bloh transition. Larionova et al. [LPEM
+
04℄ gave
evidene of the existene of Ising and Bloh fronts and showed that a relation between the
urvature, the type and the veloity of a front exists. An experiment by Esteban-Martin
et al. [EMTG
+
05℄ shows a ontrolled Ising-Bloh transition in a quasi one-dimensional
system where urvature eets are suppressed by means of a Fourier ltering tehnique.
In this experiment, domain walls an be injeted, erased and positioned in a ontrolled
manner by means of an addressing beam [EMTRV05℄.
2.3 The single-mirror feedbak arrangement with
sodium vapor
2.3.1 Motivation of this work
In the past years, knowledge of spatial dissipative solitons has rapidly inreased. Nev-
ertheless there are some very entral questions that remain open from the experimental
point of view. Despite of the large number of theoretial works that predit the existene
of a disrete family of dissipative solitons, only the fundamental soliton has been observed
experimentally. The rst goal of this work is to prove the existene of suh a soliton fam-
ily experimentally. It an be expeted, that the ourrene of a soliton family is more
probable in systems that an be desribed in the framework of loking fronts that exist
in the presene of two (nearly) homogeneous solutions than in systems where solitons are
observed in the presene of a subritial modulational instability. An espeially promising
situation is the one where front veloities are low over a wide range of parameters. As
it has been desribed, suh a situation is quite naturally given in systems that display
a pithfork bifuration to two equivalent states. A straight front should rest in suh a
situation. In two-dimensional systems, the urvature of the front is expeted to have an
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Figure 2.5: Shemati view of the single-mirror feedbak arrangement
inuene on the front dynamis. However, urvature-driven dynamis has not been ex-
perimentally analyzed in detail yet. Therefor, a omprehensive haraterization of front
dynamis in two-dimensional systems, inluding the phenomenon of loking fronts, is the
seond main goal of this work.
Though in priniple optial systems with pithfork bifuration are promising andidates
for the analysis of front motion and soliton formation, their experimental realization is
often not pratiable. Up to now, only the desribed four-wave mixing experiment has
given evidene of a (fundamental) soliton and domain dynamis in general. Thus, more
experimental work on systems with pithfork bifuration would be desirable.
In this setion, the basi onept of an experiment will be presented whih seems to be an
appealing andidate for a systemati analysis of the open questions. First, the theoretial
onept behind the single-mirror feedbak arrangement will be illustrated. Afterwards,
the hoie of the nonlinear medium and modiations of the standard sheme will be
eluidated, and an overview of the previous results obtained in this experiment will be
given.
2.3.2 Basi onept
The single mirror feedbak arrangement was introdued by d'Alessandro and Firth [Fir90℄
as a model system for optial pattern formation whose theoretial desription is on-
eptually simple. Originally designed for the observation of simple periodi patterns
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[DF91, DF92℄, it has developed to a workhorse for the investigation of optial strutures.
Espeially the most systemati experiments on dissipative solitons were onduted in re-
alizations of the single-mirror feedbak onguration (see previous setion). The basi
sheme of the single-mirror feedbak arrangement is depited in Fig. 2.5. It onsists of a
thin slie of an optially nonlinear medium and a plane feedbak mirror at a distane d.
A light eld that is assumed to be a plane wave is injeted into the medium. The portion
of light that is transmitted by the medium then propagates towards the feedbak mirror
and is fed bak into the medium after having propagated over the distane 2d.
Dissipative spatial strutures originate from the interplay of a nonlinearity with some kind
of spatial oupling. The main advantage of the single-mirror feedbak arrangement that
leads to a signiant simpliation of the theoretial desription is the spatial separation
of nonlinear interation and spatial oupling. The thikness of the medium in the diretion
of light propagation L is assumed to be small. Under this assumption, the diration of
light within the medium an be negleted, and only the nonlinear interation between
light eld and medium has to be taken into aount. Contrary to the situation within
the medium, no nonlinearities our during the propagation of the light eld towards the
mirror and bak. Here only diration has to be taken into aount.
A further simpliation is given by the assumption of instantaneous feedbak whih ne-
glets the delay indued by the nite speed of light. This assumption is fullled by the
hoie of a nonlinear medium that relaxes on a signiantly slower timesale than the
round trip time. Furthermore, a diusive spatial oupling within the medium is assumed
that washes out the standing wave pattern that is indued by the interferene of the
forward and bakwards propagating light elds.
D'Alessandro and Firth analyze a single-mirror feedbak arrangement with a Kerr-type
nonlinearity. This is a medium without absorption whose refrative index varies linearly
with inreasing light intensity. In the following, a fousing nonlinearity is assumed, where
the refrative index inreases with the light intensity. If the input intensity is inreased,
at a ertain threshold intensity a spatially extended pattern with hexagonal symmetry
emerges spontaneously. The ourrene of periodi patterns in a single-mirror feedbak
arrangement an be explained by means of the Talbot eet [Tal36℄. This linear optial
eet desribes the periodial onversion of a light eld that is transversally modulated
in phase into a light eld that is amplitude modulated and bak due to diration. The
distane where the light eld is reovered in its original state is alled Talbot length and
is given by
z
T
=
4k
0
q
2
; (2.1)
where k
0
is the wave number of the light eld in the diretion of propagation and q the wave
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number of the transverse modulation. After a propagation distane of t
T
=4, a onversion
between phase and amplitude modulation is aomplished, whereas the modulations in
planes that are separated by z
T
=2 are transversally shifted in phase by a half wavelength.
In the single-mirror feedbak arrangement, utuations within the medium indue broad-
band spatial modulations of the refrative index. The light eld that is transmitted by
the medium will be modulated in phase. During the following propagation, due to the
Talbot eet, the phase modulation will by transferred into an amplitude modulation.
For ertain Fourier omponents of the transverse spatial modulation, the orresponding
propagation distane mathes 2d. If the spatial phase of the intensity modulation of that
Fourier omponent mathes the one of the orresponding original modulation of the re-
frative index, the latter an grow due to the nonlinearity of the medium. Thus, starting
from an innitesimal utuation within the medium, this mehanism leads to a growth of
a marosopi transverse refrative index prole. Due to the diusive damping within the
medium, the struture that evolves will have the lowest resonant wave number. The shape
of the evolving pattern annot be predited by the Talbot eet. It will be determined
by the nonlinear interation of the evolving Fourier modes.
If dierent nonlinearities are onsidered, the onditions for a positive feedbak are hanged.
The orresponding wave numbers are given by
q
2
n
=

(n  1) +
l
4

2k
0
d
with n 2 N : (2.2)
If purely dispersive media are onsidered positive feedbak for a fousing medium is pro-
vided for l = 1, while a defousing medium (refrative index dereases with inreasing
intensity) requires l = 3. In the ase of absorptive media, a saturable absorber (absorp-
tion oeÆient dereases with inreasing intensity) gets positive feedbak for l = 4, while
a limiting absorber (absorption oeÆient inreases with inreasing intensity) requires
l = 2. In general, nonlinear media exhibit a mixed nonlinearity. Therefor the Talbot
eet gives only a rough estimate of the length sale to be observed.
2.3.3 Sodium vapor as the nonlinear medium
The single-mirror feedbak arrangement does not only represent a oneptually simple
struture-forming system from the theoretial point of view. Also the setup of experiments
that an be taken as a realization of a single-mirror feedbak sheme is omparatively
simple. Over the last fteen years, single-mirror arrangements using very dierent types
of nonlinear media have been realized [Hon93, TBWS93, TNT93, PRA93, GMP94, AL94,
DSS
+
98℄. Eah of them has its advantages, like e.g. low threshold intensities, nearly
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Figure 2.6: Kastler diagram of the sodium D
1
transition.
Kerr-type nonlinearity or onvenient timesales. In this work, sodium vapor is used as
the nonlinear medium.
The nonlinearity of sodium vapor is signiantly dierent from the Kerr-type media dis-
ussed in the preeding setion. It is provided by optial pumping [Kas50℄. The nonlin-
earity has both a dispersive as well as an absorptive harater. The dominating eet
is hosen by the parameters. From the experimental side, the use of sodium vapor has
the big advantage that atomi vapors an be prepared with a high optial quality. Fur-
thermore, the nonlinear optial properties of the vapor an be manipulated in various
ways by well-ontrolled external parameters. From the theoretial side, the use of sodium
vapor oers the advantage that a well-established mirosopi model for the light-matter
interation exists that has been derived by the density matrix formalism from quantum
mehanis [MDLM86℄. For the D
1
lines of alkali metal vapors the orresponding equations
redue to a simple form and allow for an analytial and numerial treatment.
The sodium vapor is prepared in a buer gas atmosphere of nitrogen, whih leads to
a homogeneous broadening of the D
1
line that is signiantly larger than the hyperne
splitting and the Doppler broadening. Under these onditions, the D
1
transition an
be treated as a homogeneously broadened J =
1
2
! J
0
=
1
2
transition. This approah
has proven suessful in many preeding works that onsider transverse eets [LA98,
LAA
+
99, AL01, LAAB98, Ak96, Gah96, Aum99, Sh01, GW02, Hun06℄.
Optial pumping [Kas50℄ is illustrated in a Kastler diagram of the transition in Fig. 2.6.
Without the presene of a light eld, the Zeeman substates will be equally populated.
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If a 
+
polarized light eld is applied, it will ouple only to the Zeeman substate with
m
J
=  
1
2
due to seletion rules. Transitions to the m
J
=
1
2
exited state will take plae.
From this state, the system relaxes into both substates of the ground state (though not
with equal probabilities). As a net eet, a population dierene between the Zeeman
substates is indued. The normalized population dierene (ranging from -1 to +1) is
alled orientation w. This orientation determines the nonlinear optial properties of the
vapor, i.e. its nonlinear suseptibility  for 
+
(+) and 
 
(-) polarized light:


(w) = 
lin
(1 w) (2.3)
Here, 
lin
is the linear suseptibility. For any nonvanishing orientation, the suseptibilities
for the irularly polarized light elds dier from eah other. Sine the ollision-indued
relaxation rate  of the Zeeman substates of the ground state towards the thermal equi-
librium is small, optial pumping is very eÆient and an ompletely empty the substate
that ouples to the light eld at very low light intensities. In this situation, the vapor
beomes transparent for the light eld, i.e. the nonlinearity of the vapor is saturable. It
is known, however, that spatial strutures do not appear in a saturated medium [Ak96℄.
Therefor a mehanism has to be indued that prevents the medium from being saturated.
In many preeding works, an external transverse magneti eld has been used, whih
indues transitions between the Zeeman sublevels and ats like a damping mehanism
[ALHL95, SFAL00, HAL04℄. Another possibility is the introdution of a seond irular
polarization omponent with opposite heliity (
 
light). It will ouple to the substate
of the ground state with m
J
=
1
2
only and provide optial pumping into the opposite di-
retion (see Fig. 2.6). In the single-mirror feedbak arrangement, the seond polarization
omponent an be inluded in the input eld by the use of either elliptially or linearly
polarized light. If the light eld is hosen to be linearly polarized, it ontains equal por-
tions of 
+
and 
 
light. No net pumping ours in this situation, the orientation stays
zero. However, a so-alled polarization instability an take plae, where the linear po-
larization beomes unstable against the generation of new polarization omponents. In
suh a situation, square patterns were observed at threshold [ABL
+
97℄. If an elliptially
polarized light eld is used, the system loses its symmetry due to the preferene of one
irular polarization omponent and a transition to hexagons is observed [ABL
+
97℄.
A seond irular polarization omponent an also be introdued into the system by pla-
ing a polarization-hanging element in the feedbak loop of the single-mirror feedbak
arrangement. In an experiment with linear input polarization and a quarter-wave-plate
in the feedbak loop, eightfold quasipatterns were observed [AAGWL02℄. If a iru-
larly polarized input is used in ombination with a quarter-wave plate in the feedbak
loop, seondary bifurations leading from hexagonal patterns to twelvefold quasipatterns
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Figure 2.7: Mehanism of the polarization instability. See text for explanation.
[HGWA
+
99℄ and superlattie [GWHAL03℄ patterns are observed.
2.3.4 Single-mirror feedbak with =8 retardation plate
Already in 1984, a single-mirror feedbak arrangement with sodium vapor and a =8
retardation plate in the feedbak loop has been analyzed by Yabuzaki et al. [YOKO84℄.
In this work, the transverse spatial dimensions have been negleted. Reently, this system
has been reonsidered by Groe Westho et al. [GWKL
+
00℄ with respet to transverse
eets. These experiments provide the basis of the experiment in this work.
Both works onsider a linear input polarization. After the beam is transmitted through
the ell, it passes the =8 plate, propagates towards the feedbak mirror and is reeted
bak into the medium, again passing =8 plate. The double transmission of the =8 plate
is equivalent to a single pass through a quarter-wave plate. Hene, as long as the linear
polarization is not aligned with one of the optial axes of the wave plate, the light eld
that is fed bak into the medium will be elliptially polarized. The imbalane of the
irularly polarized omponents of that light eld will lead to optial pumping within the
medium.
Yabuzaki et al. studied the observation of optial bistability due to a symmetry-breaking
pithfork bifuration. The mehanism that leads to the polarization instability is depited
in Fig. 2.7. For simpliity, a pure dispersive nonlinearity of the sodium vapor is assumed.
The slow optial axis of the wave plate is assumed to be aligned with the diretion of
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polarization of the linearly polarized input light eld. Hene, no optial pumping ours
if the orientation is zero. If, however, a small perturbation of the orientation is assumed
(a positive perturbation is onsidered here), the irularly polarized omponents of the
input light eld experiene a nonlinear phase shift that is of opposite sign for the dierent
heliities. In the piture of linear polarizations, the polarization vetor of the light eld
that is transmitted by the vapor is rotated by a (positive) angle . At this point, the ation
of the quarter-wave plate omes into play. Sine the polarization vetor is not aligned
with the optial axis of the wave plate anymore, the light eld that is reeted into the
medium will be elliptially polarized. This light eld an be divided into a omponent
of linearly polarized light (whih does not lead to optial pumping within the medium)
and a omponent of irularly polarized light. In the ase onsidered here, an exess of

+
light is produed, whih leads to an optial pumping proess that enhanes the initial
perturbation of the orientation distribution. The orientation as well as the polarization
rotation angle inreases further. In the same manner, a negative perturbation of the
orientation is amplied, whih results in a marosopi negative orientation and a negative
polarization rotation angle . The mehanism is ompletely symmetrial to the ase with
positive orientation.
At jj = 45
Æ
, the feedbak eld is purely irular, whih results in an optimal optial
pumping. If the polarization angle exeeds rotation angle of jj = 45
Æ
, optial pumping
is redued again whih leads to a saturation of the polarization rotation.
If the input power is inreased from zero, the linear input polarization beomes unstable
due to the desribed mehanism at a ertain threshold, whih is essentially given by the
losses within the medium. The bifuration of the system leads to the observation of two
equivalent states with positive and negative orientation. A similar bifuration diagram is
shown in Fig. 2.4a. The observed bifuration has been interpreted as a pithfork bifur-
ation [YOKO84, GWKL
+
00℄. In priniple, both branhes should be hosen with equal
probabilities if the threshold is rossed. In the experiment, the perfet symmetry-breaking
bifuration is observed only in a lose approximation. This is due to the strutural instabil-
ity of this type of bifuration. A disturbed pithfork bifuration is observed if the optial
axis of the wave plate is not perfetly aligned with the input polarization [YOKO84℄. In
this situation, one of the two states is preferred and is always hosen by the system if
the input power is inreased from zero. The branh an be hanged by rotating the wave
plate bak and forth about an angle of 90
Æ
. Also a hange of branhes by means of a
irularly polarized seond laser beam that overompensates the optial pumping proess
is theoretially onsidered [YOKO84℄.
If transverse spatial eets are onsidered, it turns out that the pithfork bifuration leads
to two spatially homogeneous solutions. If the input power is inreased by two orders of
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magnitude, a modulational instability is observed on both branhes of the pithfork bifur-
ation [GWKL
+
00℄. At a ertain threshold power, the system displays hexagonal patterns
whih are again equivalent and dier only in the sign of the orientation distribution. The
appearane of hexagons is due to the broken inversion symmetry of the system when the
pithfork bifuration has already ourred. In swith-on experiments, where the input
power is inreased from zero to a value above the threshold for pattern formation, typ-
ially one of the hexagonal patterns is observed. In some ases, a pattern is observed
whih onsists of a polarization front that onnets two domains of opposite elliptial
polarization.
Groe Westho et al. also analyze the situation where the fast axis of the wave plate is
aligned with the input polarization. In this ase, the input polarization is stable, sine
utuations of the orientation experiene negative feedbak. The inversion symmetry of
the system is maintained. Also in this situation, a modulational instability is observed
that leads to the observation of triangular or rhombi patterns. The experimental ndings
are well reprodued by an analytial as well as a numerial treatment of the mirosopi
model.
In onlusion, the single-mirror feedbak sheme with sodium vapor and =8 wave plate
seems to be appropriate for a systemati analysis of the open questions that were given
in the beginning of this subsetion. The previous works [YOKO84, GWKL
+
00℄ as well as
preliminary numerial simulations [GW03℄ have indiated that this system fullls many
of the prerequisites that are expeted to play a fundamental role in the formation of suh
strutures. First, the system displays a symmetry-breaking pithfork bifuration to two
equivalent homogeneous states. An imperfetion of this bifuration that is onsidered
useful for the modiation of front dynamis an be introdued in a well-ontrolled way.
Furthermore, it has been shown in previous works that the possibility to use an inoherent
addressing beam in the sodium system results in robust swithing between bistable states.
This should simplify the preparation of domains and solitons. The ourrene of a mod-
ulational instability within the aessible parameters range is a further phenomenon that
may help to provide front loking due to spatial osillations. In addition, the observed
experimental phenomena an be ompared to theoretial results that an be obtained
thanks to the availability of a well-established mirosopi model.
Chapter 3
Experimental setup
3.1 Overview
An overview of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. It onsists of three building
bloks that have to meet ertain requirements resulting from the aim of the experiment:
 Beam preparation
For the observation of solitary strutures, it is neessary to have two laser beams.
The 'holding beam' ontains most of the input power and drives the nonlinearities
of the vapor in a spatially extended region, whereas the 'addressing beam' is used
to inrease the laser power loally to ignite and erase solitary strutures. Both
beams need to be ontrolled in their power, polarization, frequeny and beam prole
individually.
 Single-mirror feedbak arrangement
The single-mirror feedbak arrangement is the enter part of this experiment. It
onsists of a nonlinear medium, in this ase sodium vapor in a nitrogen buer gas
Na+N2 l/8 FM
beam preparation analysis setup
Figure 3.1: Overview of the experimental setup.
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atmosphere, a /8 retardation plate and a plane feedbak mirror. The sodium vapor
needs to be prepared in a way that the assumptions made in the derivation of the
mirosopi model are fullled as exatly as possible.
 Analysis setup
The light that is transmitted by the feedbak mirror is used for the analysis of the
strutures emerging from the single-mirror feedbak arrangement. The polarization
of the light eld will play an important role in understanding the mehanisms in-
volved. Camera systems in general are not sensitive to polarization. Therefor the
light eld has to be analyzed in its polarization properties before imaging it onto
ameras. The apabilities of the imaging system have to be adapted to the phe-
nomenon to be observed. For the observation of stationary strutures the images
have to have a high resolution in spae and intensity levels, while for the observa-
tion of dynamial proesses an imaging system with a high temporal resolution is
required.
The dierent parts of the setup will be disussed below. Many parts of the experimental
setup have already been used and desribed in previous works [Ak96, Aum99, Sh01,
GW02, Hun06℄. These parts will be only briey desribed.
3.2 Beam preparation
3.2.1 Light soure
The preparation of the laser beams used in the experiment is shown shematially in
Fig. 3.2. The laser beam is reated by a w dye laser (Spetra-Physis 380D) using
Rhodamine 6G solved in ethylene glyol as the dye. It is pumped by a diode-pumped
frequeny-doubled solid state laser (Spetra-Physis Millennia Xs) operating at 532 nm.
In the rst experimental sessions an argon ion laser (Spetra-Physis 2030T-15) operating
on the 514 nm line has been used. From a pump input power of 6 to 6.5 W the dye laser
produes an output power of up to 950 mW at the desired wavelength.
The frequeny of the dye laser an be ontinuously tuned in the viinity of the sodium D
1
line (=589.6 nm). The laser is equipped with an ative ontrol loop (Stabilok, Spetra-
Physis 388), whih stabilizes the laser frequeny to the slope of a transmission peak
of a temperature stabilized referene Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI). By means of this
stabilization, short-term frequeny utuations are redued to 5 MHz within one seond.
A seond temperature stabilized FPI with a larger free spetral range is used to detet
and orret frequeny jumps of one or more free spetral ranges of the referene FPI.
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Figure 3.2: Shemati view of the beam preparation setup. L: lens, LP: linear polarizer,
FR: Faraday rotator, /2: half-wave plate, /4: quarter-wave plate, PBS: polarizing beam
splitter, EOM: eletro-optial modulator, AOM: aousto-optial modulator, FC: ber oupler,
PC: polarization ontroller, SMI: sanning Mihelson interferometer, D: photodetetor, SC:
sodium ell.
The stabilization fails if the frequeny jump is larger than the free spetral range of the
seond FPI. Suh frequeny jumps, as well as frequeny drifts on large time sales, an
be deteted by a frequeny measurement.
The dye laser is very sensitive to light fed bak into the resonator by bak reetions.
In this experiment there is a high amount of light travelling bakwards due to the feed-
bak mirror in the single-mirror feedbak arrangement. To avoid the resulting frequeny
and power utuations of the dye laser an optial diode onsisting of a Faraday rotator
preeded (LP
1
) and followed (LP
2
) by a linear polarizer is inserted into the beam path
(speied suppression: -38 dB).
The laser frequeny is measured with a wavemeter, whih is a modied sanning Mihelson
interferometer (SMI). A small fration of light is oupled out of the laser beam by means
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of a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter. It is oupled into a single mode ber
and led to the SMI. This devie determines the unknown laser frequeny by omparing
it to the known frequeny of a HeNe laser. Relative hanges in the dye laser frequeny
an be deteted with an auray of about 200 MHz [Ohl87℄. The absolute auray is
lower due to dependenies of the measurement on the beam parameters inside the SMI.
By alibrating the SMI with a small signal absorption prole of the sodium D
1
line, an
absolute auray of about 1 GHz is ahieved.
3.2.2 Preparation of the holding beam
The holding beam is the intense laser beam, whih is needed for the observation of dissi-
pative strutures in this experiment. Its power needs to be adjusted and the beam prole
and polarization have to be prepared.
Input power
The laser beam oming from the laser system is foused onto the rystal of an eletro-
optial modulator (EOM) by lens L
1
. The EOM (Gsanger LM020P) is used to ontrol
the power of the holding beam P
in
. The last mirror before the beam is injeted into the
sodium ell transmits about 0.1 % of the laser power onto a photodiode. By alibration
with a bolometer (Spetra-Physis 407) that is plaed diretly in front of the sodium ell,
the input power an be determined with an absolute auray of 10 %. Changes of the
input power are deteted with an auray whih is estimated to be of the order of 1 mW.
The maximum holding beam power in front of the ell is 350 mW.
Beam prole
The intensity prole of the holding beam is ontrolled by spatial ltering by means of a
single mode optial ber (Thorlabs SN3224). In the ber, light an only propagate in
the LP
0;1
mode whih resembles the TEM
0;0
mode. The output ber oupler ontains
a mirosope objetive (f=16.85 mm), that is movable in three diretions in spae. It
is adjusted to produe a ollimated beam with a beam radius of 1.5 mm. This beam is
expanded by means of a telesope onsisting of two plano-onvex lenses L
2
(f=150 mm)
and L
3
(f=200 mm). The resulting beam that is injeted into the sodium ell has a beam
radius of 1.89 mm. The beam waist is hosen to be positioned within the sodium ell
with an auray of 50 m. This is small ompared to the Rayleigh length of the beam
(z
R
 20m).
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Polarization
The laser beam is linearly polarized when it leaves the output fae of the EOM. The single
mode ber is not polarization maintaining, but it maintains the degree of polarization.
The output polarization an be adjusted by means of a polarization ontroller [Lef80℄.
This devie onsists of a sequene of a single, a double and a single loop of the ber.
Due to bending-indued birefringene of the ber [URE80℄ this sequene is equivalent to
a sequene of a quarter-wave, a half-wave and a quarter-wave retarder. By means of this
polarization ontroller the output beam is preadjusted to be linearly polarized with the
axis of polarization aligned with the diretion perpendiular to the optial table and with
the linear polarizer LP
3
. That polarizer (B. Halle Nah. PGT 2.12) is the last optial
element before the beam is injeted into the ell. The extintion ratio of the polarizer is
speied to be better than 10
 6
.
3.2.3 Preparation of the addressing beam
Input power
A variable fration of light is oupled out of the holding beam by means of a half-wave
plate and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS
2
) to build the addressing beam. The beam
is foused into an aousto-optial modulator (AOM, NEC OD-8813A) to allow for fast
swithing. The rise time of the transmitted intensity lies below 200 ns whih is fast
enough ompared to the typial timesale of the dynamial phenomena in the experiment
( 20s).
Holding and addressing beam propagate individually over a ertain distane and are both
oupled into an optial ber. Therefor it is impossible to keep the relative phase between
these two beams onstant. Without an other ation taken, the result of the reuniation
of the two beams in the sodium ell is an interferene pattern utuating in time. This
behavior strongly perturbs the proess of igniting and erasing loalized strutures in the
experiment. But due to the nonlinearity of the sodium vapor the addressing beam does
not have to be oherent with the holding beam. Therefor the frequeny of the addressing
beam is shifted by means of the AOM. If the rst order of diration of the AOM is used
as the addressing beam, its frequeny is shifted by  = 140 MHz.
Beam prole
As in the holding beam, a single mode optial ber is used to ontrol the transverse
intensity prole of the addressing beam. A homogeneous Gaussian prole allows for a
good fousability of the beam. The output oupler onsists of a lens that an be moved
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Figure 3.3: Shemati view of the single-mirror feedbak arrangement.
in three diretions in spae. Its distane from the ber in ombination with lens L
6
determines the radius of the beam in the sodium ell. It an be adjusted from 180 µm to
1.5 mm. The position of the addressing beam in the ell is adjusted by means of mirror
M
1
whih superimposes addressing and holding beam in the sodium ell. Both beams
inlude an angle of approx. 1
Æ
.
Polarization
The polarization of the addressing beam is adjusted analog to the holding beam. A ber
polarization ontroller is used to generate a linearly polarized beam whose polarization
axis is aligned with linear polarizer LP
4
. The addressing beam needs to be irularly
polarized in this experiment. This is ahieved by inserting a quarter-wave retardation
plate behind LP
4
. The heliity of the irular polarization an then be hosen by adjusting
the rotation angle of the quarter-wave plate to 45
Æ
with respet to the axis of linear
polarization introdued by LP
4
.
3.3 Single-mirror feedbak arrangement
The single mirror feedbak arrangement onsists of the sodium ell, an eighth-wave retar-
dation plate and a feedbak mirror (see Fig. 3.3).
The ore piee of the experiment is the sodium ell. It onsists of a Duran glass tube of
length 7 m and diameter 12 mm. This tube an be evauated and lled with nitrogen
as the buer gas. A buer gas pressure of 300 hPa has proven to be appropriate to fulll
the requirements of the mirosopi model. It has therefor been used throughout the
experiments.
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The enter part of the tube (length L = 15mm) is surrounded by a opper blok that is
heated by four DC driven heat modules. A piee of solid sodium is plaed in this heated
area of the tube. It is ontained in a tantalum shuttle to simplify handling.
The outer parts of the tube are onneted to a water ooling loop. This reates a steep
temperature gradient within the gas, whih limits the area of high sodium partile densities
to the heated zone. In the presene of a buer gas, a deposition of sodium partiles on the
ell windows that lose the ends of the tube is prevented. The ell windows were hosen
to be thiker (5 mm) than in previous experiments in order to redue stress-indued
birefringene and depolarization. They are antireetion oated to redue interferenes.
The ell temperature is measured inside the opper blok near the tube. Heating the
ell to a temperature of 280
Æ
C to 360
Æ
C results in a sodium partile density in the range
of 10
19
m
 3
to 10
20
m
 3
. The dependene of the partile density on the temperature has
been determined experimentally by the measurement of a small signal absorption proles
[Aum99℄.
The sodium ell is surrounded by three pairs of Helmholtz oils, that produe a homoge-
neous magneti eld in the heated area of the ell. A magneti eld signiantly inuenes
the optial pumping proess in sodium vapor. This has been used as a parameter in previ-
ous works [ALHL95, SFAL00, HAL04℄. In this work, the magneti eld is kept xed. It is
adjusted to ompensate for the earth magneti eld. Additionally, a stati magneti eld
is applied, that is oriented parallel to the diretion of the laser beam. The magneti eld
omponent in the diretion of the laser beam is adjusted to jB
z
j = 200  400T, whih
is large ompared to the residual transverse magneti eld omponents jB
x;y
j < 1T.
The =8 plate in the feedbak loop (VLOC WM30.0-0.125-589-C) is antireetion oated
and xed in a rotation mount. The rotation angle an be determined with an auray
of 2
0
. This auray applies for all rotation mounts in the setup.
The feedbak mirror is plane and has a reetivity of R=0.99. The substrate is wedged
with an angle of 2
Æ
to minimize interferenes. It is kept in a three-point mount, all of whih
are adjustable by means of a mirometer srew. Additionally, the ontrols of the two tilt
axes are equipped with piezoeletri transduers whih allow for a preise alignment of
the feedbak mirror tilt. The mirror distane d is hosen to be approx. 10 m.
3.4 Analysis setup
The light that is transmitted by the feedbak mirror is used for the analysis of the system.
The distribution of the light eld that is transmitted by the sodium ell is imaged onto
harge-oupled devie (CCD) ameras. These are only sensitive to light intensities and
not to the polarization of light. However, the polarization properties of the light eld
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Figure 3.4: Shemati view of the analysis setup.
hange during the transmission through the sodium ell and this gives important infor-
mation about the state of the nonlinear medium. Therefor the analysis setup onsists of
a polarization analysis unit and an imaging unit.
3.4.1 Polarization analysis
To analyze the polarization of the light eld that is transmitted by the sodium ell, it
is important to ompensate for the eet the =8 plate in the feedbak loop has on the
polarization. This is aomplished by inserting a seond eighth-wave plate behind the
feedbak mirror. Its optial axes are oriented perpendiular to the optial axes of the
rst =8 plate. After transmission through this seond =8 plate the state of polarization
behind the sodium ell is reestablished.
A very simple way to gain information on the polarization of the light eld is the use of
a linear polarizer that is installed into a rotation mount. The transmitted light eld is a
projetion onto a linear polarization omponent, whose axis is hosen by the optial axis
of the polarizer. By rotating the linear polarizer arbitrary linear polarization omponents
an be analyzed. Alternatively the linear polarizer is kept at a hosen referene axis and
a half-wave retardation plate in a rotation mount is inserted in front of the polarizer.
To measure the irularly polarized omponents of the light eld, a quarter-wave plate is
inserted in front of the linear polarizer. Its fast axis inludes an angle of 45
Æ
with the
referene axis to measure the right and left irularly polarized omponents of the light
eld.
In order to gain full information on the polarization of a light eld a spatially resolved
measurement of the Stokes parameters an be aomplished by ombining four of the
desribed measurements. The Stokes parameters S
1
, S
2
and S
3
haraterize the state of
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polarization of an eletromagneti eld. The rst parameter S
1
gives the relative fration
of radiation that is linearly polarized with respet to a hosen referene axis. It an be
determined by measuring the intensities in the two linear polarization omponents parallel
(I
k
) and orthogonal (I
?
) to the referene axis. S
2
gives the relative fration of linearly
polarized light that is polarized at an angle of 45
Æ
with respet to the referene axis, whih
is measured at a rotation angle of 22.5
Æ
of the /2 plate. S
3
gives the relative fration of
irularly polarized light. Here the /2 plate is replaed by a /4 plate and its fast axis
inludes an angle of 45
Æ
with the referene axis. The normalized Stokes parameters an
be alulated from the measured intensities:
S
1
=
I
k
  I
?
I
k
+ I
?
(3.1)
S
2
=
2  I
45
I
k
+ I
?
  1 (3.2)
S
3
=
2  I
ir
I
k
+ I
?
  1: (3.3)
The total degree of polarization of the light eld is given by the frational polarization:
D
pol
=
q
S
2
1
+ S
2
2
+ S
2
3
From the measured Stokes parameters the elliptiity  and the orientation of the main
axis  of the polarization ellipsoid an be alulated:
S
1
= os(2)  os(2) (3.4)
S
2
= os(2)  sin(2) (3.5)
S
3
= sin(2): (3.6)
3.4.2 Imaging system
The imaging system reords the near and far eld intensity distribution of the light eld
omponent that is transmitted by the sodium vapor and the polarization analyzer.
The near eld, whih is the light eld transmitted by the sodium ell, is imaged onto
a amera (CCD 1) by means of a lens (L7). The hoie of the CCD amera to image
the near eld depends on the phenomenon to observe. Most of the images in this work
show stationary or quasistationary states. These are imaged onto a digital CCD amera
(Vosskuhler CCD-1300LN). This amera has a high spatial resolution (10241024 pixels),
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a high dynami range (12 bit) and an exposure time of 100 µs. The high dynami range
is essential for the measurement of Stokes parameters.
A videosamplingmethod is used for imaging dynamial proesses [Bru94, MB95, MSA
+
99℄.
This method is apable of imaging proesses that are either periodi themselves or an
be periodially reprodued. In this work, the dynamial proesses are the response of the
system to a perturbation indued by the addressing beam. A trigger signal is derived
from the signal that is periodially driving the AOM, thereby repeatedly triggering the
dynamial proess. The CCD amera has a trigger input with programmable exposure
delay. By repeatedly apturing an image with inreasing exposure delay, a sequene of
the dynamial proess is obtained. The amera (Proxitroni HF4 S 5N) is equipped with
a gated photomultiplier that allows for short exposure times. Throughout this work the
exposure time is hosen to be 1 µs. The delay inrement between two subsequent images
is typially in the order of 10{100 µs.
The far eld is the optial Fourier transform of the light eld that is transmitted by the
sodium vapor. It is present in the bak foal plane of lens L8 and is imaged onto amera
CCD 2 by means of lens L9. Sine the (often very intense) zero order of refration is
insigniant in the analysis of spatial strutures it is bloked by an opaque obstale to
inrease the dynami range that is available for reording higher spetral omponents.
Chapter 4
Experimental results
4.1 Symmetry-breaking pithfork bifuration
Yabuzaki et al. [YOKO84℄ and Groe Westho et al. [GWKL
+
00℄ have desribed the o-
urrene of a symmetry-breaking pithfork bifuration for the system under onsideration
here. In this setion these results will be reprodued, haraterized and enhaned for the
experimental parameters used in this work.
In the input power range onsidered here, the system does not exhibit any strutured
state, the intensity prole transmitted by the vapor is always homogeneous.
Figure 4.1 shows the polarization rotation angle  of the light eld transmitted through
the sodium ell in dependeny on the input power of the holding beam. The slow axis
of the /8-plate is aligned with the holding beam polarization. The polarization rotation
angle  is determined by adjusting a linear polarizer in the polarization analysis suh that
the transmitted intensity is minimal. For very low input powers (P
in
. 1:3mW) the main
axis of polarization is not rotated (  0
Æ
). Inreasing the input power beyond 1.3 mW
results in a pronouned hange of , and the polarization axis starts to rotate lokwise.
The rotation of the polarization plane is ontinuous, intensity jumps are not observed at
the detetor. Above an input power of P
in
 5mW the rotation of the polarization plane
saturates up to a saturation angle  =  65
Æ
at P
in
= 25mW.
A seond steady state solution, whih is expeted from the previous works [YOKO84,
GWKL
+
00℄ an be prepared in the following manner: The holding beam is bloked. Then
a 
+
polarized ignition beam is injeted into the ell and indues a positive orientation
within the sodium vapor. If the holding beam is unbloked and afterwards the ignition
beam is turned o, the main axis of polarization is rotated ounterlokwise with respet
to the input polarization at an angle of  = 65
Æ
. If the input power is redued down
to 10 mW,  slightly dereases. Reduing the input power further, the redution of 
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Figure 4.1: Rotation of the main axis of polarization in dependeny on the input power.
The slow axis of the /8-plate is aligned with the input polarization ( = 0
Æ
0
0
). Parameters:
d = 105mm,  = 16:8GHz, T = 342:5
Æ
C.
beomes more pronouned, and the rotation angle dereases ontinuously down to 10
Æ
at P
in
= 1:34mW. At this point, there is a jump in the power transmitted through the
analyzer. An adjustment of the analyzer shows that the main axis of rotation has jumped
to a slightly negative angle of rotation. This solution belongs to the solution branh
desribed rst. The system hanges from a bistable to a monostable situation.
The observed behavior orresponds to a weakly perturbed pithfork bifuration [Ni95℄
and has been aordingly interpreted by Yabuzaki and Groe Westho. In the following,
the power at whih  starts to hange rapidly will be alled ritial power. The power at
whih the seond solution sets in will be alled bistability power. In the ase of a perfet
pithfork bifuration, the two powers oinide. Due to the strutural instability of the
pithfork bifuration [Str94℄ this is not expeted to be observed in an experiment in its
pure form.
The degree of perturbation is very low, however. If the holding beam is bloked again,
the vapor relaxes to its equilibrium situation where the orientation is zero. If the holding
beam is swithed on to a power above the bistability power, the system spontaneously
hooses one of the two stable branhes. If this experiment is repeated, a swithing to both
branhes is observed.
Rotating the slow axis of the /8-plate by an angle  with respet to the input polarization
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Figure 4.2: Rotation of the main axis of polarization in dependeny on the input power for
positive wave plate rotation angles . Parameters: See Fig. 4.1 exept a)  = 0
Æ
30
0
, b)  = 5
Æ
0
0
.
introdues a perturbation of the pithfork bifuration. If  exeeds 10
0
, swithing to
only one branh is observed in swith-on experiments. This branh will be alled the
favored branh. The branh that is not observed in swith-on experiments will be alled
the disfavored one.
Fig. 4.2a shows the bifuration diagram for a small positive wave plate rotation angle
( = 30
0
), whih is measured in a similar way to Fig. 4.1. The ritial power is less dened
beause the polarization softly starts to rotate when the input power is inreased. The
branh that exhibits a negative (positive) polarization rotation is the favored (disfavored)
one for positive wave plate rotation angles . The bistability power inreases to 1.46 mW.
The degree of imperfetion of the pithfork bifuration is signiantly inreased.
In Fig. 4.2b, the bifuration diagram for a larger positive wave plate rotation angle is
shown ( = 5
Æ
). The bistability point is at 2.1 mW, and the disfavored branh is separated
from the input polarization diretion by at least  = 25
Æ
. There is a signiant dierene
in the absolute value of the saturation angles of the polarization rotation jj. At P
in
=
25mW, it is  = 63:3
Æ
for the favored branh and  =  69:0
Æ
for the disfavored branh.
If the diretion of rotation of the /8-plate is hanged, the asymmetri behavior of the
system is reversed. This is shown in Fig. 4.3 for two dierent negative rotation angles
. The branh with positive polarization rotation angles  now is ontinuously onneted
with the zero solution, i.e. it is the favored branh. The branh haraterized by negative
 values is disfavored. It an now be reahed by means of a 
 
polarized ignition beam.
For  =  30
0
(Fig. 4.3a) the imperfetion of the bifuration is weak, and the measured
values orrespond well to those of (Fig. 4.2a) with reversed signs for . The bistability
power is 1.53 mW. If the wave plate rotation angle is inreased (see Fig. 4.3b), the degree
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Figure 4.3: Rotation of the main axis of polarization in dependeny on the input power for
positive wave plate rotation angles . Parameters: See Fig. 4.1 exept a)  = 0
Æ
  30
0
, b)
 =  5
Æ
0
0
.
of imperfetion inreases similarly to Fig. 4.2b. The bistability power is 1.95 mW. The
maximum rotation angles amount to  = 62:2
Æ
for the favored branh and  =  69:8
Æ
for the disfavored branh.
Figure 4.4a shows the bistability power in dependeny on the rotation angle  of the
/8-plate. It is measured by bringing the system onto the disfavored branh at maximum
input power and then reduing the power stepwise until there is a jump in the intensity
transmitted by the linear polarizer. This indiates that the disfavored branh has dis-
appeared and the system has jumped to the favored branh. Above the urve built up
by the measured points, the system is bistable. For  = 0
Æ
, the threshold for the onset
of bistability is lowest. If jj is inreased, the threshold power inreases monotonially.
Above angles of 30
Æ
the laser power neessary for a bistability of the system inreases
drastially. Above angles of jj = 35
Æ
, no bistability is observed in the given input power
range.
The polarization rotation angle of the unstrutured states in dependeny on the wave plate
rotation angle  is shown in Fig. 4.4b. The measurement is started at a wave plate rotation
angle  =  90
Æ
, whih due to the  periodiity of the wave plate is equivalent to  = 90
Æ
.
At this point, the input polarization stays stable. If  is inreased, the polarization axis
starts to rotate in positive diretion. At   21
Æ
,  reahes a maximum of 67
Æ
. It
then slightly dereases, and at  = 27
Æ
, a disontinuous jump of the polarization axis
is deteted. The branh with positive polarization rotation disappears, and the system
jumps to a stable homogeneous state with negative polarization rotation.
If the system is prepared in the initial state  = 90
Æ
and  is dereased, the polarization
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Figure 4.4: a) Threshold input power for the existene of two stable homogeneous states. b)
Rotation of the main axis of polarization in dependeny on the wave plate rotation angle .
Parameters: d = 105mm,  = 16:8GHz, a) T = 346:3
Æ
C, b) T = 346:8
Æ
C, P
in
= 6:8mW.
axis rotates towards negative angles. The maximum rotation angle of  =  69
Æ
is ob-
served at  =  27
Æ
, and the state loses stability at  =  28
Æ
. In a good approximation,
the diagram is point-symmetri with respet to the origin.
The desribed behavior provides another way to hange between the two stable states
without the use of the ignition beam. In order to hange from the state with positive
(negative) polarization rotation to the state with negative (positive) polarization rotation,
 is inreased (dereased) until the branh loses its stability and then rotated bak to the
desired position within the bistable region.
4.2 Modulational instability
At input powers that lie beyond the level disussed in the previous setion (P
in
 25mW),
the system does not signiantly hange its properties over a wide power range. Depending
on the rotation angle of the wave plate, there are one or two stable unstrutured states.
The intensity distribution is smooth and the Gaussian shape of the input beam is not
distorted. The whole beam an be suppressed well in the polarization analysis by setting
the linear polarizer to an angle  + 90
Æ
, i.e. the polarization is homogeneous over the
whole beam (see Fig. 4.5a).
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Figure 4.5: Modulational instability. Intensities in the near eld images are equally saled,
far eld images are individually intensied for ontrast enhanement. Color table leading from
blak to white via red will be used for intensity images throughout this work. Parameters:
d = 112mm,  = 15:1GHz, T = 359:5
Æ
C,  = 0
Æ
.
4.2.1 Hexagonal patterns
The system is prepared to be on the branh that exhibits a positive polarization rotation
for the ase of a (nearly) perfet pithfork bifuration ( = 0
Æ
). The linear polarizer is
adjusted to suppress the unstrutured beam.
A hange in the properties of the system ours at input powers above typially 150 mW.
If the input power is inreased beyond that level, inhomogeneities our in the light eld
transmitted by the linear polarizer. The unstrutured state beomes unstable, and the
instability is onneted to the generation of new polarization omponents.
The upper row of Fig. 4.5 shows the near eld intensity distributions that are transmitted
by the linear polarizer for inreasing input power. The lower row shows the orresponding
far eld images (with suppressed zero order). At P
in
= 152:0mW, there is no modulation,
the unstrutured state is stable. Correspondingly, there are no higher Fourier omponents.
If the input power is inreased to 182 mW, modulations of the near eld our that
have no dened symmetry. However, the far eld image (Fig 4.5g) indiates that the
modulations have a well-dened length sale (q = 16:3 rad mm
 1
). There is a band of
exited wavevetors, that lie on a irle around the (suppressed) zero order.
If the input power is inreased further, the modulations beome more intense, and the
near eld images show bright spots on a dark bakground that are arranged in a hexag-
onal order. With inreasing input power, the number of onstituents inreases, i.e. the
patterned area grows. The hexagonal symmetry also beomes manifest in the far eld
(Fig. 4.5h,i,j), where six well-dened spots are present.
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The same phenomenon is observed, if the system is prepared to be in the state with
negative polarization rotation.
4.2.2 Patterns in dependeny on the wave plate rotation angle
As desribed in setion 4.1, the bifuration senario at low input powers hanges in de-
pendeny on the wave plate rotation angle . Depending on , there is either a (nearly)
perfet pithfork bifuration ( = 0
Æ
), a perturbed pithfork bifuration (jj . 35
Æ
) or
monostability (jj & 35
Æ
). For all angles  a modulational instability on all unstrutured
branhes that exist at this position is observed within the available laser power range.
Fig. 4.6 shows an overview of the dominating patterns that evolve beyond the threshold
for pattern formation in dependeny on . The rst two olumns show the evolving near
and far eld patterns on the branh that exhibits a rotation of the polarization plane
in positive diretion. Again, the linear polarizer in the analysis is adjusted to suppress
the unstrutured bakground. For  = 0
Æ
, a hexagonal pattern is observed as desribed
in setion 4.2.1. Hexagons are also dominantly observed, if the wave plate is rotated in
positive diretion. In this ase, the disussed branh is the disfavored one. Hexagonal
patterns persist, until the branh disappears at   40
Æ
. In tendeny, the number of on-
stituents of the pattern, i.e. the patterned area dereases with inreasing . The opposite
is true, if  is dereased. This is the situation where the disussed branh is the favored
one. Hexagons dominate pattern formation up to an angle of    40
Æ
. At    60
Æ
,
hexagons still appear, but the dominant pattern is a rhombi pattern. In the far eld,
it onsists of four intensity peaks that have the same wave number (q = 16:7 rad mm
 1
)
and enlose angles of 55
Æ
and 125
Æ
. The near eld shows a rhombi pattern with D2
symmetry.
A very peuliar pattern an be observed at wave plate rotation angles around    90
Æ
.
While rhombi patterns an also be observed, the dominant pattern is omposed of six
Fourier modes arranged in a hexagonal symmetry. However, the near eld image shows
that the pattern is not a simple hexagon (irular intensity maxima arranged in a hexag-
onal order) nor is it a honeyomb pattern (intensity minima arranged in hexagonal order,
'negative hexagons'). Due to the triangular shape of its onstituents, the pattern has
been interpreted as a triangular pattern [GWKL
+
00℄.
A similar behavior is observed, if the system is prepared in the state with negative po-
larization rotation  < 0. This state is favored for  > 0, and therefor the transition to
triangular patterns via a rhombi pattern is observed for positive angles . Of ourse, the
rst and last row of Fig. 4.6 show the very same state. Again, the system proves to be
symmetri with respet to   0
Æ
.
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Figure 4.6: Dominant patterns in dependeny on the wave plate rotation angle . First
and seond olumn: Near and far eld images of patterns emerging from the unstrutured
branh with positive polarization rotation. Third and fourth olumn: Near and far eld images
of patterns emerging from the unstrutured branh with negative polarization rotation. The
linear polarizer is adjusted to suppress the unstrutured bakground. Parameters: d = 112mm,
 = 15:1GHz, T = 359:5
Æ
C, P
in
= 244:0mW.
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Figure 4.7: Determination of the threshold for pattern formation. Parameters: d = 120mm,
 = 17:8GHz, T = 347:0
Æ
C,  = 0
Æ
.
4.2.3 Threshold for pattern formation
The previous setion has shown that the size of the patterned area (weakly) depends on
 for a onstant input power. It is known that the size of a pattern in a Gaussian beam is
amongst others determined by the distane to the threshold of pattern formation, whih
is also learly visible in Fig. 4.5. This suggests, that the threshold for pattern formation
depends on the rotation angle of the wave plate .
To obtain a more exat measurement of the pattern formation threshold, the far eld
CCD amera was removed and the far eld with removed low spatial frequenies was
foused onto a photodetetor.
Fig. 4.7 shows a typial diagram of 5 up- and down sans of the input power. The intensity
in the higher spatial modes is near zero well below the threshold. The fat that there is
a slight inrease in the intensity with inreasing input power is related to residual stray
light that annot be totally eliminated as well as to the observation that the metal lm
bloking the low spatial frequenies is not totally opaque.
At P
in
 150mW, the intensity in the Fourier spetrum starts to inrease signiantly.
Within the experimental resolution, there is no observation of a jump in the intensity
urve. Thus the inrease of the Fourier mode intensity is ontinuous. In that region, also
the inrease of the slope of the urve is ontinuous. After the threshold has passed, the
slope of the urve doesn't hange further, and in a good approximation, there is a linear
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Figure 4.8: Bifuration diagram. : threshold for bistability; N: threshold for pattern formation
for  < 0; H: threshold for pattern formation for  > 0. Parameters: see Fig. 4.7.
dependeny of the Fourier mode intensity on the input power.
The smoothness of the urve an be interpreted by onsidering spatial noise that is always
present in the system. Near but below the threshold for pattern formation, spatial utu-
ations that have the ritial wave number of the pattern that is about to evolve are only
weakly damped. This spetral omponent persists in the system with a ertain amplitude
that is dened by the distane to the threshold point in the system without noise. This
phenomenon is generally referred to as a 'noisy preursor' of the pattern. Bifurations
of this type are also often disussed in experiments onsidering the lasing threshold of
semiondutor lasers. Following the usual approah, the threshold of the bifuration is
dened by the intersetion point of two linear approximations of the urve well below and
above the threshold as indiated in Fig. 4.7.
This bifuration behavior is observed for all of the disussed patterns and all angles ,
respetively. Typially, the transition to hexagonal patterns in a system with broken
inversion symmetry is expeted to be subritial [CH93℄. This behavior is not observed
here. Numerial simulations show, however, that a very small hysteresis yle exists (see
setion 5.2.3). It is interpreted to be overed by utuations in the experiment.
Figure 4.8 shows the threshold for pattern formation in dependeny on . The region
where the system is bistable is indiated by squares onneted by an line. Above the
urve the system is bistable, below it is monostable. As stated in the beginning of this
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setion, the system remains basially unhanged onerning this property above an input
power of 25 mW. The threshold for pattern formation on the branh exhibiting a positive
polarization rotation is nearly onstant within the monostable range, i.e. where trian-
gles and rhombs are the dominating patterns. In the bistable region, hexagons are the
dominating pattern. For negative , the unstrutured state the modulational instability
originates from is the favored one. In ase of positive , it is the disfavored one. Obvi-
ously the threshold for pattern formation inreases the more disfavored the underlying
unstrutured state is. A similar behavior is observed with reversed angles  if the branh
exhibiting a negative polarization rotation is onsidered. Within the bistable range, the
modulational instability is a seondary bifuration. Remarkably, its threshold power is
separated from the threshold of the pithfork bifuration by two orders of magnitude.
4.3 Fronts and domain dynamis in a bistable situa-
tion
It has been shown in the previous setion, that the system exhibits a bistable behavior
within a large parameter region. In a spatially extended system, in priniple, the o-
existene of both states emerging from the pithfork bifuration is possible. However,
this phenomenon is rarely observed, if the system is running freely without an external
perturbation. A spontaneously appearing struture where the two states oexist has been
observed by Groe Westho [GWKL
+
00℄ and will be overed in the rst subsetion. The
following subsetions will investigate the behavior of the system under the inuene of
large-amplitude perturbations that an be introdued by means of the addressing beam.
4.3.1 Spontaneous appearane of polarization fronts at high in-
put powers
If the input power is swithed from a value below the onset of bistability to a value above
the bistability threshold, the system spontaneously hooses the branh that is favored in
that situation. This behavior is also observed, if the target input power is beyond the
threshold for pattern formation. In this ase, the favored hexagonal pattern is observed.
If the system is prepared to have nearly equivalent states (  0), the system typially
hooses one of the hexagonal patterns. However, in subsequent swith-on experiments
sometimes another type of pattern { that has already been desribed in [GWKL
+
00℄{
is observed (see Fig. 4.9). It onsists of two dierent domains. If the linear polarizer is
adjusted to suppress a polarization rotation angle  = 70
Æ
, the upper left part of the beam
is bright while the lower right part is dark (Fig. 4.9a). If, on the other hand, the polarizer
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Figure 4.9: Polarization front a) linear polarizer adjusted for suppression of state with pos-
itive polarization rotation; b) linear polarizer adjusted for suppression of state with negative
polarization rotation; ) total intensity. Parameters: d = 120mm,  = 16:4GHz, T = 329:2
Æ
C,
P
in
= 216mW,  = 1
Æ
40
0
.
is adjusted to suppress  =  70
Æ
, the lower right part is bright and the upper left part is
dark. The beam is divided into two dierent states of polarization both of whih originate
from the pithfork bifuration. The boundary is interpreted as a polarization front that
ontinuously onnets the two polarization states. It is visible as a dark line in the total
intensity distribution (Fig.4.9). This is due to the higher absorption that is present if
the orientation of the vapor is small. Hene, the orientation of the vapor rosses zero at
the domain boundary whih is an important information with respet to the lassiation
of the front (see setion 5.3.1). Both spatially extended states exhibit a stripe pattern
that is oriented parallel to the polarization front. A slight modulation along the stripes
an only be antiipated. It is interpreted as a remains of the hexagonal symmetry of
the oexisting hexagonal patterns that is suppressed by the perturbation indued by the
front. However, the modulational instability seems to play a role in the stabilization of
this pattern, sine it only exists at or above the threshold for pattern formation. Below
this threshold, the front moves towards the border of the Gaussian beam and disappears.
A further haraterization of stable fronts will be given in setion 4.6.1.
4.3.2 Domain dynamis: basi observation
The system is prepared in a state with negative polarization rotation in a situation where
both unstrutured states are nearly equivalent (  0
Æ
). Then the addressing beam,
whih is 
+
polarized, is swithed on. It is positioned in the enter of the holding beam
and has a radius of approx. 1.5 mm. By optial pumping, it loally reates a transition
from the state with negative polarization rotation to the state with positive polarization
rotation. A domain of one of the bistable unstrutured states embedded into a bakground
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Figure 4.10: Video sampling sequene of a ontrating domain. The bakground state is
suppressed by means of the linear polarizer. Parameters: d = 120mm,  = 17:6GHz, T =
340:7
Æ
C, P
in
= 90:0mW,  = 0
Æ
.
of the other state is reated. As long as the addressing beam is swithed on, the domain
remains unhanged after an equilibrium has been reahed.
If the addressing beam is swithed o, the system beomes dynami. The domain shrinks
and nally disappears within a time period that an not be resolved by standard video
equipment. However, this dynami behavior an be analyzed by means of the video
sampling tehnique. Therefor the aousto-opti modulator that is used for swithing the
addressing beam is driven with a square pulse signal having a repetition rate of 100 Hz.
This square signal serves as the periodi signal needed for the appliation of the video
sampling method. The falling edge of the square pulse, i.e. the point in time where the
addressing beam is swithed o, is taken as the beginning of the sampling sequene. The
inrement by whih the exposure of the amera is delayed in onseutive images is hosen
in a way to apture a smooth sequene of 50-100 images that overs the essential timesale
of the proess (typially 10-100 s).
Figure 4.10 shows an exerpt of suh a sampling sequene. It shows that the initial
domain is of a irular shape and has some slight radial osillations. Immediately after
the addressing beam is turned o, the domain starts to ontrat symmetrially, i.e. the
irular shape is maintained. The ontinuous shrinkage of the domain nally leads to the
disappearane of the domain within a time period of 4 ms. The initial bakground state
is reovered.
From eah image of the video sampling sequene, a domain radius an be determined.
It is dened as the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of a radially averaged prole
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Figure 4.11: Contration of a irular domain. a) domain radius against time; b) squared
domain radius against time and linear t. Parameters: see Fig. 4.10.
of the intensity distribution entered at the enter of the domain. The domain radius in
dependeny on time of the desribed sequene is shown in Fig.4.11a.
From general onsiderations (f. setion 2.2.2), the ontration or expansion of a irular
domain of a homogeneous state embedded in a bakground of another equivalent homoge-
neous state is not unexpeted. It is attributed to the urvature of the domain boundary.
Theoretial onsiderations predit that the front dynamis of a irular domain of one
homogeneous solution embedded into a bakground of another equivalent homogeneous
solution is governed by the following equation for the domain radius R:
dR
dt
=  


R
It desribes a urvature-driven dynamis, where the oeÆient 

determines the strength
and diretion of motion of the irularly shaped front onneting the two homogeneous
states. For 

> 0, the domain will ontrat and disappear. If 

< 0, the domain will
expand. Setting R(0) = R
0
, an equation for the temporal evolution of the domain radius
an be derived:
R(t) =
q
R
0
2
  2

t (4.1)
The domain ontrats or expands following a
p
t law. In a plot, where R
2
is plotted
against t, the halve negative slope of a linear t through the experimental values will give
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. The representation of the experimental time series is shown in Fig. 4.11b. Apparently
the dynamis of the domain is desribed very well by the assumption of a urvature-driven
dynamis. The linear t yields a oeÆient 

= 0:283mm
2
ms
 1
.
As already shown, the most important parameters in this experiment are the input power
P
in
and the wave plate rotation angle  that determines the degree of imperfetion of the
pithfork bifuration. In the following two setions, the dynamis of irular domains is
studied under variation of these parameters.
4.3.3 Variation of input power
The system is bistable over a wide range of input powers, as shown in setion 4.2.3. At
a ertain point, the two unstrutured states beome unstable against pattern formation.
However, the bistable behavior persists. Within the whole power range where bistability
is present, domains an be ignited. This applies for domains where a domain of the state
that exhibits a positive polarization rotation is embedded in a bakground that has a
negative polarization rotation (positive domains) as well as for the opposite ase (negative
domains).
Fig. 4.12 shows the temporal evolution of a irular domain under variation of the input
power of the holding beam. Within the whole power range, only ontrating domains
are observed. The urves show that up to an input power of approximately 150 mW the
dynamis an very well be desribed in the framework of urvature-driven ontration as
disussed in the previous subsetion. All data points lie on a straight line in a very good
approximation, and therefor the oeÆient 

an be determined easily.
Above an input power of 150 mW, there is a qualitative hange in the dynamial behavior
of the domains. While the monotoni ontration of the domain persists, the time series
show that the urve is not a straight line anymore, but it beomes modulated. The
degree of modulation obviously seems to depend on the input power. Also, there seem
to be ertain xed radii, where the dynamis slows down. However, a linear t through
the data points an still approximate the time sale of the ontration. Fig. 4.12 shows
the temporal evolution of negative domains. The experiment was repeated with positive
domains and yields qualitatively similar results.
The oeÆients 

resulting from the linear ts of the urves in dependeny on the input
power are plotted in Fig. 4.13. Squares indiate the oeÆients belonging to positive
domains, while irles represent negative domains. For ompletely equivalent states, the
oeÆients for positive and negative domains are expeted to oinide. In the experiment,
there is a ertain deviation between the dynamis of positive and negative domains. This
might, on the one hand, be attributed to a slight parameter drift whih slightly hanges
the overall behavior of the system. On the other hand, systemati imperfetions like
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Figure 4.12: Contration sequenes of negative domains under variation of the input power
P
in
. Parameters: d = 112mm,  = 17:5GHz, T = 354:7
Æ
C,  = 0
Æ
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Figure 4.13: CoeÆient 

in dependeny on input power P
in
for positive () and negative (Æ)
domains. Parameters: see Fig. 4.12.
depolarization of the light eld may play a role. However, the qualitative behavior of
positive and negative domains is very similar. Therefor the dynamis will be disussed
together.
The urves show a monotoni derease of 

with inreasing input power, i.e. the dynamis
of the domains slows down. The deeleration is relatively weak up to an input power of
approx. 180 mW. Above this input power, 

dereases drastially. This pronouned
slowdown seems to be related to the strength of the modulations within the ontration
urves.
A hint to the origin of these modulations an be derived from Fig. 4.14. It shows the
images of the domain at the starting point (t=0) of the ontration sequene for vary-
ing input power. The appearane of this initial domain signiantly hanges within the
onsidered power range. For low input powers, the domain is very smooth and there are
virtually no radial osillations. With inreasing input power, the edges of the domain
beome sharper, and a ertain amount of radial osillations within the domain appears.
The appearane of osillatory tails near domain boundaries is a well-known phenomenon
(see setion 2.2.2). Here, the domain boundary has a irular shape, and onsequently
also the osillations obey a irular symmetry. These osillations beome more and more
pronouned with inreasing input power. At the highest input powers, even a modulation
of the bakground state is observed. The modulations seem to orrespond to a ertain
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Figure 4.14: Images of the initial domain immediately after swith-o of the addressing beam
for dierent input powers P
in
. Parameters: see Fig. 4.12.
spatial frequeny. As shown in setion 4.2.3, the homogenous states beome modulation-
ally unstable in the onsidered power range. It an be onjetured, that the modulational
instability an failitate the appearane of spatial modulations with a ertain length sale
even below the threshold for pattern formation.
Figure 4.15 shows the temporal evolution of a domain at high input powers in an overlay of
three video sampling sequenes at equal parameters. The ontration urve shows a large
amount of modulations. In fat, the modulations result in two plateaus where the slope of
the urve nearly vanishes. The insets in the gure show images of the domains at the radii
of the plateaus. These strutures display pronouned radial osillations and seem to be
a metastable onguration. The interation of osillatory tails of domain boundaries has
often been onsidered to warrant the stabilization of domains in one-dimensional systems.
The osillations show a loking phenomenon. The extension of suh a loking phenomenon
to two spatial dimensions is nontrivial. However, it seems to play a ertain role here in
the hange of the behavior of the system. If the input power is inreased beyond a ertain
level, stable strutures are observed that will be disussed in setion 4.4.
4.3.4 Variation of wave plate rotation angle
By varying the rotation angle of the wave plate  and thereby the imperfetion of the
pithfork bifuration, a domain that is ignited is either in the favored or in the disfavored
state. This has a signiant inuene on its dynamis. A series of ontration urves of
positive domains taken under variation of  is shown in Fig. 4.16. The input power was
adjusted to be well below the appearane of the loking phenomenon desribed above.
For  < 0 ( > 0) the domain is in the favored (disfavored) state. Throughout the whole
measurement, the parameters of the ignition beam have been kept onstant. As a rst
observation, the initial domain radius resulting from the ignition depends signiantly on
. The size of the initial domain inreases with inreasing preferene of the domain.
If the domain is in the disfavored state, it always ontrats. With inreasing , the
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Figure 4.15: Contration sequene of a domain at high input power. Insets show the images
orresponding to the loking regions. Parameters: d = 112mm,  = 15:8GHz, T = 346:0
Æ
C,
P
in
= 189:9mW,  = 0
Æ
.
initial domain size as well as the duration until the domain disappears gets smaller. The
dynamis seems to be well approximated by a linear t in the R
2
vs. t diagram. If the
domain is prepared to be in the favored state, the behavior of the system hanges. For
small angles jj, the initial domain size as well as the time until the disappearane of the
domain inreases. The ontration slows down signiantly for  <  5
Æ
. Still, the basi
time sale of the dynamis an be desribed by a linear t in the diagram. However,
there seem to be systemati deviations. At angles  <  9
Æ
the behavior of the system
hanges qualitatively. The domain no longer ontrats but expands until the whole beam
is swithed to the unstrutured favored state. Obviously the introdution of a preferene
for the domain an ompensate the urvature-driven ontration. As the system does not
reover its initial state after the dynamis has ome to an end, the expansion of domains
annot be overed by the desribed video sampling method.
Figure 4.17a shows the oeÆients resulting from a linear t of the time traes of the
squared radius for positive (squares) and negative (irles) domains. Qualitatively the
dynamis of positive and negative domains is the same. In both ases the dynamis slows
down with inreasing preferene of the domain until at approx. 10
Æ
,  vanishes and the
domain expands. The urves interset at approx. 2
Æ
. This might be indued by the
slight asymmetry that has already been observed in setion 4.3.3. The measurement an
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Figure 4.16: Contration sequenes of positive domains under variation of the wave plate
rotation angle . Parameters: d = 110mm,  = 15:5GHz, T = 340:0
Æ
C, P
in
= 92mW.
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Figure 4.17: a) CoeÆient 

in dependeny on wave plate rotation angle  for positive () and
negative (Æ) domains. Parameters: see Fig. 4.16. b) Dependeny of the ontration oeÆient
 on the initial domain radius for  =  7
Æ
(+),  = 0
Æ
(Æ) and  = 7
Æ
(N). Parameters:
d = 112mm,  = 15:8GHz, T = 346:0
Æ
C, P
in
= 90:4mW.
only give a rough qualitative piture of the dynamis, sine both the initial radius of the
domain varied and the linear t seem to be inappropriate in the ase where the dynamis
is very slow. This is further illustrated by Fig. 4.17b, where  is shown in dependeny
on the initial domain radius for three dierent angles . If the two unstrutured states
are equivalent ( = 0, irles),  does not signiantly depend on the initial radius of the
domain. Consequently, a desription of the dynamis following equation 4.1 seems to be
suÆient.
In the ase  6= 0,  depends on the initial onditions. Nevertheless, the dynamis an
be approximated by equation 4.1 for small jj. However, the onsideration of a rened
model for the dynamis seems to be neessary.
From theoretial onsiderations, the inlusion of a small imperfetion into a system with
similar homogeneous states leads to the following equation desribing the dynamis of the
domain:
dR
dt
=  


R
+ 
i
(4.2)
Here, 
i
desribes the front veloity of a straight front. It is indued by favoring one of
the homogeneous states over the other one. Hene, 
i
should depend on the degree of im-
perfetion. In the present experiment, it should depend on the wave plate rotation angle
(
i
= 
i
()). Compared to equation 4.3.2, the above equation allows for a muh larger
variety of solutions that are disussed in [Cou02, GCOSM04℄. In the present experiment,


seems to be positive. In this ase, the ontration of the domain an be ounterated
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by a positive 
i
. The equation has a xed point R
rit
=



i
, where urvature-driven on-
tration and the expansion due to a preferene of the domain state ompensate. However,
the xed point is not stable. This orresponds niely to the experimental observations.
Separation of variables of equation 4.2 leads to the following equation for ontrating
domains (R < R
rit
):
 
R

i
 



i
2
ln(

  
i
R) + t = 
whih is transendent and therefor annot be resolved to an expliit form R(t). Instead,
it is resolved to the inverse funtion t(R):
t(R) = +
R

i
+



i
2
ln(

  
i
R)
Setting t(0) = t
0
yields
t(R) = t
0
 


ln 


i
2
+
R

i
+



i
2
ln(

  
i
R) (4.3)
= t
0
+
1

i
(R +



i
ln (1 

i


R)): (4.4)
This funtion an, in priniple, be tted to experimental data giving the three parameters


,
i
and t
0
. However, in many ases the experimental data is noisy and limited to a ertain
range of radii. Thus, 
i
and 

an ompensate to a eratin extent and the t does not
give reasonable results. This problem an be irumvented by a multiple measurement
of the domain dynamis at equal parameters for varying initial onditions. For a given
angle , the dynamis of a positive domain is measured 10-15 times, eah time varying
the size of the initial domain. The measured array of urves is then tted to equation 4.4
by means of a nonlinear least-squares t with shared parameters 
i
and 

.
The outome of suh a measurement is shown in Fig. 4.18. It shows the array of urves
measured at  =  5
Æ
(a),  = 0
Æ
(b) and  = 5
Æ
(). The experimental data points of a
time series are indiated by squares of a single olor. The orresponding line represents
the best t obtained from the shared parameter least squares method. These urves math
niely the experimental data. Obviously the experiment an be desribed by a dynamis
following equation 4.4. The gure shows that the overall dynamis is slowed down with
inreasing preferene of the domain state.
By measuring ontration urves at dierent angles , the dependeny of the oeÆients

i
and 

on the imperfetion of the pithfork bifuration an be analyzed. Figure 4.19a
shows the dependeny of 
i
on the imperfetion of the pithfork bifuration. If the domain
is disfavored, 
i
is negative, i.e. it enhanes the tendeny of the domain to ontrat. This
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Figure 4.18: Contration sequenes of positive domains under variation of the initial domain
radius. Squares indiate data points, line represents best t. a)  =  5
Æ
, b)  = 0
Æ
, )  = 5
Æ
.
Parameters: see Fig. 4.17b.
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Figure 4.19: CoeÆients 
i
(a) and 

(b) under variation of wave plate rotation angle .
Parameters: see Fig. 4.17b.
tendeny is ounterated, if the domain is in the favored state ( < 0). In the ase
of equivalent states (  0), 
i
vanishes. This is the behavior that is expeted from
theoretial onsiderations. In the ase of small angles , the dependeny of 
i
on  an be
approximated by a linear interpolation 
i
= 
0
i
+, resulting in a oeÆient 
0
i
= 0:029
mm
ms
Æ
with  = 0:03
mm
ms
.
The oeÆient desribing the strength of the urvature-driven motion of the front 

also seems to depend on the imperfetion of the pithfork bifuration. In tendeny, the
dynamis slows down with inreasing preferene of the domain. However, in the onsidered
range, it always remains positive.
4.3.5 Overview and the transition to stable solitons
The dynamis of a domain is dependent on both input power P
in
and the imperfetion
of the underlying bifuration, whih is determined by the wave plate rotation angle .
In order to get a full piture of the mehanisms that nally lead to the observation of
stable domain ongurations, the parameter spae spanned by those two parameters is
investigated. For a wide range of input powers (40  240mW) and a wide range of wave
plate rotation angles (-15
Æ
to 20
Æ
) the dynamis of a positive domain having an initial
radius R
0
 0:9mm has been reorded. It is analyzed by determining the ontration
oeÆient  in a plot, where the squared domain radius is plotted against the time.
Due to the appearane of the loking phenomenon at higher input powers, an analysis
onsidering the rened model does not yield reasonable results. In the parameter ranges
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Figure 4.20: Transition from unstable domains to stable solitons. CoeÆient  in dependeny
on the wave plate rotation  and input power P
in
. White rosses indiate the minimum power
for the existene of stable solitons. Parameters: d = 120mm,  = 17:7GHz, T = 346:1
Æ
C.
where pronouned loking or large imperfetion of the bifuration is present, the oeÆient
 only gives an estimate of a mean timesale of the overall dynamis of the domain.
Figure 4.20 shows  enoded into a greysale value in dependeny on the input power
and . White enodes a fast ontration, while blak enodes a dynamis that reahes
a stable situation at some point in time (  0). For the positive domains onsidered
here, negative (positive) values of  indiate that the domain is the favored (disfavored)
state. Firstly, the diagram reprodues the phenomena that have been disussed in the
previous setions. Making a vertial ut at  = 0 in the plot, the dynamis of the domain
slows down with inreasing input power as disussed in setion 4.3.3. Apparently this
phenomenon also persists in the ase of an imperfet bifuration ( 6= 0). In tendeny,
the graph beomes darker with inreasing input power at every angle . On the other
hand, the dynamis slows down if the domain is in the favored state, while it aelerates
if it is in the disfavored state. This behavior already disussed in the previous setion
apparently applies for all input powers onsidered here. The graph shows, that both eets
seem to apply simultaneously. As a result, domains being in the disfavored state observed
at low input powers (lower right orner) exhibit a relatively fast dynamis. The dynamis
slows down with inreasing input power and inreasing preferene of the domain state.
Aordingly, the diagram beomes darker towards the upper left orner. In addition,
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Figure 4.21: Swithing sequene of two solitary strutures of dierent order. Polarization
analyzer aligned for suppression of the bakground beam in the detetion branh: a) bakground
beam; b) ignition of a soliton with irularly polarized addressing beam; ) stable soliton with
addressing beam swithed o; d) erasure of soliton with addressing beam of opposite irular
polarization; e) bakground beam. Parameters (rst olumn): d = 120mm, a-e)  = 16:2GHz;
T = 321:8
Æ
C, P
in
= 219mW,  = 4
Æ
30
0
f)-j)  = 14:6GHz, T = 327:3
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= 165mW,
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the loking of domains indued by spatial osillations leads to a further slowdown of the
dynamis at ertain domain radii.
As a matter of fat, in the upper left orner, the dynamis ompletely stops at a ertain
domain radius, and stable strutures that will be interpreted as solitons in the next setion
are observed. The threshold for the formation of stable strutures is indiated by white
rosses within the diagram. It will be disussed further in setion 4.4.4.
4.4 Disrete family of solitons
In the previous setion, the dynamial properties of unstable domains have been har-
aterized, and the mehanisms that modify this dynamis have been identied. In the
following setion, stable loalized strutures will be presented whih evolve due to an
interplay of these mehanisms in adjaent parameter regions.
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4.4.1 Preparation of solitons
A fundamental property of spatial solitons is the possibility to ignite and erase them by
means of large perturbations, i.e. they exist in bistability with a state where no soliton is
present. In many systems, solitons also appear spontaneously, but this behavior is not ob-
served in the present experiment. An ignition and erasure proedure of a soliton is shown
in Fig. 4.21a-e. The system is prepared in the state with positive polarization rotation.
The /8-plate is oriented to inline a positive angle with the input polarization, therefor
this state is the disfavored one. The analyzer is adjusted suh that this bakground is sup-
pressed (Fig. 4.21a). Then the 
 
-polarized addressing beam is swithed on and indues
loally a transition to a state with negative polarization rotation. This results in a high
transmission through the analyzer (Fig. 4.21b). If the addressing beam is swithed o,
a stable solitary struture survives that onsists of a bright ring (Fig. 4.21). Swithing
on { at the position of the solitary struture { the addressing beam with 
+
-polarization
results in an extintion of the solitary struture (Fig. 4.21d). After the erasure proedure
the system reovers its initial state (Fig. 4.21e).
If  is inreased, another stable struture an be ignited in the same manner (see Figs. 4.21f-
j). It onsist of a entral peak surrounded by a ring that is larger than the one desribed
before. These strutures resemble the metastable domains in the loking region disussed
in the previous setion (see Fig.4.15). For the parameters hosen here they are stable.
Similar strutures an be ignited by means of a 
+
-polarized beam, if the system is rst
brought into a state with negative polarization rotation and the sign of  is reversed.
4.4.2 Family of solitons
If the diameter of the addressing beam is enlarged, two other types of stable solitary
strutures an be ignited for the same or similar parameters (see below). This sequene
of strutures represents the rst experimental observation of a disrete family of solitons,
whih has been predited in many theoretial works for many years (see hapter 2). An
overview of the types of observed solitons onerning their polarization properties is given
in Fig.4.22.
Basi properties
The rst row shows the solitons with the linear polarizer oriented to suppress the bak-
ground (as in all pitures before). The solitons dier in size and in the number of radial
osillations. Their order will be denoted by numbering them from 1-4. Depending on the
size of the addressing beam, the irular domain, whih is initially ignited, will shrink or
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Figure 4.22: Disrete family of solitons. Parameters (rst olumn): see Fig.4.21a-e. Parame-
ters (2nd-4th olumn): see Fig.4.21f-j.
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expand until one of the stable solitary strutures is reahed. Thus, these stable states are
attrators of the dynamis of the system.
Solitons 1-3 persist for time periods of some seonds to minutes depending on the pa-
rameters. This is very long ompared to the typial timesale of the system being of the
order of miroseonds. Soliton 4 is muh more diÆult to prepare and has been rarely
observed. It typially persists for some seonds, whih is enough to identify it as a stable
struture. It has a tendeny to drift o the beam enter. Frequently, soliton 4 is observed
only as a metastable struture that drifts to the boundaries of the beam and then deays
or expands.
The seond row of Fig. 4.22 shows the situation when the linear polarizer is adjusted
orthogonal with respet to the position used in the images in the rst row. So it is
optimized for the transmission of the bakground. From these pitures, the size and
position of the solitons with respet to the bakground beam is visible. While the rst
three solitons are oriented in the beam enter, the fourth one is not. Rows one and
three are omplementary. However, even the total intensity distributions without any
polarization analysis elements are modulated (see row four). This is due to the amount of
absorption that is still present despite the relatively large detuning of the holding beam.
This view of the soliton family resembles the intensity distributions of the solitons that
were theoretially predited to our in the presene of a pithfork bifuration whih have
been alled `dark ring avity solitons'. However, in the present system, the orientation is
the state variable, and hene the intensity does not vanish within the dark rings.
In row three of Fig.4.22, the linear polarizer is optimized to suppress the state of the
pithfork bifuration that does not serve as the bakground state for the solitons. It
is obvious that the polarization of the solitons (aside from the osillations) is near that
polarization state. The image of soliton 1 leads to the onjeture that this struture is
a single-peaked struture and therewith the fundamental soliton of this family. This will
be proven in the next setion.
Rows ve and six show the omponents of irular polarization. There is a slight modula-
tion of the Gaussian bakground, however it is very limited. In tendeny, the modulations
for 
+
and 
 
light are omplementary. This is expeted for a nonzero orientation of the
vapor.
From the shown possibilities to display the solitons, the images with suppressed bak-
ground (row one) have the largest ontrast. Therefor they have been hosen as the stan-
dard in this work.
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Figure 4.23: Spatially resolved Stokes parameters of a rst order soliton. Parameters: d =
112mm,  = 16:7GHz, T = 360:4
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Measurement of Stokes parameters
A very powerful method to haraterize the polarization of a light eld is the spatially
resolved measurement of its Stokes parameters. It gives the full information about the
polarization state as desribed in setion 3.4.
The measurement of the Stokes parameters an be performed only if the system is very
stationary. This is due to to the need to exhange elements in the polarization analysis
between taking the four required images. A full measurement takes up to two minutes.
So only a subset of strutures an be overed by this measurement. This exludes all
dynamial strutures like the unstable domains disussed in setion 4.3. Also pattern
formation is exluded, though the patterns are stable in priniple. However, they move
on a timesale of hundrets of miroseonds to milliseonds. This drift is attributed to the
noise that is present in the system. The solitons are stable on a muh longer timesale.
Nevertheless they exhibit a ertain jitter, whih an be attributed to noise as well. To
improve image quality in the measurement, the single images have been shifted by up to
10 pixels in order to perfetly overlay the strutures.
The result of a measurement of the spatially resolved Stokes parameters of a rst order
soliton is given in Fig. 4.23. The Stokes parameter S1 haraterizes the tendeny of the
light eld to be linearly polarized in the diretion of the input polarization (S1=1) or
the orthogonal diretion (S1=-1). Figure 4.23a shows the spatially resolved parameter
S1 and a vertial ut through the enter of the struture. It is a bright ring that looks
similar to the pitures with suppressed bakground disussed in the previous subsetion.
The absolute value of S1 is lose to one in a large region of the image. The light eld
is obviously linearly polarized to a very high level. As expeted, the sodium vapor has
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a large inuene on the input light eld, sine S1 is lose to one only in a very small
region. Figure 4.23b shows the parameter S2 that desribes a tendeny of the light eld
to be linearly polarized at an angle of 45
Æ
(S2=1) or -45
Æ
(S2=-1) with respet to the
input polarization. It shows niely the osillations of the bakground eld. S3 gives the
tendeny of the light eld to be 
 
polarized (S3=1) or 
+
polarized (S3=-1). The amount
of irular polarization is a measure for the strength of nonlinear absorption present in the
system. An orientation of the vapor leads to a dierene in the absorption oeÆients for
irularly polarized light of dierent heliity (see setion 5.1). Thus, a linearly polarized
input eld beomes elliptial. Figure 4.23 shows that the amount of irular polarization
is rather small for the parameters used throughout this work. This is also reeted by
the elliptiity of the light eld that does not exeed j15
Æ
j (Fig. 4.23d). It an bee seen,
however, that the elliptiity hanges its sign at the position of the soliton. This gives a
hint that also the orientation of the vapor hanges its sign at the position of the soliton.
The dispersive part of the nonlinearity that leads to a rotation of a linearly polarized
light eld seems to play the dominant role in this experiment. Hene, it seems espeially
promising to determine the angle of the main axis of polarization with respet to the
input polarization. While a diret measurement of the orientation is not possible, the
polarization rotation angle is proportional to the orientation of the sodium vapor (see
setion 5.1). Hene, the spatially resolved measurement of the Stokes parameters of the
light eld transmitted by the vapor an provide an indiret measure of its orientation and
thus to the state variable of the mirosopi model.
Fig. 4.23e shows the spatially resolved measurement of the angle of the main axis of po-
larization with respet to the input polarization. The state serving as the bakground
exhibits a negative polarization rotation angle of    85
Æ
It an be identied as one
of the two states emerging from the pithfork bifuration. In the region of the soliton
the polarization state hanges drastially. Obviously soliton 1 is a single-peaked stru-
ture and an now be identied as the fundamental soliton. The enter of the soliton
exhibits a polarization rotation angle of   +80
Æ
. This angle orresponds niely to the
seond state emerging from the pithfork bifuration, whih will be alled the target state.
Thus, the soliton is interpreted as a high-amplitude loalized exursion from one (nearly)
homogeneous state towards the viinity of the other one and bak.
Fig. 4.23f shows the frational polarization of the light eld. In this experiment, only
fully polarized light should our sine spontaneous emission is suppressed by the hoie
of the buer gas. As a result, the measured frational polarization is near one in large
areas of Fig. 4.23f. Of ourse some noise is present espeially in the outer regions where all
measured intensities are low. However, there is a systemati deviation that is onneted to
the existene of the solitary struture. At some radius around the struture the frational
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polarization signiantly deviates from one. This is attributed to the jittering of the
struture whih in the presene of the steep gradients an lead to an apparent breakdown
of the frational polarization.
The spatially resolved measurement of the polarization rotation angle  seems to be a
promising method to haraterize the solitons. Figure 4.24 shows the rst three members
of the family of solitons together with the two (nearly) homogeneous states that serve as
the bakground and target state. Eah subgure shows a three-dimensional surfae plot
of . At the front side of the plots of the solitons, two orthogonal uts through the enter
of the struture are shown. In order to redue spatial noise espeially in the outer parts
of the plot, a two-dimensional adaptive noise-removal lter
1
has been applied to the 
distribution. Some lighting has been added in order to emphasize small-sale osillations
that annot be distinguished by the olor table gradients in the printout.
The state that serves as the bakground of the solitons is shown in Fig. 4.24a. It exhibits
a mean polarization rotation  =  89:5
Æ
and is nearly homogeneous. Slight modulations
are visible in the beam enter. The measurement was onduted at an input power near
the threshold for pattern formation. The rudiment of the evolving pattern is visible
here, beause it is pinned due to the boundary onditions of the Gaussian beam. The
polarization rotation angle does not hange even in the outermost parts of the plot where
light intensities are signiantly lower. Obviously the large intensity gradient of the light
eld does not lead to the appearane of large gradients within the orientation distribution.
This an be understood from the following aspets: Due to the low threshold of the
pithfork bifuration orientation an be generated even at low intensities. Furthermore
the thermal diusion of the sodium atoms leads to an orientation even in the areas where
there is virtually no light. The only losses in these areas leading to a depolarization of the
vapor are the very small ground state relaxation mehanism indued by partile-partile
ollisions, ollisions of sodium atoms with the ell walls at a distane of 6 mm and small
magneti stray elds.
The seond state emerging from the pithfork bifuration whih serves as the target state
of the solitons is shown in Fig. 4.24e). Its mean polarization rotation is  = 60:2
Æ
The dierene ompared to the bakground state is a result of the imperfetion of the
pithfork bifuration that is introdued by rotation of the wave plate. The target state
is the favored state and thus it exhibits a smaller polarization rotation. It also has a
slightly lower threshold for pattern formation as an be onluded from the slightly larger
amplitude of the osillations in the beam enter.
The 3D plot of the already disussed fundamental soliton is shown in Fig. 4.24b. The
1
Funtion wiener2 from the image proessing toolbox of MATLAB 7.0 using a neighborhood of 20x20
pixels to estimate the loal image mean and standard deviation
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Figure 4.24: First to third order positive solitons (b-d) and orresponding (nearly) unstru-
tured states (a,e). Spatially resolved polarization rotation angle  obtained from a measurement
of the Stokes parameters of the light eld. Parameters: see Fig. 4.23, exept: d)  =  15
Æ
21
0
.
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gure illustrates niely the shape of the single-peaked struture. In the surfae plot as well
as in the uts the ring-shaped osillations of the bakground around the struture beome
apparent. At exatly the same parameters, soliton 2 an be ignited whih is shown in
Fig. 4.24. The width of the whole struture is larger than the rst order soliton. It also
has a irular shape, but it has a dip in the enter. In a radial ut, the system undergoes
one spatial osillation around the target state before returning to the bakground state.
The struture is surrounded by ring-shape osillations that have the same appearane as
the ones of soliton 1.
If the wave plate rotation angle is slightly dereased, the third member of the soliton
family an be ignited (Fig.4.24d). It is a irular struture onsisting of a entral peak
whih is surrounded by a ring. Here the system undergoes two spatial osillation periods
before returning to the bakground. These osillations are less pronouned than in soliton
2.
All solitons shown in Fig.4.24 are large-amplitude strutures that exhibit a positive po-
larization rotation (and thereby positive orientation) existing on a bakground of a state
with negative polarization rotation (and orientation). Hene, they will be alled positive
solitons in the following.
As an analogon, a soliton exhibiting a negative polarization rotation existing on a bak-
ground with positive polarization rotation is alled negative soliton. These strutures an
be obtained if the wave plate rotation angle is reversed. This interhanges the role of the
two (nearly) homogeneous states. Of ourse, the heliity of the ignition beam has to be
hanged also. The family of negative solitons together with their bakground and target
states are shown in Fig.4.25.
The family of negative solitons exhibits the same properties already disussed for the
family of positive solitons with reversed polarization rotation angles . This is the expeted
result beause of the symmetry properties of the system. It has to be emphasized that the
desribed behaviour is signiantly dierent from the phenomenon of `bright' and `dark'
solitons that is ommonly disussed in systems where bakground and target state are
not (nearly) equivalent.
From the given results, a rst interpretation of the nature of the soliton families an be
derived. It appears that all members of the soliton family represent a loalized exur-
sion from the bakground state into the viinity of the target state and bak, i.e. the
soliton represents a homolini onnetion of the bakground state with itself (see, e.g.,
[CRT00b℄). In the one-dimensional ase this situation is haraterized by the existene of
two swithing fronts whih are loked, while in the two-dimensional ase a irular front is
interating with itself. Sine osillations around the states that serve as bakground and
target seem to play an important role here, it an be assumed that the loking proess
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Figure 4.25: First to third order negative solitons (b-d) and orresponding (nearly) unstru-
tured states (a,e). Spatially resolved polarization rotation angle  obtained from a measurement
of the Stokes parameters of the light eld. Parameters: see Fig. 4.23, exept: a)-,e)  = 11
Æ
59
0
;
d)  = 13
Æ
39
0
.
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is heavily supported by the presene of the modulational instability whih exists on both
branhes, i.e. in the states of positive or negative rotation of the polarization. Loking
should then be possible at dierent spatial separations of the fronts due to the periodiity
of the modulated states. The existene of a disrete family of solitons appears to be the
natural onsequene.
4.4.3 Length sales
A quantitative analysis of the sizes and modulation length sales of the solitons gives
further insight into the mehanisms leading to the formation of a disrete family of solitons.
As disussed in the previous subsetion, a radially averaged prole of eah soliton an be
derived from the measurement of the spatially resolved polarization rotation angle (the 
distribution without noise ltering has been used here). These radial proles are shown
in Fig. 4.26a. For a better omparison, the proles of the family of negative solitons have
been reversed: Solid lines show the prole of positive solitons, while dashed lines represent
the inverse prole of negative solitons.
Firstly, it is notied that there are virtually no dierenes between the proles of positive
and of negative solitons of the same order. One more, this niely illustrates the symmetry
properties of the system. The radial prole of a soliton an be divided into three parts.
Starting from the middle, at rst there are potentially osillations around the target state.
This, of ourse, does not apply to the fundamental soliton. In the ase of S2, there is a half
osillation leading from a minimum to a maximum at 0.23 mm. In the ase of S3, there is
a full osillation period starting from a maximum and leading bak to a maximum at 0.43
mm. It an be notied that the osillation period is approximately the same. As stated in
the desription of Figs. 4.24 and 4.25, the experiment was performed near the threshold
for pattern formation, where no lear pattern has yet evolved. In order to ompare the
length sale of the modulational instability with the osillation period found within the
solitons, a hexagonal pattern at higher input powers was observed and analyzed. It is
known that the length sale might slightly hange with inreasing power. However, it an
be taken as a good estimate of the length sale. The light grey vertial lines in Fig.4.26a
indiate multiples of the half wavelength of the hexagonal pattern (=2 = 0:218mm).
The length sale of the modulational instability mathes quite well the osillation period
that is observed within the target state.
The seond remarkable feature of the radial prole of the solitons is the polarization front
leading from the target state towards the bakground state, whih is haraterized by a
hange of sign of . The polarization rotation angle  = 0 an serve as a good measure
for the width of the strutures, as it is similar to the width at half maximum in a good
approximation. From any soliton order to the next, the width of the solitons inreases
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Figure 4.26: Radially averaged proles of positive (straight lines) and inverted negative (dashed
lines) solitons of rst (blak), seond(red) and third (blue) order. a) full proles; b) polarization
front starting from the outermost maximum of eah soliton; ) osillatory tails starting from the
rst minimum of the solitons. Parameters: see Figs. 4.23, 4.24, 4.25.
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Figure 4.27: Double logarithmi plot of struture sizes against mirror distan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in disrete equal steps. These equal steps are well onneted to the length sale of the
modulational instability (see vertial lines). However, the whole front (leading from the
last maximum at positive angles to the rst minimum at negative angles), is slightly
larger than one osillation period of the modulational instability. In order to haraterize
the front further, Fig. 4.26b shows the radial prole of the solitons starting at the last
maximum of the respetive soliton. It turns out that the shape of the front seems to
be xed and independent from the order of the soliton. Its size amounts to 0.50 mm.
This orresponds to the distane between the onstituents of a hexagonal pattern, that is
onneted to the length sale of the pattern by d

=  
2
p
3
= 0:50mm.
The third remarkable feature of the solitons is the ourrene of modulations around the
bakground state, whih are generally referred to as osillatory tails. These osillatory
tails, starting from the end of the front, are depited in Fig. 4.26. The amplitude of the
osillation dereases signiantly with inreasing distane from the soliton. Nevertheless,
a lear osillation period is observed in all urves. Just as in the ase of the modulations
around the target state, it is onneted to the length sale of the modulational instability.
The above onsiderations suggest that the length sale of the solitons is onneted to
the length sale of the modulational instability, whih an ommonly be derived from
the Talbot eet as disussed in setion 2.3.2. It is mainly given by the distane of the
feedbak mirror d. The wavelength of the pattern is expeted to sale like 
p
/
p
d. A
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similar saling behavior should then be observed for patterns and solitons, if the mirror
distane is varied. Fig. 4.27 shows the sizes of solitons S1 and S2 ompared to the length
sale of the hexagonal patterns that serve as bakground and target state in a double
logarithmi plot. The size of the solitons is determined from images that show the soliton
with suppressed bakground. The radius of the outer ring gives a rough measure of the
width at half maximum as indiated in the sheme in Fig. 4.27. The size of S1 has been
saled by a fator 2 in order to show all data in one plot. The length sale of the hexagonal
patterns is determined from the distane between the onstituents saled by a fator of
p
3
2
. For all strutures, an inrease in size is observed if the mirror distane is inreased.
A linear t in the logarithmi plot reveals the underlying power law. The slope of the
linear t for the hexagonal patterns is given by 0:491  0:012 (bakground state) and
0:491  0:017 (target state). This is in a good agreement with the expeted
p
d saling
behavior.
In the ase of the solitons, growth exponents of 0:384 0:047 (S1) and 0:505 0:043 are
observed. At least for S2 a lear onnetion to saling of the underlying modulational
instability an be veried. The data of S1 shows large utuations. However, a similarity
of the saling behavior an be onjetured.
4.4.4 Region of existene
Figure 4.28 shows an overview of the bifuration senario and of the regions of existene
of positive and negative solitons in dependeny on the wave plate rotation angle and
input power. The blak squares separate the regions where only one homogeneous or
patterned solution exists from the one where bistability is observed. Triangles faing up-
and downwards indiate the threshold for pattern formation as disussed in setion 4.2.3.
The regions of existene of the solitons are measured in the following manner: A soliton
is ignited for a given input power. Then  is inreased and dereased until the soliton
either deays and disappears or expands and swithes the whole beam to the favored
state. Typially there are transformations onerning the order of the soliton when  is
varied, whih is disregarded in this measurement and will be disussed below.
The margin of the region of existene of positive solitons is indiated by the blue open
irles. All data points in the diagram are onneted by straight lines to guide the eye
and inrease larity. The region of existene of negative solitons is indiated by red full
irles. It an be easily seen from the diagram that the system behaves very symmetri
with respet to  = 0. This has already been shown in the previous setions, and here it
beomes lear that the same is true for the region of existene of the solitons. Therefor
they will not be individually disussed.
The minimum threshold power P

 125mW for the existene of solitons ours, if the
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Figure 4.28: Overview of the bifuration senario and the region of existene of positive and
negative solitons. : threshold for bistability; threshold for pattern formation of the positive
(N) and negative (H) branh of the pithfork bifuration; regions of existene of positive (Æ) and
negative () solitons. Parameters: see Fig. 4.7.
slow axis of the =8-plate and the input polarization inlude some nite angle 

whih
disfavors the polarization state of the bakground and favors the polarization state of the
soliton. About the same threshold is obtained for the angle -

, of ourse, with the roles of
the two polarization states being interhanged. When the input power is inreased above
P

, then there is a nite range of angles , where solitons exist. If jj dereased below
a ritial angle, the soliton beomes unstable and disappears. If jj is inreased beyond
the border of the existene region, the soliton beomes unstable and expands and the
whole beam swithes to the favored branh. In a ertain power range, solitons an exist
below the threshold for pattern formation. Above a seond threshold P
0

 200mW, the
range of , where solitons exist, inludes =0. In that ase the two polarization states are
ompletely equivalent. At this power level they are both modulationally unstable. Above
this seond threshold there is a nite range of angles  where positive and negative solitons
an exist for the same parameters. For very high input powers, solitons an even be stable
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if the polarization state of the bakground is the favored one and the polarization state
of the soliton is the disfavored one.
The presented experimental results lead to a rst interpretation of the mehanism that
leads to the formation of stable solitons. In setion 4.3 it was shown that in the ase
of the existene of two equivalent states irular domains shrink and nally disappear.
The edge of the domain, however, may be pinned by spatial modulations, and pinning is
more probable, when strong modulations are present, of ourse. Obviously robust pinning
ours here when the input power P
in
exeeds P
0

.
If the two homogeneous states are not ompletely equivalent, i.e. in the ase  6= 0, the
urvature-driven shrinkage of a droplet is ounterated, if the droplet is in the preferred
state. For large values of jj the shrinkage an even be overompensated and then the
droplet expands. For a given , there is a ritial radius of the droplet where the two
eets are in balane. However, this situation is unstable, at least in the absene of
spatial osillations. Nevertheless, front veloities are low near this ritial radius. Due
to the existene of the modulational instability, spatial modulations beome muh more
pronouned for inreased input power. In the ase =

the modulations ourring for
P
in
= P

are onsidered to warrant stabilization, while in the ase =0, i.e. without other
eets ounterating the urvature-driven dynamis, the modulations orresponding to
P
0

are neessary.
To rene this piture, a measurement was onduted that determines the region of ex-
istene of the dierent members of the family of positive solitons. The result is shown
in Fig.4.29. For the given set of parameters, positive solitons of rst, seond and third
order are observed. The measurement was onduted similar to the previous one. For a
given input power, soliton 1 was ignited by means of the addressing beam. Then  was
inreased until the soliton disappeared. Then  was adjusted bak to the starting posi-
tion, the soliton was ignited again and  was dereased. At the point where the soliton
beomes unstable, it typially either transforms into a soliton of neighboring order or into
an elongated bound state of same order (see below in setion 4.5.2). Then the measure-
ment is ontinued with the next order soliton. For the measurement of the minima of the
regions,  and the laser power have been varied simultaneously. It has been heked that
there are no unonneted regions of existene of solitons of same order.
While the outline of all regions together generally reprodues the region of existene dis-
ussed in Fig. 4.28, there are some interesting aspets of the single urves. The minimum
power neessary for a stable soliton is nearly the same for soliton 2 and 3 (P
in
 130mW).
In the ase of soliton 1, it is signiantly higher (P
in
 160mW). It an be onjetured
that the stability of soliton 1 requires a larger amount of spatial osillations.
The absolute values of the ritial angles 

depend in a systemati way from the soliton
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Figure 4.29: Regions of existene of positive solitons of rst(), seond () and third (N) order.
Parameters: d = 112mm,  = 16:3GHz, T = 360:2
Æ
C.
order. For the smallest struture, it is the highest (j

j =  23:3
Æ
). For soliton 2 it is
j

j =  20:5
Æ
, and soliton 3 has the smallest ritial angle j

j =  17:7
Æ
. This an be
understood by looking again at the domain dynamis. Small domains that have a large
urvature of the domain wall have a strong drive to ontrat. Therefor the amount of
non-equivalene of the two states needed to ompensate this urvature-driven dynamis
is high. Hene, a domain of the size of soliton 1 requires larger angles  to reah an
equilibrium than the higher order solitons. This equilibrium is then stabilized by the
modulations.
Above the threshold the regions of existene beome broader. This is interpreted to be
due to the stronger loking of the domain walls with higher input powers. There are
large regions where neighboring orders of solitons an exist simultaneously. For medium
input powers there even is an area where all three regions of existene overlap. If the
input power is inreased further, the situation reverses. Smaller solitons are observed for
small angles, while large strutures are observed for large angles. Solitons 1 and 2 an be
observed beyond  = 0.
With inreasing input power, the modulations in the system due to the modulational
instability inrease with respet to their amplitude as well as to the size of the patterned
area in the Gaussian beam (see setion 4.2.1). For high input powers, the patterns exist
on both branhes of the pithfork bifuration. However, their amplitude is still small
ompared to the amplitude of the solitons. Figure 4.30 shows how these high-amplitude
solitons interat with the modulation of the bakground state at high input powers.
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Figure 4.30: Patterns and solitons at high input power. a),e) hexagonal patterns of bakground
and target state, b)-d) S1-S3. Parameters: see Fig. 4.29, P
in
= 261mW, a)-),e)  =  5
Æ
,
d)  =  15
Æ
.
Image 4.30a shows the hexagonal pattern emerging from the branh of the pithfork
bifuration that is used as the bakground state, while Fig. 4.30e shows the hexagonal
pattern emerging from the other branh. A lear hexagonal symmetry is observed in
both situations. Figs. 4.30b-d show the solitons 1-3 in inreasing order for the same
input power. Soliton 1 is surrounded by modulations. Its own shape, however, is radially
symmetri. The surrounding modulations are interpreted as a highly distorted pattern.
Obviously the high-amplitude soliton has a large impat on the bakground state, while
the impat of the pattern on the soliton is negligible. Soliton 2 is larger in size and therefor
the area in the Gaussian beam where patterns an exist is mostly oupied by the soliton.
No azimuthal modulation of the bakground is observed anymore. Hene, the existene
of the soliton suppresses pattern formation. The same is true for soliton 3, where nearly
the whole entral area of the beam is oupied.
The interation of the solitons with the bakground under variation of the input power
is shown in Fig. 4.31. The rst row shows images of soliton 1 taken at the enter of
its region of existene with respet to . At low input powers, the soliton as well as
the modulations of the bakground have a perfet irular shape. With inreasing input
power, the bakground modulation beomes more and more azimuthally modulated. The
intensity peaks of the bakground modulation all have the same distane from the soliton,
i.e. they are organized on a ring. The size and the shape of the soliton itself does not hange
signiantly. However, a very slight azimuthal modulation of the soliton is observed for
high input powers.
Solitons 2 and 3 are also perfetly irular at low input powers (see Fig. 4.31g-r). Soliton
2 slightly hanges its appearane with inreasing input power. The entral peak develops
a small dip in its middle. This is interpreted as an inreasing modulation depth of the
osillation within the soliton. This leads to the observation of a dip when looking at the
soliton with a linear polarizer that suppresses the bakground. The evolving azimuthal
modulation of the bakground is again interpreted as a strongly distorted pattern. Soliton
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Figure 4.31: Evolution of rst (rst row), seond (seond row) and third (third row) order
solitons under variation of input power P
in
. Images were taken at the enter of the orresponding
existene region (see Fig. 4.29). Parameters: see Fig. 4.29.
3 is large enough to ompletely suppress pattern formation in the bakground. However,
at high input powers, the inner ring of the soliton beomes slightly modulated. This leads
to the onjeture that the modulational instability of the seond branh has a growing
inuene. This inuene nally leads to the formation of loalized patterns whih will be
disussed in setion 4.6.3.
4.5 Multiple solitons and bound states
Hitherto, in order to haraterize the basi properties, the disussion of the solitons has
been limited to a single soliton existing at a ertain instane of time. Interesting situations
arise, if { by means of the addressing beam { one or more additional solitons are ignited.
Indeed, the interation of multiple solitons leads to the formation of a large variety of
stable ongurations.
4.5.1 Soliton lusters
An important property of dissipative solitons is their individual addressability, whih
makes them interesting andidates for using them in all-optial memories. Figure 4.32
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Figure 4.32: Individual ignition and erasure of two solitons. a) bakground beam; b) ignition
of rst soliton; ) stable soliton with addressing beam swithed o; d) ignition of seond soliton;
e) two stable solitons with addressing beam swithed o; f) erasure of rst soliton; g) seond
soliton with addressing beam swithed o; h) erasure of seond soliton; i) bakground beam.
Parameters: d = 112mm,  = 15:6GHz, T = 346:0
Æ
C, P
in
= 239mW,  =  3
Æ
40 '.
shows a swithing sequene where two solitons are individually ignited and erased. The
addressing beam is positioned at an o-enter position. Starting from a hexagonal pattern
(Fig. 4.32a), it is swithed on and ignites a domain similar to an S1 soliton (Fig. 4.32b).
If the addressing beam is swithed o, the domain forms a stable S1 soliton whih moves
towards the beam enter (Fig. 4.32). If the addressing beam is swithed on again, a
seond soliton is ignited (Fig. 4.32d). After the addressing beam is swithed o, the two
solitons start to interat and establish a stable onguration (Fig. 4.32e). Suh a stable
onguration of two or more solitons will be alled a soliton luster in the following. If
the addressing beam, its polarization now having the opposite heliity, is swithed on
at the position of the left soliton (Fig. 4.32f), it is erased. The remaining soliton again
moves towards the beam enter (Fig. 4.32g). It an also be erased by means of the the
addressing beam (Fig. 4.32h), restoring the initial situation (Fig. 4.32i).
A measurement of the spatially resolved polarization rotation angle of a luster of two
fundamental solitons is shown in Fig 4.33a. Eah soliton persists as a single entity and
remains nearly unhanged in its shape. The solitons have a distane of 0.81 mm. This
distane seems to be given by a loking mehanism where the opposing fronts of the two
solitons enlose their minimum distane. This beomes apparent in the ut through the
enter of both solitons. The system returns to the viinity of the bakground state between
the solitons. The soliton luster is surrounded by peaks that have a signiantly smaller
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Figure 4.33: Simple soliton lusters. Spatially resolved polarization rotation angle  obtained
from a measurement of the Stokes parameters of the light eld. a) 2 S1 solitons; b) 2 S2
solitons; ) 3 S2 solitons. Parameters: a),b) d = 112mm,  = 17:6GHz, T = 357:6
Æ
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= 224:6mW,  =  11
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Figure 4.34: Misellaneous ongurations of soliton lusters. a) 2 S1; b),) 3 S1 in dierent
ongurations; d) 4 S1; e) 2 S2; f) 3 S2; g) S1 + S2; h) 2 S1 + 1 S2; i) 1 S1 + 2 S2; j),k) 2 S1
+ 2 S2 in dierent ongurations; l),m) 3 S1 + S2 in dierent ongurations; n) S2 + S3.
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amplitude than the solitons. These are the remnants of the modulational instability of
the bakground state. In order to ignite more than one soliton the area where solitons
an exist in priniple has to be inreased. In a Gaussian beam this is only possible if
the threshold for pattern formation is rossed. As a onsequene, the osillations of the
bakground are not irular but are better desribed by a strongly distorted pattern as
disussed in setion 4.4.4. While the pattern itself annot be overed by a measurement of
the Stokes parameters, the distorted pattern is pinned by the large perturbation indued
by the solitons and an therefor be seen in the measurement.
A soliton luster built by two seond order solitons is shown in Fig.4.33b. In priniple, the
same argument applies here. However, the shape of the single solitons is deformed. The
irle on top of the soliton beomes azimuthally modulated and exhibits three peaks, two
of whih are loated at the side opposing the other soliton. Nevertheless, the single soliton
keeps its status as a single entity. The solitons keep a distane of 1.22 mm, whereas the
ut through the enters shows that the system returns to the bakground state only for a
single osillation similar to the situation in Fig. 4.33a.
If a third seond order soliton is ignited, the strutures arrange in the shape of an equi-
lateral triangle, where the average distane between the verties is 1.24 mm. This orre-
sponds niely to the two-soliton ase. Obviously the system always strives for the smallest
distane between the solitons, whih might be supported by the gradient-indued move-
ment towards the beam enter.
Despite the low aspet ratio, a lot of dierent ongurations of soliton lusters an be
observed. This repertory of lusters is shown in Fig.4.34. Here the solitons are depited
in the usual way with the linear polarizer aligned for maximum suppression of the bak-
ground. The ongurations orresponding to those that have been disussed up to now
are shown in Figs. 4.34a,e,f. Clusters of rst order solitons with inreasing number of
onstituents and varying ongurations an be seen in Figs. 4.34a-d, while lusters on-
sisting exlusively of S2 solitons are found in Figs. 4.34e,f. Frequently soliton lusters are
observed that onsist of solitons of dierent order. Most ommonly, lusters onsisting
of S1 and S2 solitons are found in many ongurations (see Figs. 4.34g-m). Due to the
limited aspet ratio, lusters of solitons of higher order are very rarely observed. A luster
of an S2 and an S3 soliton is shown in Fig. 4.34n.
From all the images a xed distane of the outer bounds of two neighboring solitons an
be identied. The order of magnitude of this distane seems to be independent of the
order of the neighboring solitons. For a detailed analysis of this issue see below.
It an be seen in the pitures that the single soliton slightly hanges its shape on the
side(s) that is (are) faing other solitons. In tendeny, the irular shape attens whih is
leading to a slightly larger 'ontat area'. This might lead to an inreased level of stability
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Figure 4.35: Bound states of solitons of rst and seond order. a) rst order soliton; b) bound
state of two rst order solitons; ) seond order soliton; d) bound state of two seond order
solitons; e) bound state of three seond order solitons. Parameters: d = 112mm,  = 16:3GHz,
T = 360:2
Æ
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= 247:9mW, a)  =  7
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, b)  =  9
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for the soliton.
Commonly, a single soliton in a luster an be erased by means of the addressing beam,
while the other solitons persist. A reonguration of the remaining solitons will take
plae in this ase. Sometimes, however, other solitons disappear if a neighboring soliton
is erased. This is interpreted to be a result of the loss of the inreased stability that has
been indued by the neighboring soliton. It is possible that solitons of a spei order
are stable in a luster for ertain parameters where the single soliton is not stable. In
those ases, the individuality of the single soliton is limited, whih might lead to unwanted
rosstalk eets in the framework of using spatial solitons as a medium for all-optial data
storage.
4.5.2 Bound states
Typially a single soliton beomes unstable at some point, if the degree of imperfetion of
the pithfork bifuration (jj) is inreased. After the soliton has beome unstable, there
are three ways the system an reat: The rst one is a transformation into another soliton,
typially of higher order. The domain expands symmetrially and stops the expansion,
if another loking state is reahed. If there are no stable larger soliton for the given
parameters, the domain will expand until the whole area is swithed to the target state
of the former soliton.
The third observed behavior of the system is an expansion of the domain where the ro-
tational symmetry is broken. Eventually the system reahes another stable onguration
in this ase. Figure 4.35a shows a stable rst order soliton. If jj is inreased, the soli-
ton beomes unstable and a stable struture evolves that is depited in Fig. 4.35b. This
struture is an elongated struture whose shorter diameter is the one of the soliton it has
evolved from, while the longer diameter is approximately given by twie the diameter of
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Figure 4.36: Bound states of two a) rst and b) seond order solitons. Spatially resolved
polarization rotation angle  obtained from a measurement of the Stokes parameters of the light
eld. Parameters: a) d = 112mm,  = 17:0GHz, T = 359:5
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= 270:7mW,  =  5
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58
0
;
b) d = 112mm,  = 17:0GHz, T = 362:8
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= 237:1mW,  =  16
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the single soliton. Along the long axis the struture is narrowed down in the middle. A
similar behavior is observed if, starting from a seond order soliton (Fig. 4.35, jj is in-
reased. Again, an elongated struture evolves that is narrowed in the middle (Fig. 4.35d).
In the entral part, two peaks similar to the one of the single soliton are observable whih
are interonneted. If jj is inreased even more, the struture expands along its long axis
and a third stable situation is reahed whih is depited in Fig. 4.35e. It is haraterized
by three interonneted entral peaks.
An interpretation of the nature of these elongated states an be derived from a measure-
ment of the Stokes parameters. A state orresponding to Fig. 4.35b is shown in a 3D plot
of the polarization rotation angle in Fig. 4.36a. It shows that the struture is a stable en-
tity that has two peaks. Along its short axis, it has the properties of a rst order soliton.
It is interpreted as a tightly bound state onsisting of two rst order solitons. Unlike the
soliton lusters disussed in the previous setion, the two solitons are inseparable, and the
system does not return to the bakground state between the solitons but osillates around
the target state. Figure 4.36b shows a situation orresponding to Fig.4.35d. Similarly
this struture is interpreted as a tightly bound state onsisting of two solitons of seond
order.
Bound states an also be reated in ways dierent from those that were desribed above.
In some parameter regions, a single soliton an be expanded to a bound state by swithing
on the addressing beam at a position very lose to the soliton. For some settings of 
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Figure 4.37: Misellaneous ongurations of bound states oexisting with solitons.
it even is the most stable struture and an be addressed by using an addressing beam
diameter slightly larger than the size of the single soliton. Probably addressing bound
states ould be simplied by modifying the shape of the addressing beam.
The bound states behave as a single entity and hene an interat with other solitons
and bound states. Many dierent ongurations an be observed even at the given low
aspet ratio. Some of them are depited in Fig. 4.37. The images are roughly ordered
in an asending degree of omplexity. Bound soliton states an oexist with eah other
and with single solitons of the same or of a dierent order. Typially neighboring bound
states align parallel. The mehanism that leads to the observation of a ertain distane
between neighboring strutures as disussed in the previous subsetion seems to apply in
the same manner for the distanes between bound states and other strutures.
A very interesting struture is observed in Figs. 4.37n and o. Subgure n shows a bound
state of an S1 with an S2 soliton, while subgure o shows a bound state onsisting of
one S1 soliton and two S2 solitons. However, these strutures are only observed in the
presene of other strutures and are therefor interpreted as a metastable onguration.
This observation supports the onjeture that the stability properties of single strutures
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Figure 4.38: Histogram of the preferred distanes between solitons and bound states. Param-
eters: d = 120mm,  = 16:0GHz, T = 326:5
Æ
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= 310mW.
an be modied under the presene of other strutures. Nevertheless the solitons are
separately addressable in a wide range of parameters.
4.5.3 Preferred distanes between solitons and bound states
Despite the diversity of possible ongurations of lusters of solitons and bound states,
the distane between the onstituents of these lusters does not seem to be an arbitrary
quantity. For the purpose of the analysis of the distanes involved in the formation of
soliton lusters, a series of 250 images of the system taken for similar parameters has been
evaluated. A statistial analysis of the luster ongurations is not possible, however, sine
the solitons do not appear spontaneously but have to be ignited. Aordingly, the observed
luster ongurations depend on the parameters of the ignition beam. The ignition beam
was positioned at an outer border of the beam having a radius that lies between the ones
of S1 and S2. The ignited strutures drift towards the enter, where already one ore more
solitons might be present. With every soliton added, an image was taken. This sequene
was then repeated starting from the situation where no soliton is present. Thus, the series
of images should represent a typial distribution of strutures. However it represents only
a subset of all the possible ongurations.
Within every soliton luster, every distane between the onstituents is evaluated. A
histogram of the observed distanes is given in Fig. 4.38. The distanes between S1
solitons are indiated by green bars. Distanes between S1 and S2 solitons are shown as
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blue bars, and distanes between S2 solitons are shown in red. Apparently, some distanes
between the solitons are preferred over others. The onguration assoiated with the single
lasses of distanes are shematially inserted into the gure. The smallest distane is
found around 0.4 mm. It represents the distane of the onstituents within a bound state
onsisting of two solitons. Similar distanes are observed for bound states built from
S1 and S2 solitons. The next preferred distane represents the next-neighbor distane
between S1 solitons. This distane around 0.8 mm is observed very frequently.
A rather broad distribution of distanes is found around 1.0 mm. This distribution rep-
resents the distanes between S1 and S2 solitons and bound states. Larger distanes
are rarely observed. This is a onsequene of the limited area around the beam enter.
However, soliton lusters onsisting of S2 solitons and lusters also yield dened distanes.
The observed distanes seem to be multiples of an elementary unit. It was shown in setion
4.4.3 that the sizes of the solitons are onneted to the length sale of the modulational
instability. Multiples of the length sale of the underlying hexagonal pattern are indiated
as white stripes in Fig. 4.38. Apparently the distanes between the solitons are also
onneted to this length sale.
4.6 Complex behaviour
If the input power is inreased far beyond the threshold for pattern formation, not only the
aspet ratio, i.e. the area where nontrivial strutures exist, inreases. Also the modulation
depth of the osillations beomes more pronouned. This leads to the observation of even
more omplex strutures than disussed up to now as well as to situations, where the
solitons ontinuously lose their radial symmetry and a transition to states that an be
better desribed in terms of loalized patterns takes plae.
4.6.1 Solitons and fronts
The existene of stable straight polarization fronts has been disussed in setion 4.3.1.
They an be observed in the nearly symmetri ase (  0) at input powers where both
branhes of the pithfork bifuration are modulationally unstable. It has been shown in
setion 4.4.4 that solitons an be ignited in this parameter region as well. This leads to
the onjeture that it should be possible to prepare the system in a way that both types
of struture an oexist.
Figure 4.39 shows the result of this experiment in a measurement of the Stokes parameters.
At rst, the system is prepared to exhibit a straight polarization front (Fig.4.39a). This
situation orresponds to the one desribed in 4.3.1. Thanks to the Stokes parameter
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Figure 4.39: Coexistene of a front and a S1 soliton. a) spatially resolved polarization rotation
angle  of a polarization front. b) stable onguration of front and S1. Parameters: d = 112mm,
 = 16:8GHz, T = 361:0
Æ
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= 268:3mW, a)  =  1
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tehnique it an now be analyzed in more detail. In the left part of the plot the polarization
rotation angle is positive, while in the right part it is negative. The two states are
onneted by a ontinuous steep polarization front. Due to the large amplitude of the
front, both states show modulations whih are oriented parallel to the front. It should
be noted that both states normally exhibit a hexagonal pattern in this parameter region.
The modulation of the straight osillations in the longitudinal diretion is interpreted to
be a remnant of these hexagonal patterns.
Then a 
+
polarized addressing beam is swithed on and o in the right part of the image.
A soliton is ignited that starts to drift towards the beam enter. It is then stopped by
interation with the polarization front. The front starts to bend around the soliton and
nally a stable situation is ahieved (see Fig.4.39b). The soliton is sitting in front of
the polarization front whih is bent in a way to maintain a ertain distane from the
soliton, while the soliton itself does not signiantly hange its shape. This distane is
interpreted to be the one with the optimal loking properties. Interestingly the existene
of the soliton seems to trigger the formation of a (distorted) pattern where the single
onstituents are far more pronouned ompared to Fig.4.39a. This does not apply for the
state with positive polarization.
The desribed stable onguration is not the only one that has been observed in the
experiment. Fig. 4.40 shows that other stable ongurations are possible. While subgures
a) and b) show the ongurations already disussed in a view where one state is suppressed
by the linear polarizer, subgure ) shows that another distane between soliton and
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Figure 4.40: Stable ongurations of a front and solitons. a) front; b) front and S1 soliton;
) front and S1 soliton with larger distane; d) front and 2 S1 solitons; e) front and S2 soliton.
Parameters: d = 112mm,  = 15:5GHz, T = 346:0
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front is possible, though not very ommon. It seems to be the distane where there is
one osillation wavelength more between the strutures. It is also possible to ignite two
fundamental solitons (see Fig. 4.40d) next to the front. In this ase, the front bends around
both strutures, whih themselves keep the typial distane disussed in setion 4.5.3.
If the size of the addressing beam is inreased, a seond-order soliton an be ignited
(Fig. 4.40e). Also here the front will bend around the soliton, while the soliton remains
unhanged. The distane between front and soliton is the same as in Fig. 4.40b.
4.6.2 Observation of a ring-shaped solitary struture
a) b) c)
Figure 4.41: Preparation of a ring-shaped soliton. a) soliton 1 in front of a polarization front.
b) front is losed around the soliton by means of the addressing beam. ) ring-shaped soliton.
Parameters: d = 120mm,  = 16:6GHz, T = 326:3
Æ
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= 311:2mW,  =  7
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.
For the same parameters where solitons and fronts an oexist, a new type of solitary
struture an be prepared. The proess of preparation is illustrated in Fig. 4.41. First, a
soliton is ignited in front of a polarization front (Fig. 4.41a). Then, at the position of the
upper orner of the front, the ignition beam is swithed on again and moved downwards.
Doing so, it is possible to 'pull out' an elongated struture (see Fig. 4.41b). This is done
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Figure 4.42: Ring-shaped soliton. Spatially resolved polarization rotation angle  obtained
from a measurement of the Stokes parameters of the light eld. a) bottom view; b) top view
( inverted). Parameters: d = 112mm,  = 16:2GHz, T = 359:5
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keeping a ertain distane from the soliton. When the ignition beam approahes the lower
orner of the polarization front, the front loses ompletely around the soliton. Typially
at the same time, the elongated struture expands to the left and swithes the left part
of the beam to the state that is not suppressed by the linear polarizer. The result is a
fundamental soliton that is surrounded by a losed polarization front.
However, this very stable struture an be interpreted in a ompletely dierent way.
This an be seen best in a 3D plot of the polarization rotation angle  obtained from a
measurement of the Stokes parameters. Figure 4.42a shows the struture in a way that
suggests the interpretation disussed up to now. If the struture is turned upside down
as it is done in Figure 4.42b, it beomes lear that the struture an also be interpreted
as a soliton being of a dierent type than the ones disussed up to now. This soliton is
irular symmetri like the other solitons. In ontrast to those, the system returns to the
viinity of the bakground and beyond in the enter of the struture, i.e. the entral dip
is muh deeper. The uts through the enter of the struture show that this struture is
built up by four polarization fronts in ontrast to the domain-shaped solitons that onsist
of two polarization fronts loking at dierent positions. In a one-dimensional piture this
struture ould be interpreted as a luster of two single solitons. In a two-dimensional
expansion, however, the variety of possibilities is obviously larger. The struture an be
onsidered as a `ring-shaped' soliton.
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Figure 4.43: Transition to loalized patterns. a) S3 soliton; b) triangular loalized pattern;
) diamond-shaped loalized pattern; d) extended hexagonal pattern. Parameters: d = 112mm,
 = 16:23GHz, T = 360:2
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If one makes the justied assumption that the front loking mehanism involved here
is even more pronouned than in the ase of the domain-shaped solitons, the desribed
struture ould be the rst member of a ompletely new family of solitons. However, the
onstrution of an addressing beam that ould be used to ignite one of these solitons should
be rather ompliated, sine a nontrivial shape and nontrivial polarization properties
would have to be realized. In ase of the desribed soliton, an alternative but omplex
preparation sheme is obviously appliable. A rst numerial indiation of the existene
of suh a new soliton family will be given in setion 5.5.4.
4.6.3 Transition to loalized patterns
At the maximum available input power a transition from the (nearly) irular symmetri
solitons to states that have an inner struture whih is not irularly symmetri takes
plae. Fig. 4.43 shows a situation in whih a soliton 3 exists in a multistability with
strutures that have a similar size but that do not have a irular symmetry. Instead
these strutures exhibit three or four intensity peaks in the inner struture that have a
dened distane whih an be identied to be similar to the distane of the onstituents
of the hexagonal pattern existing on both branhes of the pithfork bifuration. Typially
one struture is stable at timesales in the order of seonds. Then a rapid transition
to one of the other states takes plae. Fig. 4.43b shows a struture onsisting of three
onstituents arranged in a triangle, while in Fig. 4.43 a struture onsisting of four
onstituents aligned in a diamond shape is shown. These strutures are interpreted as
pathes of the hexagonal pattern that serves as the target state (Fig. 4.43d) embedded in
a bakground of the hexagonal pattern that serves as the bakground state, i.e. a loalized
pattern. They ould, of ourse, also be lassied as bound states onsisting of three or four
seond order solitons arranged on a hexagonal grid. However, this lassiation would not
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be reasonable, if the number of onstituents ould be inreased in an experiment having
a larger aspet ratio. Obviously the importane of the loking of fronts disussed up to
now beomes less signiant ompared to the modulational instability of the target state
whih leads to a broken irular symmetry.
Chapter 5
Theoretial Analysis
Besides the given experimental reasons, a main advantage of hoosing sodium vapor as
the nonlinear medium is the availability of a good theoretial model. A mirosopi
model for the interation of light with sodium atoms an be derived from rst priniples
[MDLM86, Mol92℄. It is obtained on the basis of the density matrix formalism from
quantum mehanis and has been suessfully adapted in many preeding works [Ak96,
Aum99, Sh01, GW02, Hun06℄.
In this hapter, a theoretial analysis based on this established mirosopi model of the
system is arried out. The aim is to omplete the understanding of the mehanisms that
lead to the formation of a disrete family of solitons. Besides the systemati reprodution
and enhanement of the experimental results, a further understanding of the properties
of the system an be obtained from an analysis of the system in situations that are either
not or hardly aessible in the experiment.
5.1 Model equations for the =8 system
In this work, the transition belonging to the sodium D
1
line leading from the exited
3
2
P
1=2
state to the 3
2
S
1=2
ground state is onsidered. The interation of the eletron
angular momentum with the nulear spin leads to a hyperne splitting of the exited (190
MHz) and ground (1772 MHz) state [HW87℄. The presene of a buer gas of a suÆiently
high pressure leads to a homogeneous pressure broadening that exeeds the hyperne
struture of the ground state as well as the Doppler broadening. Under these onditions,
the sodium D
1
line an be treated as a homogeneously broadened (J =
1
2
! J
0
=
1
2
)
transition [MDLM86℄. The use of nitrogen as the buer gas gives rise to an eÆient
radiationless deay of the exited state [Tam79℄ and thus suppresses radiation trapping
[Ank93℄. In this ase, the hyperne splitting an be taken into aount by a resaling and
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doesn't need do be onsidered further [ML94, Ak96℄. Additionally, the population of the
exited state an be negleted under ertain onditions [MDLM86, Mol92, Gah96, Ak96℄
whih are fullled in the present experiment due to the hoie of the preparation of the
vapor .
5.1.1 Nonlinear suseptibility of sodium vapor
The result of the given onsiderations is an equation of motion for a unit vetor, whose
omponents are proportional to the expetation values of the artesian omponents of the
spin. This vetor is alled Bloh vetor ~m and is proportional to a magnetization of the
sodium vapor. Taking the quantization axis parallel to the diretion of propagation of
the forward light eld in the z diretion, the equation of motion results in
d
dt
~m =   ~m+D~m + ~e
z
(P
+
  P
 
)  ~m (P
+
+ P
 
)  ~m
~


eff
: (5.1)
The rst term in the equation desribes the relaxation of the Bloh vetor due to ollisions
with a rate . The seond term desribes the thermal diusion of the sodium atoms with
a diusion onstant D. The optial pumping proess with rates P
+
and P
 
indued by 
+
and 
 
light is desribed by the third term. The impat of the intensities of the irular
omponents of the light eld is given by
P

=
3
16
jj
2
4 
2
~
2
(


2
+ 1)
jE

j
2
; (5.2)
where 
e
is the dipole matrix element of the transition,  
2
is the half homogeneous
linewidth ,

 is the detuning of the light eld normalized to  
2
, 
0
is the vauum diele-
triity onstant, and ~ is Plank's onstant . The fator 3/16 aounts for the inuene
of the hyperne struture on the optial pumping proess [ML94, Ak96℄.
The saturation of the optial pumping is desribed by the fourth term of equation 5.1.
The last term desribes the preession of the magnetization vetor in an eetive magneti
eld
~


e
= (

x
;

y
;

z;e
)
T
. Here, the 

i
are the Larmor frequenies orresponding to the
artesian omponents of the of the external magneti eld, while 

z;e
= 

z
 

(P
+
 P
 
)
desribes an eetive magneti eld that takes into aount the light shift [CT62, She84℄.
By the hoie of a magneti eld whose longitudinal omponent is large with respet to
its transverse omponents (j

z;e
j  

x
;

y
), a redution of the equation of motion to
the z omponent of the Bloh vetor is possible [Aum99℄.

t
w =   w +Dw + (P
+
  P
 
)  w (P
+
+ P
 
): (5.3)
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The z omponent w of the Bloh vetor is proportional to the population dierene of the
Zeeman substates of the ground state and is alled orientation. It determines the optial
properties of the sodium vapor for the irular light omponents 



(w) = 
lin
(1 w): (5.4)
The linear suseptibility 
lin
of the vapor is given by

lin
=  
N jj
2
2
0
~ 
2

 + i


2
+ 1
; (5.5)
where N is the partile density of the vapor.
5.1.2 Single-mirror feedbak arrangement
Longitudinal averaging of the orientation
During the propagation of the light eld through the medium diration is negleted.
However, due to absorption, the intensities of the irular polarization omponents on-
tinuously hange. The depletion of the pump elds has been taken into aount by Le
Berre et al. [BLR
+
95℄ by introduing a longitudinal averaging of the medium orientation
(x; y) =
Z
L
0
w(x; y; z)dz: (5.6)
Negleting diusion in the z diretion, equation 5.1 is then transformed to [Aum99℄
(x; y)
t
=   (x; y) +D
?
(x; y) +
1
2
0
L
 (5.7)
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P
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 
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
+
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+;b
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:
Here, 2
0
is the linear absorption oeÆient, whih is given by the imaginary part of
the linear suseptibility, 2
0
=  Im(
lin
)k
0
. The pump rates of the 
+
(+) and 
 
( )
polarized omponents of the beam propagating forward (+z diretion, f) and bakwards
(-z diretion, b) have to be evaluated at the front (P
;f=b
(0)) and exit fae P
;f=b
(L) of
the medium.
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Desription of the optial eld
The propagation of the slowly varying amplitudes of the irularly polarized omponents
of the light eld through the medium and to the feedbak mirror and bak is desribed
by the paraxial wave equation [Boy92℄
2ik
0

z
E
;f
(~r
?
; z; t) = r
2
?
E
;f
(~r
?
; z; t) + k
2
0


E
;f
(~r
?
; z; t) (5.8)
for the light eld propagating in +z diretion and
  2ik
0

z
E
;b
(~r
?
; z; t) = r
2
?
E
;b
(~r
?
; z; t) + k
2
0


E
;b
(~r
?
; z; t) (5.9)
for the light eld propagating in -z diretion.
Within the medium, diration is negleted, and the propagation of the optial eld
through the medium an be written as
E
;f
(L) = exp( 
0
L(1  i

)(1 ))E
;f
(0) (5.10)
E
;b
(0) = exp( 
0
L(1  i

)(1 ))E
;b
(L): (5.11)
Equation 5.2 is used for the alulation of the orresponding pump rates from the eld
amplitudes.
It has been disussed desriptively in setion 2.3.4 that a nonvanishing orientation indues
a phase shift between the irularly polarized omponents of the light eld. If the input
light eld is linearly polarized, this phase shift indues a rotation of the polarization axis by
an angle . It is desribed by equation 5.10. Under the assumption of a linearly polarized
input eld, a transformation on the basis of linear polarizations yields [GWKL
+
00℄

E
T
x
E
T
y

= e
 
0
L(1 i

)

os(
0
L

)   sin(
0
L

)
sin(
0
L

) os(
0
L

)



 i sinh(
0
L)
osh(
0
L)

E
0
: (5.12)
The rst matrix indiates the rotation of the main polarization axis of the transmitted
light eld by an angle  = 
0
L

. The rotation angle depends linearly on the orientation
, thereby allowing a diret omparison between theoretial and experimental results.
To desribe the vauum propagation of the light eld from the exit fae of the medium
to the mirror and bak, the wave equations are redued to
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2ik
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; z; t) = r
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E
;f
(~r
?
; z; t) (5.13)
and
  2ik
0

z
E
;b
(~r
?
; z; t) = r
2
?
E
;b
(~r
?
; z; t) . (5.14)
A formal integration of these equations yields:
E
;b
(~r
?
; L; t) =
p
R PE
;f
(~r
?
; L; t) , (5.15)
where the propagation operator
P = exp

 i
dr
2
?
k
0

(5.16)
is dened by the orresponding power series. Delays that are indued by the nite speed
of light are negleted, sine the slowest timesale orresponding to these delays ( 10
 9
s)
are muh faster than the fastest time sales in the atomi system ( 10
 6
s).
The ation of the =8 plate is taken into aount using the Jones matrix formalism.
The slow axis of the =8 plate is assumed to be parallel to the y axis for  = 0
Æ
. The
irularly polarized omponents E
;b
(~r
?
; L; t) of the reeted elds are alulated from
the transmitted elds E
;f
(~r
?
; L; t) by

E
+;b
(~r
?
; L; t)
E
 ;b
(~r
?
; L; t)

=
p
Re
 i
d
k
0
r
2
?
1
p
2

 1 i
1 i

| {z }
I

i 0
0 1

| {z }
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(5.17)


os  sin 
  sin  os 

| {z }
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1
p
2

 1 1
 i i

| {z }
IV

E
+;f
(~r
?
; L; t)
E
 ;f
(~r
?
; L; t)

(5.18)
Here, the matries desribe
 I : transformation from the basis of linear polarizations into the basis of irular
polarizations
 II : the phase shift indued by the =4 plate (double transmission of a =8 plate)
 III : the rotation angle  of the =8 plate
 IV : transformation from the basis of irular polarizations into the basis of linear
polarizations
Together with equations 5.5, 5.2, 5.11, and 5.18, equation 5.7 is a losed equation desrib-
ing the temporal evolution of the longitudinally averaged orientation ; it will be used for
the analytial and numerial analysis of the system.
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Numerial simulations
The omputational area of a size of typially 8mm x 8mm is disretized on a quadrati
grid of 256 x 256 points. The integration of equation 5.7 is aomplished using a 4th
order Runge Kutta algorithm [PFTV92℄. The ourring spatial derivatives (diusion of
orientation and propagation of the light eld) are omputed in Fourier spae [Aum99,
GW02, Pes00℄.
A plane wave input light eld is realized by hoosing a salar 2P
0
= P
+;f
(x; y; 0) =
P
 ;f
(x; y; 0). The spetral omputation of the spatial derivatives results in periodi bound-
ary onditions.
In order to model the experimental situation, the pump rate distribution P
0
(x; y) is hosen
as a Gaussian distribution with a radius of 1.89 mm. As a boundary ondition, the
orientation distribution is set to zero at a radius of 4 mm to model the deorientation of
the vapor at the ell walls.
The initial ondition for the orientation  is hosen depending on the foused problem.
Typially, it is started from a homogeneous solution that an be determined analytially
(see below). Spatial noise is added at the beginning of the alulations to shorten the tran-
sients. The ation of the inoherent pumping of the addressing beam in a situation where
the system has two homogeneous solutions is realized by hoosing a top-hat distribution
with one homogeneous solution embedded into the other one as the initial ondition.
Newton method
Often it is the main interest of the study of a nonlinear dynamial system to nd its
stationary solutions. The full alulation of the dynamis of the system via numerial
solutions is one possibility to obtain stationary solutions. On the one hand this is often
omputationally expensive, and on the other hand numerial simulations an only on-
verge towards stable stationary solitons. The knowledge of unstable stationary solutions
of the dynamis, however, an help to understand the bifuration struture of the system.
The Newton method [PFTV92℄ has been proven to be a powerful method to iteratively
nd stationary solutions of a system (see e.g. [FH98, OSF01, HFOM02, MFOH02℄). It
has been suessfully applied to the single-mirror feedbak system with sodium vapor in
earlier works [Sh01, Hun06℄. The method is eÆiently appliable in situations where the
system has a rotational symmetry in a good approximation. The rotationally symmetri
stationary solutions
~
(r) of the dynamis 5.7

t
~
(r) = 0 = N (
~
(r)); (5.19)
where the nonlinear operator N () is dened by the right-hand side of equation 5.7
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
t
 =: N (), are then obtained iteratively from a suited initial distribution 
0
by

n+1
= 
n
  (rN (
n
))
 1
N (
n
); (5.20)
where rN is the Jaobian of the operator N . In addition to the spatial distribution of
the stationary solution the algorithm is also apable of making a statement on its stability
against rotationally symmetri perturbations. The details on the implementation of the
Newton method have been disussed in [Sh01, Hun06℄. They are summarized together
with the hanges made in order to desribe the system under study here in appendix A.
5.2 Basi properties of the system
5.2.1 Stationary homogeneous solutions
The usual rst step taken in the theoretial analysis of a system that exhibits dissipative
spatial strutures is to assume a homogeneous input of energy (in this ase a plane wave
light eld) and to ask for stationary homogeneous solutions of the dynamis of the system.
Setting all spatial and temporal derivatives zero in equation 5.7 results in an impliit
equation for the stationary homogeneous solutions 
h
[GWKL
+
00℄
1
:

h
=
P
0
  2
0
L
e
 2
0
L
[R sin(2
0
L


h
  2)  (5.21)
sinh(2
0
L
h
) Re
 2
0
L
osh(2
0
L
h
)
[sinh(2
0
L
h
) + sin(2
0
L


h
  2)℄℄:
This equation has the trivial solution 
h
= 0 in the ases where the slow axis of the wave
plate is aligned with ( = 0
Æ
) or orthogonal ( = 90
Æ
) to the input polarization. This
result is well expeted sine no net pumping an our if the wave plate does not alter
the linear polarization of the input eld. All other solutions are omputed numerially.
Figure 5.1a shows the homogeneous solutions for  = 0
Æ
. A pithfork bifuration is
obtained. At the bifuration point, the system hanges from one xed point ( = 0)
to three xed points. It will be shown later that the solution  = 0 beomes unstable
at this point (indiated by a dashed line). The orientation saturates around 0:17, the
orresponding polarization rotation angle is 75
Æ
. This is in good agreement with the
situation found experimentally.
Figure 5.1b indiates the hange in the bifuration senario, if the wave plate is rotated by
 =  5
Æ
. Equation 5.21 loses its inversion symmetry and a perturbed pithfork bifuration
1
The original publiation [GWKL
+
00℄ ontained a typo that is orreted here
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Figure 5.1: Pithfork bifuration. a) perfet pithfork bifuration; b) perturbed pithfork
bifuration. Parameters: d = 120mm,

 = 7:5, D = 255mm s
 1
,  = 200 s
 1
,  
2
= 9:936 
10
9
rad s
 1
, L = 0:015m, R = 0:995, N = 4:65  10
19
m
 3
, a)  = 0
Æ
, b)  =  5
Æ
.
is observed. Due to the struture of equation 5.21 the orientation in the bifuration
senario will reverse its sign if the wave plate rotation angle is reversed. While in the
experimental measurements both ases (positive and negative wave plate rotation angles)
have been disussed in order to hek for the symmetry of the experimental system with
respet to the ase  = 0
Æ
, the disussion in this hapter will mostly only disuss one of
the ases.
5.2.2 Linear stability analysis
When the stationary homogeneous solutions of the system have been found, the next step
in the analysis is to ask for their stability.
A linear stability analysis with respet to sinusoidal perturbations of the homogeneous
solution of the form Æ  e
t
os(q
?
r
?
) yields a growth exponent
2
 =    Dq
2
?
  P
0
e
 2L
0
os(2L
0

h
) (5.22)
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h
)e
 2L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2
A realulation of the linear stability analysis yields a growth exponent slightly dierent from the one
published in [GWKL
+
00℄. The qualitative behavior of the system is maintained, while the quantitative
deviation is  10% for the urve of marginal stability at the onsidered parameters.
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Figure 5.2: Result of a linear stability analysis.   instability regions of the homogeneous state
 = 0,   instability regions of the homogeneous state with positive orientation,   instability
regions of the homogeneous state with negative orientation. a)  = 0
Æ
, b)  =  5
Æ
Parameters:
see Fig. 5.1.
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The urve of marginal stability of the system is desribed by the zeros of . The result
of the linear stability analysis for the ase  = 0
Æ
is depited in Fig. 5.2a [GWKL
+
00℄.
The homogeneous solution  = 0 beomes unstable against a homogeneous perturbation
(q = 0) at very low pump rates (blak lines). This instability represents the pithfork bi-
furation disussed above. At higher input powers, a modulational instability of the state
 = 0 with nite wave number is found. However, it is not observed, sine the pithfork
bifuration ours rst due to the lower threshold. The two homogeneous branhes emerg-
ing from the pithfork bifuration exhibit equal stability properties indiated by olored
lines in Fig. 5.2a. A modulational instability is observed at pump rates whih are around
three orders of magnitude larger than the threshold of the pithfork bifuration. The wave
number (q
?
= 15:7 rad mm
 1
) orresponds to the wave number of a limiting absorptive
instability as it would be expeted from the Talbot eet (q
?
=
q
k
0
d
= 15:67 rad mm
 1
)
and orresponds quite well to the experimental ndings. The linear stability analysis also
nds instabilities with higher wave numbers that are typial for single mirror feedbak
arrangements. They have been disussed as as a possible reason for the ourrene of
omplex patterns omposed of Fourier modes with dierent fundamental wave numbers
[PSA97, VK97, BLRT98℄. However, these instabilities have not been found to play a role
in the formation of the strutures disussed here.
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Figure 5.3: Bifuration senario.   threshold for bistability,   threshold for tristability, thresh-
old for pattern formation of the homogeneous state with positive ( ) and negative( ) orienta-
tion a) medium partile density; b) high partile density. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, exept: a)
N = 3:4  10
19
m
 3
,

 = 12:8.
If the pithfork bifuration is perturbed, the degeneray of the two branhes is abolished.
Aordingly the stability properties are hanged. Fig. 5.2b shows the result of a linear
stability analysis at a wave plate rotation angle  =  5
Æ
. The threshold for pattern forma-
tion is lower than for the symmetri ase if the favored branh (here: branh with positive
orientation) is onsidered. For the disfavored branh, it is higher (negative orientation).
Figure 5.3 shows an overview of the bifuration struture in parameter spae for medium
partile densities N . The full straight line indiates the threshold for bistability. The
bistable region broadens quikly with inreasing input power and then saturates at a
ertain level of wave plate rotation angles.
The threshold of the modulational instability ourring on the branh with positive ori-
entation inreases monotonially with inreasing wave plate rotation angle, i.e. the more
favored the state is, the lower is the threshold for pattern formation. The same is obviously
true for the threshold for pattern formation of the branh with negative orientation.
The bifuration diagram qualitatively reprodues the experimental observations (ompare
to Fig. 4.8). However, the dependeny of the threshold of the modulational instability on
the wave plate rotation angle  is signiantly lower in the experiment.
If the partile density is inreased, the width of the bistable region inreases (Fig. 5.3b).
At a ertain point, the maximum wave plate rotation angle of  = 90
Æ
is rossed.
In this ase, three stable homogeneous solutions are obtained around  = 90
Æ
. This
tristable situation has been found already in [GWKL
+
00℄. However, it is not observed
in the experiment and for this reason won't be disussed further here. Nevertheless it
has proven to be beneial to assume a high partile density in order to systematially
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reprodue the experimental ndings around the wave plate rotation angle  = 0
Æ
. For
this reason a high partile density has been assumed in the following alulations.
5.2.3 Numerial simulations of patterns
The linear stability analysis an predit the ritial wave number of a modulational in-
stability. However, in a system with rotational and translational symmetry, the shape of
the observed pattern annot be predited due to the degeneray of all wave vetors with
the ritial wave number in the two-dimensional plane. This degeneray is then abolished
by the nonlinear interation of the wave vetors leading to the formation of a (typially)
simple, periodi pattern omposed of few Fourier modes [CH93℄.
The patterns that evolve above the threshold of the modulational instability an be ob-
tained via numerial simulations. For the present system, this issue has been disussed
in [GWKL
+
00℄ and will therefor be disussed only briey.
Patterns
If the system is onsidered at wave plate rotation angles   0
Æ
, two homogeneous so-
lutions exist before the modulational instability ours. If the threshold for pattern for-
mation is rossed in a system with Gaussian beam input, hexagonal patterns evolve from
both homogeneous solutions (see rst two rows of Fig. 5.4). Both patterns are ompletely
idential exept for the sign of the orientation. In Fourier spae, the patterns are repre-
sented by six intensity peaks that have an equal wave number (q = 15:5 rad mm
 1
) and
inlude an angle of 60
Æ
. Subgures ) and g) show the intensity distributions of the light
elds that are transmitted by the sodium vapor. This light eld is projeted onto a state
of linear polarization where the bakground is suppressed. Like in the experiment, the
result is a hexagonal pattern of intensity peaks (ompare to Fig. 4.6). Innitely extended
hexagonal patterns are observed on both branhes of the pithfork bifuration, if a plane
wave input is assumed. The resulting orientation distributions are given in Figs. 4.6d,h.
The observation of hexagons is expeted, sine the homogeneous solutions have a non-
vanishing orientation, due to whih the inversion symmetry of equation 5.7 is strongly
broken. In suh a situation, general onsiderations predit the ourrene of hexagonal
patterns at threshold [CH93℄.
If the system is onsidered at   90
Æ
, the input polarization is stable. Hene, the
homogeneous orientation below threshold is zero, and the inversion symmetry of equation
5.7 is maintained. In this situation, triangular and rhombi patterns an be observed
whih are depited in the 3rd and 4th row of Fig. 5.4.
The triangular patterns are haraterized by six intensity peaks in Fourier spae like the
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Figure 5.4: Numerial simulation of patterns. 1st row: hexagons with positive orientation, 2nd
row: hexagons with negative orientation, 3rd row: triangular patterns, 4th row: rhombi pat-
terns. 1st olumn: orientation distribution in a Gaussian beam, 2nd olumn: Fourier transform
of 1st row, 3rd olumn: transmitted light eld with bakground suppressed by linear polarizer,
4th olumn: orientation distribution in plane wave simulations. Color table applies to 1st and
4th olumn. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, rst three olumns: w
0
= 1:89mm, a)-h)  = 0
Æ
, i)-p)
 = 90
Æ
, a)-) P
0
= 200000 s
 1
, d) P
0
= 130000 s
 1
, e)-g) P
0
= 200000 s
 1
, h) P
0
= 130000 s
 1
,
i)-k) P
0
= 150000 s
 1
, l) P
0
= 120000 s
 1
, m)-o) P
0
= 280000 s
 1
, p) P
0
= 100000 s
 1
.
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Figure 5.5: Numerial simulation of the threshold behavior of the modulational instability. a)
san over a wide rage of pump rates P
0
. b) inrease (Æ) and derease (4) of pump rate P
0
around
the threshold point. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1,  = 0
Æ
.
hexagons. However, in the triangular pattern, the phase dierene between the three
Fourier modes is =2. This is in ontrast to hexagonal patterns, where the phase sum of
the three modes amounts to zero (positive hexagons) or  (negative hexagons).
The rhombi patterns are omposed of four Fourier omponents (subgure n) enlosing
angles of 54
Æ
and 126
Æ
, the wave number being q = 15:1 rad mm
 1
. Triangular patterns
are the dominant pattern for  = 90
Æ
. In order to obtain rhombi patterns, they were
seeded in the simulations. Triangles as well as rhombi patterns exist also if the inversion
symmetry is not exatly maintained. Nevertheless they have never been observed in the
parameter range that will be onsidered in the following.
Threshold behavior
A linear stability analysis an only give the threshold pump rate, at whih the homoge-
neous state beomes unstable against a perturbation with a ertain wave number. How-
ever, if a pattern has evolved and the pump rate is redued again, the threshold at whih
the pattern disappears is generally not equal to the swith-on threshold.
In this work, the modulational instability leading to hexagonal patterns around  = 0
Æ
is
onsidered. Typially a bifuration to a hexagonal pattern is subritial, the swith-o
threshold of the pattern being lower than the swith-on threshold. However, this behavior
is not observed in the experiment.
The result of a simulation sanning the pump rate aross the threshold for pattern forma-
tion is shown in Fig. 5.5. It shows the modulation depth of the orientation distribution
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(minimum to maximum) in dependeny on the pump rate. If the pump rate is sanned
over a wide rage (Fig. 5.5a), the modulation depth jumps from zero to a ertain nite
value at a pump rate of P
0
= 116500 s
 1
. This pump rates oinides with the minimum of
the instability balloon from the linear stability analysis within the onsidered resolution.
After the threshold is rossed, the pattern amplitude inreases with inreasing pump rate.
Figure 5.5b shows a ner san around the threshold for pattern formation. Red irles
indiate the data points of a san where the pump rate is inreased, while the blue trian-
gles indiate the result of a simulation where the pump rate is stepwise redued. A small
region of bistability is observed, hene the bifuration is subritial. However, the bistable
range is very small (P  500 s
 1
). A similar bistability range is found if a Gaussian
beam input is onsidered. It an be onluded that this small range of bistability annot
be resolved in the experiment due to the omnipresent utuations. The subritiality of
the bifuration an in a good approximation be negleted in the further desription of the
system.
5.3 Fronts, irular domains and the stabilization of
solitons
Up to now the analysis was restrited to small-amplitude strutures that develop spon-
taneously from an unstrutured orientation distribution. The basi properties of suh
strutures an be understood by means of a linear or weakly nonlinear analysis.
The main fous of this work, however, lies on large-amplitude strutures that do not
develop spontaneously but have to be ignited by means of a large-amplitude perturbation
for the system. Hene, these strutures are inherently strongly nonlinear and are not
aessible via linear approximations of the nonlinear system.
At rst, the properties of fronts and irular domains that inorporate two homogeneous
solutions of the system will be studied in analogy to the experimental analysis.
5.3.1 Straight fronts
Basi properties
In numerial simulations with a plane wave input, a stable resting straight front is found
above the threshold for bistability for the ase of equivalent homogeneous states ( = 0
Æ
).
It onnets the two equivalent homogeneous states (Fig. 5.6) and is surrounded by small
spatial osillations oriented parallel to the front axis that deay with inreasing distane
to the front.
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Figure 5.6: Straight orientation front in simulations with a) plane wave and b) Gaussian beam
input. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1,  = 0
Æ
, a) P
0
= 50000 s
 1
, b) P
0
= 170000 s
 1
, w
0
= 1:89mm.
A lassiation of the observed front with respet to the Ising and Bloh types of fronts
(see setion 2.2.2) is easily obtainable. The front is fully desribed by the real-valued
magnitude orientation and it onnets two equivalent states thereby rossing the zero.
This exludes a handedness of the front. Furthermore the front is resting and a symmetry
operation Z exists, that transforms the front into itself (Z : !  ; x!  x). Following
the argumentation in [MPL
+
01℄, the front an thereby be lassied as an Ising front.
Straight fronts an also be observed in simulations using a Gaussian input beam (see
Fig. 5.6b). In ontrast to the simulations with a plane wave input it is not stable at low
input powers that are beyond the threshold for bistability. The front will start to move
and swith the whole area to one of the two equivalent states. Stable fronts are observed
only for higher input powers. In this situation the spatial osillations surrounding the
front are quite pronouned in the beam enter. They might stabilize the front in this
situation, where the nite size of the system normally would introdue an instability of
the front. As desribed in setion 4.3.1, straight fronts are observed experimentally only
at high input powers. The simulations onrm this observation.
Front dynamis
If the equivalene of the two homogeneous states onneted by the front is omitted
( 6= 0
Æ
), the straight front starts to move. A systemati analysis of this motion of
straight fronts by means of the video sampling method is not possible in the experiment.
Nevertheless, an analysis of this dynamis in simulations an support the experimental
ndings made onerning irular domains.
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Figure 5.7: Motion of a straight front due to the inequality of the homogeneous bistable states.
Parameters: see Fig. 5.1,  =  5
Æ
, P
0
= 50000 s
 1
. Color table: see Fig. 5.6.
Due to the periodi boundary onditions, there are always two fronts in numerial simula-
tions. As the initial ondition, one front is loated at the outer left and right border, while
the other one is loated in the enter (see Fig. 5.7a). When the simulation is started, the
shape of the fronts rapidly smoothes out due to the spatial oupling mehanisms and the
front starts to move. The motion leads to an expansion of the favored homogeneous state
(in this ase the one with positive orientation). The front stays straight while moving,
hene no modulational instability of the front is observed. After 7 ms, the whole area is
swithed to the preferred state.
The front veloity as well as the diretion of motion of the front depends on the inequality
of the two states, whih is in aordane with general expetations (see setion 2.2.1).
Fig. 5.8a shows the position of the front in dependeny on time for dierent wave plate
rotation angles. The urves desribe a uniform motion of the front that an very well be
desribed by a linear t, thereby assuming a onstant veloity of the front. For positive
wave plate rotation angles, the state with negative orientation expands and vie versa.
The veloity of the front in dependeny on the wave plate rotation angle is plotted in
Fig. 5.8b. The graph shows, that the front veloity depends linearly on the wave plate
rotation angle . The slope is given by 
0
i
= 0:022
mm
ms
Æ
. Though the motion of a straight
front annot be diretly measured in the experiment, it has been determined indiretly
(see setion 4.3.4) by tting the dynamis of irular domains to the theoretial predition
dR
dt
=  


R
+ 
i
: (5.23)
The oeÆient 
i
desribes the motion of a straight front due to the inequality of the
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Figure 5.8: Motion of a straight front due to the inequality of the homogeneous bistable states.
a) front position in dependeny on time; b) oeÆients 
i
resulting from a linear t of the front
dynamis. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, P
0
= 50000 s
 1
.
two homogeneous states and was determined in dependeny on  in Fig. 4.19a. These
results math niely the numerial observations. The oeÆient 
i
an now be rened to

i
= 
0
i
.
Osillatory tails and quasi one-dimensional solitons
The observed fronts are always surrounded by spatial osillations that deay with inreas-
ing distane from the front. The modulation depth of these osillatory tails inreases
with inreasing input power. Figure 5.9a shows uts made perpendiular to a straight
front under variation of the input power. The grey level enodes the pump rate, where
the brightness of the line inreases with inreasing pump rate. The pump rates range
from P
0
= 50000 s
 1
to P
0
= 110000 s
 1
, the threshold for pattern formation being at
P
0
= 117000 s
 1
. Even far below the threshold for pattern formation there are pro-
nouned spatial osillations with a well-dened spatial frequeny (q  16 rad mm
 1
) that
orresponds well to the ritial wave number of the modulational instability ourring at
higher pump rates. With inreasing pump rate, their amplitude inreases. Due to the
periodi boundaries, at a ertain point the osillatory tails of the two fronts will start to
interat.
The interation of the osillatory tails of two fronts will be stronger, if the fronts are lose
to eah other and if the modulation depth of the tails is large. In the previous subsetion,
the pump rate was hosen to be far from the threshold for pattern formation and only
the dynamis of fronts that have a large distane from eah other was onsidered.
If now high pump rates are onsidered, the motion of the two fronts approahing eah other
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Figure 5.9: a) Emergene of osillatory tails with inreasing pump rate P
0
. Gray levels enode
pump rate from P
0
= 50000 s
 1
(blak) to P
0
= 110000 s
 1
(light gray). Quasi one-dimensional
solitons of b) rst, ) seond and d) third order. Color table: see Fig. 5.6. Parameters: see
Fig. 5.1; a)  = 0
Æ
; b)-d)  = 5
Æ
; b) P
0
= 80000 s
 1
; ) P
0
= 95000 s
 1
; d) P
0
= 110000 s
 1
.
might be ompletely stopped at a ertain distane. Sine the osillatory tails inorporate
multiple osillation periods, this loking an our at dierent disrete distanes. The
situations inorporating the smallest three distanes are shown in Fig. 5.9b-d. These stable
ongurations of two opposing straight fronts an be interpreted as the one-dimensional
equivalent to the irular solitons that will be disussed in the following setions. The
motion of fronts due to their urvature is not present here, and stable quasi-1D solitons
are observed for small angles jj, enlosing the angle  = 0
Æ
. As in many other systems,
the loking of osillatory tails obviously is a suÆient mehanism for the stabilization of
one-dimensional solitons. The situation beomes more omplex, if two-dimensional eets
are onsidered.
5.3.2 Domain dynamis
In bistable systems, irular domains of one homogeneous solution that are embedded
into a bakground of the other stable homogeneous solution are generally not stable due
to the urvature of the domain interfae. Nevertheless the analysis of the dynamis of
unstable domains will give further insight into the system itself and it will provide the
key mehanisms that nally lead to the observation of stable solitary strutures.
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Figure 5.10: Contration sequene of a irular domain. a) Images of the orientation distri-
butions. b) squared domain radius plotted against time.  data points,   linear interpolation.
Parameters: see Fig. 5.1,  = 0
Æ
, P
0
= 50000 s
 1
. Color table: see Fig. 5.6.
Basi observation
The system is onsidered in a situation where two equivalent homogeneous solutions exist
( = 0
Æ
). The pump rate is hosen to be far below the threshold for pattern formation.
In order to study the pure domain dynamis the pump eld is hosen to be a plane wave.
The initial domain is given as an orientation distribution. It is realized as a top-hat
distribution having the homogeneous solution with a positive orientation as the entral
domain of radius R
0
surrounded by the homogeneous solution with negative orientation.
The temporal evolution of a domain having an initial radius of R
0
= 1:5mm is shown
in Fig. 5.10a. The domain ontrats maintaining its irular shape and disappears after
4.2 ms. Some slight radial osillations are present. However, at the given pump rate
(P
0
= 50000 s
 1
), they do not signiantly inuene the dynamis. The squared domain
radius R
2
in dependeny on time is plotted in Fig.5.10b. The data points lie on a straight
line in a very good approximation. Only at the very beginning of the sequene, where
the front has an retangular shape and rst relaxes to a smooth shape, and at the end,
where strong interation of the approahing fronts is present, a slight deviation from the
interpolation line is detetable. Thereby the
p
t power law expeted from theory and
observed experimentally is onrmed by the simulations.
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Figure 5.11: a) CoeÆient 

in dependeny on the pump rate P
0
. Dashed line indiates
threshold for pattern formation (P
rit
= 117500 s
 1
). b) Loking of ontrating domains slightly
below (P
0
= 115000 s
 1
, Æ) and above (P
0
= 125000 s
 1
, 4) the threshold for pattern formation.
Parameters: see Fig. 5.1,  = 0
Æ
.
Variation of pump rate
In the experiment, a slowdown of the dynamis of ontrating irular domains with
inreasing input power is observed (see setion 4.3.3). This dependeny is also found in
numerial simulations. Figure 5.11a shows the oeÆient 

in dependeny on the pump
rate. The obtained urve niely mathes the experimental observations qualitatively and
in the order of magnitude of 

(f. Fig. 4.12). For low and medium pump rates, the
p
t
law is niely onrmed.
Near the threshold for pattern formation the dynamis is modied. The ontration
of a domain slightly below and above the threshold for pattern formation is shown in
Fig. 5.11b. Below the threshold, the ontration urve beomes slightly modulated. This
suggests the inuene of a loking proess due to the osillatory tails of the irular
front. The inuene of loking is heavily inreased if the threshold for pattern formation
is rossed. The ontration is slowed down further and the the urve beomes more and
more horizontal within the loking regions. At a ertain point, the dynamis is ompletely
stopped and, depending on the initial onditions and the pump rate, solitons (see setion
5.4) or loalized patterns (see setion 5.5.5) are observed.
Variation of wave plate rotation angle
The dynamis of irular domains is modied, if the more general ase of nonequivalent
homogeneous states is onsidered, i.e. the wave plate rotation being  6= 0
Æ
. It has been
shown in setion 5.3.1 that in this ase a straight front will start to move, leading to an
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Figure 5.12: Dynamis of a) small (R
0
= 1:17mm) and b) large (R
0
= 2:81mm) irular
domains in dependeny on the wave plate rotation angle . Colored data points: numerial
result; blak urves: results of a shared parameter t. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, P
0
= 50000 s
 1
.
expansion of the favored state. This motion due to the nonequivalene of the two states
ours also if irular domains are onsidered. While the motion due to the urvature
of the front always leads to a ontration and disappearane of irular domains for the
parameters onsidered here, this motion an be either aelerated or slowed down by the
motion due to the nonequivalene of the two homogeneous states.
The dynamis of domains under variation of the wave plate rotation angle  is shown in
Fig. 5.12.  is varied from  10
Æ
(domain state is favored) to 10
Æ
(bakground is favored).
If a small domain is onsidered (initial domain radius R
0
= 1:17mm, Fig. 5.12a), it
always ontrats and disappears for the given range of . If the domain is disfavored, the
ontration takes plae faster than for equivalent states beause both eets leading to a
motion of the domain wall tend to redue the domain radius. If the domain is favored,
the motion due to the nonequivalene of the states ounterats the motion indued by the
urvature of the front. Thus, the dynamis is signiantly slowed down.
The ontration of the domain an even be overompensated, leading to an expansion of
the domain until the whole area is swithed to the domain state. This an be observed,
if the initial domain size is inreased to R
0
= 2:81mm (see Fig. 5.12b). Below an angle
of  =  4
Æ
, the domain expands. However, a stable domain is not observed for the given
parameters.
The desribed dynamis is well desribed by the theoretial expetation already disussed
(equation 5.23). A shared parameter t for the two given urve arrays yields the parame-
ters 
i
and 

as desribed in setion 4.3.4. The tted urves are given as a straight blak
line below the data points in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.13: CoeÆients 
i
(a) and 

(b) in dependeny on the wave plate rotation angle .
a) : linear motion of a straight front f. Fig. 5.8; Æ: result from a shared parameter t of the
dynamis of irular domains. b) N: result from a shared parameter t of the dynamis of irular
domains. Crosses: result from a linear t for the squared domain radius in dependeny on time
with R
0
= 1:17mm (+) and R
0
= 2:81mm (+). Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, P
0
= 50000 s
 1
.
The resulting oeÆients of the tting proedure are given in Fig. 5.13. The motion of
the front indued by the nonequivalene of the two states desribed by 
i
is plotted as
red irles in Fig. 5.13a. The data points lie on a straight line with vanishing 
i
at  = 0
Æ
in a good approximation. The values for 
i
obtained independently from the analysis of
the motion of straight fronts (setion 5.3.1) are given as blak squares. Both urves show
a good agreement and support the validity of equation 5.23.
The oeÆient 

depends only weakly on  (Fig. 5.13b). It tends to derease with
inreasing preferene for the domain state. At  = 0
Æ
, the values for 

obtained for
a linear t of the squared domain radius versus time as desribed in setion 5.3.2 are
reprodued (blak (R
0
= 1:17mm) and red (R
0
= 2:81mm) rosses).
The numerial results math the experimental observations niely (ompare Fig. 5.13 to
Fig. 4.19). However, in the experiment, a larger dependeny of 

on  is observed. This
is possibly due to the gradients indued by the Gaussian beam.
5.3.3 Stationary domains
The desribed domain dynamis has a stationary domain solution that is not stable. Due
to this instability it annot be alulated by numerial simulations performing a time
integration of the mirosopi model. However, stationary solutions of the dynamis an
be alulated diretly by means of the Newton method. As an initial ondition for the
algorithm, a domain whih has a very long transient in the simulations is taken. It is
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Figure 5.14: Unstable stationary domains in a radially symmetri system. a) Unstable domains
in a plane wave under variation of the wave plate rotation angle  (graysale enodes ); b)
Radii of the unstable domains in a plane wave () and a Gaussian beam (, w
0
= 1:89mm).
Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, P
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.
expeted to be lose to the unstable stationary domain.
The stationary domain solutions that are obtained for dierent wave plate rotation angles
 are plotted in Fig. 5.14a. The brightness of the urve inreases with jj, ranging from
 =  8
Æ
to  =  40
Æ
. The domain radius dereases with inreasing inequality of the
two homogeneous states. This is expeted, sine the stationary domain should be given
by R
rit
=



i
, and it has been shown experimentally and numerially, that 
i
inreases
linearly with  and that 

is positive and only weakly dependent of . At the given pump
rate far below the threshold for pattern formation, pronouned osillations surrounding
the front are observed.
The radius R
rit
of the stationary unstable domain in dependeny on  is shown in
Fig. 5.14b. The urve shows the hyperboli-type behavior expeted from the theoretial
onsiderations. If a Gaussian input light eld is onsidered, the radius of the stationary
unstable domain is not diverging at small angles jj. The inhomogeneous pumping and
the assumption of a vanishing orientation  seems to introdue a pinning of the stationary
front at a radius, where the gradients of the light eld are large. However, the domain
radius still dereases monotonially with inreasing jj.
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5.4 Solitons
The ombination of all eets disussed in the preeding setions an lead to the formation
of stable solitons in a ertain range of parameters. At rst, the existene of a disrete
family of solitons will be presented with the help of numerial simulations of the full
mirosopi model. The basi properties of the solitons will be disussed with respet to
the experimental ndings. Subsequently, the variation of the most important parameters
pump rate P
0
and wave plate rotation angle  will be onsidered using the Newton method,
whih will give further insight into the bifuration struture.
5.4.1 Numerial simulations
Gaussian beam input
As an initial ondition for the simulations, a domain having the orientation of the positive
homogeneous solution that is embedded in the bakground of the homogeneous solution
with negative orientation is used. For simulation with a Gaussian beam input, the homo-
geneous solutions in the beam enter have been onsidered.
Depending on the size of the initial domain, four types of solitons are obtained in simula-
tions with a Gaussian beam input. The enter parts (4x4 mm, original grid size 8x8 mm)
of the stable orientation distributions of these solitons are depited in a three-dimensional
plot in Fig. 5.15. They show the typial disrete series of solitons that dier in size and
the number of radial osillations around the target state. The dierent solitons are shown
for parameters that lie in the minimum of their respetive region of existene (see below).
Thus, the amount of radial osillations that is present around the target and bakground
states is the minimum neessary to provide a stable struture.
The orientation distributions show a very good agreement with the experimental observa-
tions, where the spatially resolved polarization rotation angle  was measured (ompare
Fig. 5.15 to Fig. 4.24). Hene, the experimental method of analyzing the Stokes parame-
ters of the light eld transmitted by the sodium ell is suitable for an indiret measurement
of the orientation distribution of the vapor. In analogy to the experimental ndings, the
solitons are interpreted as a homolini onnetion of the bakground state with itself
that travels around the viinity of the target state for a disrete number of osillations.
Of ourse, a family of negative solitons is observed if the wave plate rotation angle  is
reversed.
The measurement of the Stokes parameters of the light eld is not always appliable in the
experiment. Instead, often the light eld that is transmitted by the sodium ell has been
onsidered in a projetion onto a linearly polarized state, where the bakground is sup-
pressed. The respetive light elds that are transmitted by the orientation distributions
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Figure 5.15: Stable solitons in numerial simulations assuming a Gaussian beam input. a)-d)
Orientation distributions. e)-h) Projetion of the transmitted light eld onto a linear polarization
state with suppressed bakground. a),e) S1; b),f) S2; ),g) S3; d),h) S4. Parameters: see
Fig. 5.1; a),e)  =  28
Æ
, P
0
= 138000 s
 1
; b),f)  =  20
Æ
, P
0
= 90000 s
 1
; ),g)  =  13
Æ
,
P
0
= 102000 s
 1
; d),h)  =  10
Æ
, P
0
= 123000 s
 1
.
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Figure 5.16: Metastable S4 soliton moving towards the beam boundaries. Soliton is at rest for
39 ms before. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1,  =  12
Æ
, P
0
= 150000 s
 1
. Color table: see Fig. 5.18.
from Fig. 5.15a-d are shown in Fig. 5.15e-h. The number of radial osillations of the soli-
tons is inreased by one with respet to the orientation distributions. The experimental
ndings are well reprodued (ompare Figs. 5.15e-h to the rst row of Fig. 4.22).
In ontrast to the experimental ndings, the outer parts of the bakground show a slight
gradient that is indued by the inhomogeneous pumping and the Dirihlet boundary
ondition. It is interpreted to be more pronouned due to the position of the ell walls at
a radius of 4 mm in ontrast to the experiment (6 mm). In [PGWAL05℄, an even smaller
grid was used, whih lead to the instability of S4. For the parameters in Fig. 5.15 it is
stable in the beam enter. However, at higher pump rates, it is only metastable (Fig. 5.16).
After having rested at the beam enter for 39 ms, the soliton starts to move towards the
beam boundaries and swithes the whole beam to the target state, in aordane with
the experiment. Solitons of an order above S4 have not been found stable due to this
mehanism.
The mehanism that is typially observed for low order solitons whose size is small om-
pared to the size of the beam is a motion towards the beam enter. If a S2 soliton is ignited
o-enter, it will start to move until it reahes a stable nal position that is given by the
beam enter (see Fig. 5.17). This is in aordane with the experimental observation.
Plane wave input
If a plane wave input eld is onsidered, the existene of a soliton family is preserved.
Figure 5.18 shows the rst ve members of the soliton family near the lowest stable pump
rate. While all the higher order solitons exist also for parameters below the thresholds for
pattern formation of bakground and target state, the fundamental soliton is only observed
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Figure 5.17: Motion towards the beam enter of a S2 soliton that was ignited o-enter.
Parameters: see Fig. 5.1,  =  15
Æ
, P
0
= 190000 s
 1
. Color table: see Fig. 5.18.
Figure 5.18: Stable solitons in numerial simulations assuming a plane wave input. a) S1; b)
S2; ) S3; d) S4; e) S5. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, a)  =  22
Æ
30
0
, P
0
= 142000 s
 1
, b)  =
 21
Æ
30
0
, P
0
= 80000 s
 1
, )  =  14
Æ
18
0
, P
0
= 84000 s
 1
, d)  =  10
Æ
36
0
, P
0
= 89000 s
 1
,
e)  =  7
Æ
30
0
, P
0
= 110000 s
 1
.
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Figure 5.19: Soliton family above the threshold for pattern formation. a) S1; b) S2; ) S3;
d) S4; e) S5. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, a)  =  22
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, P
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 1
. Color table: see Fig. 5.18
for parameters above that threshold. However, the amplitude as well as the size of the
onstituents of the underlying pattern are onsiderably smaller than the fundamental
soliton. The neessity of an inreased amount of spatial osillations for the stability has
already been onjetured in the disussion of the existene regions in the experimental
part (setion 4.4.4), now it has manifested in the numerial simulations.
If the soliton families with a Gaussian beam input and plane wave input are ompared,
it turns out that the shape of the solitons does not signiantly depend on the boundary
onditions.
Higher order solitons also exist on a patterned bakground, i.e. at pump rates where the
threshold for pattern formation is rossed (see Fig. 5.19). The irular shape of the solitons
is mostly maintained, though the interation with the symmetry-broken bakground will of
ourse modify their appearane
3
. If the pump rate is inreased further and the amplitude
of the pattern beomes larger, the solitons lose their (approximately) radial symmetry
and are transformed into loalized patterns that will be disussed in setion 5.5.5.
5.4.2 Solitons in a radially symmetri system
By means of full numerial simulations of the mirosopi model, stable states of the
dynamis an be determined. However, full simulations of the system are omputationally
expensive. For this reason, numerial simulations are not well suited for the systemati
analysis of parameter dependenies. Espeially near bifuration points, the dynamis
3
Oasionally, a slight drift (order of magnitude mm/s) of the pattern together with the soliton was
observed. The drift veloity, however, depends on the disretization of the omputational area. The drift
motion is direted along the asymmetry axis of the hexagonal pattern, whih, as a matter of priniple, on
a quadrati grid annot have exatly equal wave numbers of the orresponding Fourier modes. Though a
drift motion, in priniple, annot be exluded, it is onsidered a numerial artifat for the given reasons.
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Figure 5.20: Soliton family obtained in a radially symmetri system. a) plane wave input.
b) Gaussian beam input and Dirihlet boundary onditions.   S1,   S2,   S3,   S4,   S5.
Parameters: see Fig. 5.1; a) S2:  =  21
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beomes very slow, and numerial simulations take very long to onverge. On the other
hand, numerial simulations are not apable of determining unstable stationary solutions
of the system, whih often shed a light on the bifuration struture of a nonlinear system.
Hene, an analysis of the bifuration struture leading to the formation of stable solitons
will be onduted using the Newton method whih allows for the alulation of stable and
unstable domain solutions.
Solitons are observed slightly below and above the threshold for pattern formation in the
numerial simulations. This impliates a large amount of spatial osillations extending
over a wide range below the threshold for pattern formation and innitely extended os-
illations above the pattern formation threshold. Due to the boundary onditions of the
Newton method, spatial osillations extending to the border of the omputational grid
will ause the method to fail to onverge. An analysis with a plane wave input is restrited
to parameters below the threshold for pattern formation. For this reason, the analysis
of the bifuration struture is onduted with a Gaussian beam input and the assump-
tion of a vanishing orientation at a radius of 4 mm (like in the numerial simulations).
This Dirihlet type boundary ondition enables an analysis even above the threshold for
pattern formation.
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Of ourse, the assumption of a radial symmetry of the system is a restrition that is not
stritly fullled above the threshold of a modulational instability leading to hexagonal
patterns. But as the domain solutions that will be onsidered here are high-amplitude
strutures ompared to the small amplitude of the patterns near the threshold, the ob-
tained results an still be onsidered valid above but near that threshold. This is onrmed
by spot sample full numerial simulations.
The disrete family of stable solitons an be easily reprodued by taking the results of the
full numerial simulations as the initial ondition for the Newton algorithm. Figure 5.20a
shows solitons S2, S3, and S4 with a plane wave input, while Figure 5.20b reprodues the
full soliton family S1-S5 with a Gaussian beam input. Both gures show the disreteness
of the sizes and the number of radial osillations of the solitons as it has been disussed
before. The half wavelength of the modulational instability is indiated by light gray
stripes. The sizes of the solitons are orrelated to this length sale, however they do not
math exatly. This issue will be disussed below. The Newton method even onverges to
solitons of higher orders than 5. However, as those strutures have not been observed to be
stable neither in the full simulations with a Gaussian beam input nor in the experiment,
they will not be onsidered here.
5.4.3 Region of existene
Starting from a stable soliton, the parameters  and P
0
are varied in small steps, using
the soliton obtained from the last step as the initial ondition of the next one. In this
manner, the soliton solution an be traked and the region of existene of a soliton an
be determined.
The borders of the existene regions of the rst ve members of the soliton family are
shown in Fig. 5.21. The solitons are stable in the area enlosed by the respetive data
points. Near the threshold for the existene of every single soliton, the urve has a needle-
like appearane, starting at a desent point with a ertain angle  and minimal pump rate.
Above this threshold, a nite width of the regions is observed that expands with inreasing
pump rate.
The threshold point of Soliton 1 is at the highest pump rate and the largest angle . With
inreasing pump rate, the region of existene is shifted towards smaller angles . Soliton
2 has the lowest threshold of all solitons and a large threshold angle of  = 20:5
Æ
. The
region of existene is the largest one and extends over the symmetry point  = 0
Æ
within
the onsidered range of pump rates. The threshold points of the larger solitons inrease
in power and derease in the angle jj. In ontrast to the smaller solitons the regions
expand towards larger angles jj with inreasing input power.
The numerial simulations have shown that solitons an exist below and above the thresh-
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Figure 5.21: Regions of existene of solitons in a radially symmetri system.  S1,  S2,  S3,
 S4,  S5. Threshold for pattern formation of the  bakground and  target state obtained
from full numerial simulations. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, w
0
= 1:89mm.
old for pattern formation. In order to put the obtained existene regions of solitons in
relation to that threshold, it has been omputed in full numerial simulations. The thresh-
old of the disfavored state with negative orientation is indiated by light green squares.
The line between the data points has been added to guide the eye. It an be onjetured
that a modulational instability of the state serving as the bakground of the solitons is
not neessary for the existene of solitons. The threshold for pattern formation of the
favored state with positive orientation that is serving as the target state of the solitons is
indiated by blue squares. Higher order solitons an exist even below this threshold. How-
ever, the stability of the fundamental soliton seems to require a modulational instability
of the target state, as the two thresholds oinide quite aurately.
The regions of existene have a large overlap at higher pump rates. Typially adjaent
orders of solitons have the largest overlap, but multistability is also possible.
In the experiment, the regions of existene of the rst three solitons have been measured
(see Fig. 4.29). The numerial results math these experimental results qualitatively. Of
ourse, in the experiment the threshold of the existene of a solitons annot be determined
as aurately, but the needle-type narrowing of the region of existene at that point an
be antiipated.
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Figure 5.22: Bifuration senario under variation of a)  and b) P
0
.   S1,   S2,   S3,
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5.4.4 Stable and unstable domains
In the preeding setion, only stable soliton solutions have been onsidered. However,
also the unstable stationary domain solutions an be determined by means of the Newton
method. For low pump rates, these unstable domains have been haraterized in setion
5.3.3. For a given set of parameters, one stable domain solution is obtained.
If the pump rate is inreased beyond the threshold for the existene of solitons, the variety
of solutions inreases. As an example, a pump rate of P
0
= 148000 s
 1
is onsidered. The
radii of the stable and unstable domain solutions are plotted as a funtion of the wave
plate rotation angle  in Fig. 5.22a. Stable solitons are indiated by a full olored line.
For the given parameter range, ve stable solitons are observed. They exist over a nite
range of angles , being multistable at ertain angles. Over the range of stability they
slightly hange their size. However, the disrete steps between solitons of dierent order
are maintained.
Unstable solutions are shown as a dashed blue line. Starting from very large angles jj,
the size of the unstable domain is small and inreases with dereasing angle jj. This has
already been disussed in setion 5.3.3. But at a ertain point, the unstable solution is
transformed into a stable solution, i.e. the fundamental soliton. A method for nding
the stable branh is to take the unstable solution, add a small perturbation and use the
perturbed solution as the initial ondition for the algorithm. From this point, jj has to
be inreased to trak down this stable solution. It reahes the border of the respetive
region of existene again, being onneted to a new unstable solution. Again, the diretion
of motion has to be reversed to trak down the unstable solution. This proess is then
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repeated to nd the other stable and unstable solutions. Obviously the stable solitons are
interonneted by unstable branhes, where the appearane of the soliton is transformed
from one stable onguration to another one.
Of ourse, the unstable domains are not observed in the experiment. However, gure 5.22
niely illustrates the observation that typially a soliton of adjaent order is observed if
the border of the region of existene is passed. At that point, the system beomes unstable
and is attrated by the nearest stable onguration, often being another soliton.
If the wave plate rotation angle  is kept onstant and instead the pump rate P
0
is inreased
from a value where no stable soliton is present, the bifuration struture appears to be
quite dierent. As an example, an angle  = 20:4
Æ
is onsidered in Fig. 5.22b. At low
pump rates, the equilibrium between urvature-driven motion and expansion due to the
inequality of the unstrutured states emerging from the pithfork bifuration results in
the existene of an unstable domain of a ertain radius, f. setion 5.3.3. The radius of
that domain dereases slowly with inreasing pump rate, whih an be interpreted as a
result of the derease of the oeÆient 

with inreasing pump rate (see setion 5.3.2). At
a ertain point (P
0
 90000 s
 1
), the unstable domain inreases again. At the same point,
a saddle-node bifuration is observed that leads to the appearane of a stable soliton
(here a S2 soliton) and another unstable domain. This bifuration an also be interpreted
as a strongly disturbed pithfork bifuration, see below. If the pump rate is inreased
further, solitons of dierent orders appear by a asade of saddle-node bifurations. Here,
the stable soliton branh S1 is onneted to two unstable branhes within the onsidered
parameter range.
A full piture of the bifuration struture leading to the appearane of stable solitons is
obtained if the two-dimensional parameter spae spanned by  and P
0
is analyzed with
respet to stable and unstable domain solutions. The obtained domain solutions of suh
an analysis are then depited in a three-dimensional diagram, the radius of the domain
being the z axis value.
The result of this analysis is a surfae built up by the stationary domain solutions of
the system. An oblique view of this surfae is shown in Fig. 5.23. Unstable domains are
shown as blue dots in the diagram. Stable solitons are represented by red (S1), green
(S2), magenta (S3), yan (S4), and blak (S5) dots.
At low pump rates, only unstable domains are observed. The lowest onsidered pump rate
reprodues the result of Fig. 5.14, i.e. a urve monotonially inreasing with inreasing
angle . If the pump rate is inreased, the urve beomes more and more modulated,
whih is interpreted to be due to an inreasing amount of radial osillations. At a ertain
set of parameters  and P
0
, the tangent of this urve beomes vertial for the rst time.
This is the point where the soliton S2 is emerging. The surfae beomes folded at that
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Figure 5.23: Oblique view of the bifuration struture.  S1,  S2,  S3,  S4,  S5,  unstable
domain. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, w
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Figure 5.24: Front (a) and side (b) view of the bifuration struture.  S1,  S2,  S3,  S4,
 S5,  unstable domain. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, w
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point. If the angle  is xed at that point and the pump rate is inreased, the unstable
domain passes through a bifuration where two unstable branhes and a stable branh,
i.e. the stable soliton, emerge from the unstable branh in a pithfork-type way. If the
angle  is not exatly adjusted, the stable soliton and the other unstable domain appear in
a disturbed pithfork-type bifuration f. Fig. 5.22b. Suh a bifuration is desribed as a
odimension 2 bifuration and has been disussed widely in terms of the usp atastrophe.
It explains the needle-type appearane of the regions of existene around that bifuration
point disussed in Fig. 5.21. At dierent ombinations of the parameters  and P
0
the same
type of bifuration is observed that leads to the appearane of solitons of dierent orders.
Stable solitons are represented by surfaes whose normal vetor is faing downwards, while
unstable domains have a normal vetor pointing upwards.
Two other views, eah omitting one of the two parameters, illustrate the features of the
bifuration struture. If P
0
is omitted, a front view on the surfae is generated (Fig. 5.24a).
It shows a generalization of Fig. 5.22a. Wide osillations of the stationary solutions around
the hyperboli shape of the solutions obtained at low pump rates are observed, leading
to large regions of existene and multistability of solitons of dierent orders.
The radii of the solitons in inreasing order are multiples of around 0.2 mm. This orre-
sponds to the half length sale of the modulational instability (

= 0:40mm). However,
the size of the solitons is not xed to a ertain value, but there is a nite range of sizes
for eah soliton. The size of the solitons is inuened by the angle . The loking of
radial osillations seems to provide an eÆient stabilization of the domain, even if the
ounterating eets of urvature-driven ontration and motion due to the inequality of
the homogeneous solutions are not ompletely balaned.
However, the nite ranges of soliton radii do not have an overlap, whih an be seen
from Fig. 5.24b. The disreteness of the steps determining the size of the solitons is still
maintained. Obviously the size of the solitons does not signiantly depend on the pump
rate.
5.4.5 Modied model for front dynamis
Up to now a model for the dynamis of irular domains has been onsidered that does
not take into aount spatial osillations. It has been proven to be valid for low input
powers. This model, however, does not allow for stable domain solutions for the situation
present here. At high input powers, the dynamis has been shown to be modied by a
loking mehanism that has been attributed to the appearane of spatial osillations.
Stable soliton solutions an also be obtained in the model, if the impat of radial os-
illations around the domain boundary is inluded. Suh an osillatory term has been
disussed in the literature [CER87, BSC88, BP95, CEK05, BCF
+
06℄ and will be inluded
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Figure 5.25: Domain dynamis without (a) and with (b) osillatory term.  stable xed points,
 unstable xed points. Parameters: 
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It desribes an osillation with a spatial period of =2, where  is the spatial period
of the modulational instability. It has been shown in setion 4.4.3 and in the previous
subsetion that stable soliton radii are approximately given as disrete multiples of =2.
The amplitude of the osillation is modelled to inrease linearly with inreasing pump rate
starting at P
rit
=2, where P
rit
is the threshold pump rate of the modulational instability.
For pump rates lower than P
rit
=2 spatial osillations are assumed to vanish. Furthermore
the spatial osillations are assumed to deay exponentially with inreasing domain radius
R in order to model the vanishing interation of the domain boundaries at large distanes.
All oeÆients and parameters apart from P
0
and  are assumed to be onstant, whih is
a very rough approximation. Nevertheless this model is suÆient to reprodue the main
harateristis of the bifuration struture disussed in the previous setion. The inuene
of the osillatory term is depited in Fig. 5.25. Without spatial osillations (Fig. 5.25a),
one stationary solution is obtained for  < 0
Æ
. However, it is not stable, sine the smallest
utuations will lead to an expansion or ontration of the domain. If spatial osillations
are introdued, more than one stationary solution an be obtained (Fig. 5.25b). Some
of them are still unstable (indiated by blue dots), but stable solutions are also observed
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Figure 5.26: Oblique view of the bifuration struture.  stable xed points,  unstable xed
points. Parameters: 
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(blak dots). The latter are haraterized by a negative slope of the urve, whih makes
them an attrator. Those stable domain solutions are interpreted as solitons.
Figure 5.26 shows a three-dimensional plot, where stable and unstable stationary solutions
of the dynamis desribed by equation 5.24 are plotted for parameters similar to those
obtained from the numerial simulations. The resulting surfae depits ve areas where
stable soliton solutions are found. Similar to Fig. 5.23, these stable solutions emerge from
a ertain point, where the surfae beomes folded. Despite of the simpliity of the given
model, it an qualitatively reprodue the bifuration struture obtained from applying the
Newton method. The exat shape of the surfae is, of ourse, dependent on all parameters
that are assumed to be onstant here.
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Figure 5.27: Basi ongurations of lusters of solitons and bound states. a) 2 S1 solitons, b) 2
S2 solitons, ) S1 soliton and S1 bound state, d) S1 soliton and S2 bound state, e) 4 S1 solitons,
f) 4 S2 solitons. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, w
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5.5 Interation of solitons and omplex strutures
5.5.1 Interation of solitons
Basi ongurations
In numerial simulations, many ongurations of soliton lusters and bound states are
obtained. Some of the basi ongurations are shown in Fig. 5.27. The rst row shows
lusters of two solitons of order one (a) and two (b). The orientation distributions math
niely the measurements of the Stokes parameters in the experiment (ompare to Figs. 4.33
a,b). The soliton lusters are surrounded by small peaks that are interpreted to be
the remains of the hexagonal pattern that exists as the bakground state for the given
parameters. The patterned area is limited by the Gaussian beam input. While the
shape of S1 is essentially maintained, S2 experienes a modulation that slightly breaks
the irular symmetry. It is interpreted to be due to the interation of the solitons and
possibly to a small interation of the solitons with the underlying pattern.
Tightly bound states of solitons are also observed in the simulations. A bound state of
two S1 solitons interating with another S1 soliton is shown in Fig. 4.33. This bound
state mathes the experimental observation. However, it has not been observed stable as
a single struture in the simulations, though it is observed frequently in the experiment.
This might be related to the hoie of the numerial parameters as well as to small
inhomogeneities in the experiment that favor the stability of bound states. In ontrast,
bound states of solitons of higher order an be easily obtained. Figure 4.33d shows a
bound state of two S2 solitons in a luster with a S1 soliton.
As in the experiment, the maximum number of oexisting solitons is limited due to the
Gaussian pump prole. For the parameters onsidered here, a maximum of four solitons
is observed. Figures 4.33e,f show ongurations of four S1 and four S2 solitons. While the
S1 solitons are arranged in a square onguration, the S2 luster has a diamond shape.
Analysis of two-soliton lusters
In order to obtain a systemati analysis of the interation of solitons, two solitons are
onsidered in the following. A plane wave input is used, and the parameters are hosen
in a way that the state serving as the bakground is homogeneous.
As the initial ondition, two solitons are positioned at a ertain (enter-to-enter) distane.
When the simulation is started, the two solitons generally start to move. After a ertain
time the soliton luster typially reahes a stable onguration with a dierent soliton
distane.
Clusters onsisting of two S2, S3 and S4 solitons as well as lusters of one S2 and one
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Figure 5.28: a)-d) Stable distanes between two solitons as a funtion of the initial distane. a)
S2 lusters; b) S3 lusters; ) S4 lusters; d) S2 + S3 lusters. e)-h) Stable soliton lusters with
dierent distanes. e) S2 lusters; f) S3 lusters; g) S4 lusters; h) S2 + S3 lusters. Images
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S3 soliton have been onsidered. The stable distanes of the solitons in dependeny on
their initial distanes are shown in Fig. 5.28a-d. The interation of the solitons leads
to the observation of several disrete distanes. Within the onsidered range of initial
distanes, ve stable ongurations of S2 soliton lusters are observed (Fig. 5.28a). Four
stable ongurations are found for S3 (b), S4 () and S2+S3 (d) lusters. The luster
with the smallest distane of the S2+S3 onguration is stable as a luster but it moves
with a onstant veloity v  5mms
 1
. This is interpreted to be due to the asymmetry of
the luster and was predited by Rosanov [RK90, Ros02℄. The luster orresponding to
the next stable distane has a veloity below v  0:5mms
 1
, and the motion of lusters
with larger distanes annot be resolved within the numerial resolution.
The absolute distane between the solitons within the stable lusters is dependent on the
order of the onsidered solitons. However, the step between the disrete distanes of the
solitons is of the same order of magnitude for all luster types. The step sizes x
i
that
lead from one to the next stable onguration are ompiled in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Distanes between dierent solitons x
i
Conguration x
1
x
2
x
3
x
4
average x
[mm℄ [mm℄ [mm℄ [mm℄ [mm℄
S2 + S2 0.381 0.387 0.414 0.387 0.392
S3 + S3 0.387 0.405 0.395 { 0.395
S4 + S4 0.392 0.400 0.398 { 0.397
S2 + S3 0.345 0.387 0.391 { 0.374
The steps slightly vary around an average value of 
x
 0:39mm. This is very lose to
the wavelength of the modulational instability appearing at slightly higher input powers
( = 0:40mm). It has been widely disussed in the literature that the interation of
solitons is often mediated by the osillatory tails of the single solitons whih is leading
to a loking proess and to the appearane of disrete distanes. This mehanism seems
to apply here as well. The osillatory tails have a spatial period that is onneted to the
modulational instability. Though no interation potential of the solitons an be derived
here, it is evident that in an one-dimensional piture the interation of two solitons ex-
hibiting spatial osillations with a ertain spatial period will lead to a disrete set of stable
ongurations that is haraterized by a similar spatial period. Obviously this mehanism
is not qualitatively dierent if two spatial dimensions are onsidered. Figure 5.28e-h shows
images of the stable luster ongurations, where the intensity levels have been saled in
order to display the small range of orientation that inludes the osillatory tails. Obviously
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the system establishes soliton distanes that are nearly haraterized by a maximum-on-
maximum onguration of the osillatory tails on the onneting line between the solitons.
The two-dimensional interation apparently modies this simple piture. The osillation
irles are attened between the solitons, leading to slightly smaller soliton distanes than
expeted from the simple one-dimensional model.
5.5.2 Soliton patterns
In many systems, solitons are observed in a situation where a subritial bifuration
leading from a homogeneous to a patterned state takes plae (see setion 2.2.1). Within
the subritial range, solitons are interpreted as an independent single onstituents of the
pattern on a homogeneous bakground. If several solitons are onsidered, they typially
arrange to form a utout of the extended pattern.
This mehanism obviously does not apply for the system onsidered here. The solitons
an not be interpreted as a onstituent of a spontaneously appearing pattern. However,
solitons an be arranged to form a dierent type of extended patterns here. In the previous
setion the interation of two solitons has been onsidered, whih lead to the observation
of several disrete distanes. If many solitons are arranged on a hexagonal grid with a
next-neighbor distane given by one of these disrete distanes, these solitons an form a
stable pattern. Hexagonal patterns onsisting of S2 solitons with a next-neighbor distane
orresponding to the rst three stable distanes (f. table 5.1) are shown in Figs. 5.29a-
. The size of the numerial grid has been adjusted in eah simulation to math the
periodi boundary onditions. These patterns obviously onnet the two homogeneous
states emerging from the pithfork bifuration. Though both branhes are stable with
respet to the modulational instability disussed previously, a large-amplitude pattern
onneting the two states seems to be a stable onguration. The patterns inherently
possess two spatial frequenies, one being the distane between the solitons and the other
being the osillation frequeny within the single soliton. From this point of view they an
be interpreted as superlatties [Dah87, DSS97℄.
Strutures that have a large amplitude and exhibit more than one spatial frequeny are
generally not aessible via the standard linear stability analysis. In the experiment
they are not observed spontaneously. However, with a larger aspet ratio they ould be
onstruted from single solitons. Though patterns are generally not deomposable into
their single onstituents, the presented patterns are. This is illustrated by the fat that
single onstituents of the pattern an be left out (Fig. 5.29d).
Suh patterns an also be onstruted from solitons of order 3 (e) and 4 (f). Of ourse
the distane between the onstituents have to be adjusted to math the stable distanes
obtained in the preeding setion. Even other ongurations like square patterns are
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Figure 5.29: Patterns generated from single solitons of dierent order. a)-) S2 hexagons with
dierent next-neighbor distanes; d) S2 hexagon with void; e) S3 hexagon; f) S4 hexagon; g)
S2 square; h) S3 square; i) S4 square. Parameters: see Fig. 5.1, P
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stable (Figs. g-i).
Due to the limited aspet ratio in the Gaussian beam, extended soliton patterns annot
be observed in the experiment. Nevertheless, the soliton lusters presented in Fig. 4.34
an of ourse be interpreted as utouts from soliton patterns.
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Figure 5.30: Interation of a soliton with a straight front. a) Stable straight front; b) stable
on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5.5.3 Solitons and fronts
In the experiment, a stable onguration of a soliton interating with a polarization front
is observed. This situation an be easily reprodued by alulating the orresponding
orientation distribution from the measurement of the polarization rotation angle for a
ertain set of parameters. The alulated orientation distribution is then used as an
initial ondition for the numerial simulations and onverges to a stable onguration
shown in Fig.5.30. This onguration agrees very well with the experimental one, thereby
onrming the interpretation of the polarization rotation angle as a measure for the ori-
entation.
5.5.4 New type of solitary strutures
If the experiment is performed at very high input powers, a new type of solitary struture
is observed (see setion 4.6.2). This ring-shaped soliton an be reprodued in numerial
simulations (see Fig.5.31a). But also other stable ongurations are found that do not
have a dis shape but inorporate more than two domain walls in a ut through the enter.
Figure 5.31b shows a wider stable loalized struture that exhibits one more osillation
around the bakground state in its entral part. It ould be interpreted as the seond
member of a soliton family. At dierent parameters, the entral osillation even leads
bak to the target state and beyond (see Fig. 5.31), leading to an even more omplex
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Figure 5.31: New types of solitary strutures. Parameters: w
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appearane. This onguration onsists of six domain walls in the ut through the enter.
These solitary strutures an even be observed in a stable bound state onsisting of two
sstrutures sharing the outer ring (Fig. 5.31d).
Apparently there are many stable strutures that an be desribed in the framework of
loalized strutures. From the given examples, it an be onjetured that more disrete
families of solitons exist. Sine they annot be observed in the present experiment due
to the limited aspet ratio and input power, an in-depth study of the properties of these
loalized states is beyond the sope of this work. However, the (presumably more omplex)
bifuration behavior of these strutures, their systemati lassiation and interation as
well as the question of the generalizability to a plane wave input ould be interesting tasks
in future work.
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5.5.5 Loalized patterns
If the pump rate is inreased far beyond the threshold for pattern formation, the amplitude
of the patterns grows and beomes of the order of magnitude of the solitons, though still
being smaller. If in suh a situation a higher-order soliton is present, the soliton loses its
(nearly) irular symmetry and omplies with the hexagonal symmetry of the patterns
existing as the bakground and target state. The result is a loalized pattern existing on
the bakground of the other pattern with inverse orientation.
a) b) c) d)
Figure 5.32: Loalized patterns in a Gaussian beam. a),b) triangular loalized pattern;
),d) diamond-shaped loalized pattern. a),) orientation distributions; b),d) transmitted light
eld projeted on to a linear polarization state with suppressed bakground. Parameters: see
Fig. 5.1, w
0
= 1:89mm, P
0
= 280000 s
 1
; a),b)  =  14
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30
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; ),d)  =  16
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30
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. a),) Color
table: see Fig. 5.31.
Typial loalized patterns that result from the instability of (nearly) irular solitons
are shown in Fig. 5.32. In the orientation distribution (a,), they onsist of three or
four (distorted) elementary ells of the pattern arranged in a triangular and diamond
onguration. The orresponding intensity distributions of the transmitted light eld
with suppressed bakground (subgs. b,d) reprodue the experimental ndings (ompare
to Fig. 4.43b,).
a) b) c) d) e)
Figure 5.33: Orientation distributions of loalized patterns in plane wave simulations. Param-
eters: see Fig. 5.1, P
0
= 200000 s
 1
,  = 0
Æ
. Color table: see Fig. 5.31.
The size of suh a loalized pattern is of ourse limited in a Gaussian beam. Larger
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loalized patterns an be observed, if a plane wave input is onsidered and the simulation
is started with a irular domain as the initial ondition. At the beginning of eah
simulation, strong noise is added to the system whih is then redued to zero. The domain
will rst start to ontrat. However, then the interation with the patterns existing on
both branhes of the pithfork bifuration takes plae. As a result, dierent ongurations
of loalized patterns are found (see Fig. 5.33). These strutures are stable for the given
parameters, i.e. the motion of the fronts onneting the dierent patterned branhes is
ompletely stopped by the modulations within the patterns.
However, reent experimental and numerial results show that front motion an set in
again if even higher pump rates are onsidered. In this ase, the oeÆient 

hanges its
sign, whih results in an expansion of domains and leads to the formation of labyrinthine
patterns, whih will be the issue of future investigations [Sh06℄.
Chapter 6
Disussion of the results
6.1 Basi properties of the system
The observation of a symmetry-breaking pithfork bifuration is at the basis of this work.
This polarization instability has been observed by Yabuzaki et al. [YOKO84℄, negleting
the transverse spatial degrees of freedom, and by Groe Westho et al. [GWKL
+
00℄ in
an experiment that takes those degrees of freedom into aount. At the bifuration point,
the linear input polarization beomes unstable. As a result, two elliptially polarized spa-
tially homogeneous states evolve, whose main axis of polarization is rotated into opposite
diretions with respet to the input polarization. Correspondingly, the orientation of the
vapor, that is zero below the bifuration point, reahes a nonzero value with positive and
negative sign for the two stable bifuration branhes.
A broken symmetry an be introdued by rotating the slow axis of the wave plate with
respet to the input polarization. As a result, a perturbed pithfork bifuration is ob-
served. The degree of asymmetry is determined by the rotation angle of the wave plate.
If the rotation angle is taken as the ontrol parameter for an input power above the
bifuration threshold, an s-shaped bifuration is observed as theoretially predited in
[YOKO84℄. In the two dimensional parameter plane spanned by the input power and the
wave plate rotation angle, the whole bifuration senario an be interpreted in terms of
a usp atastrophe [YOKO84℄. For the onsidered parameters, a large region within this
two-dimensional parameter spae is haraterized by optial bistability.
At input powers that are at least two orders of magnitude larger than the threshold power
of the pithfork bifuration, a modulational instability is observed on both branhes of
the pithfork bifuration. Sine the emergene of patterns is always onneted with a
hange of the polarization of the light eld, these instabilities are interpreted as polar-
ization instabilities. The hexagonal, rhombi and triangular patterns that were reported
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in [GWKL
+
00℄ are reprodued with a larger aspet ratio, whih is due to an inreased
beam diameter. Within the region where optial bistability is present, hexagonal patterns
are observed. The modulational instability is slightly subritial. However, the range of
bistability between the homogeneous state and the pattern is not resolvable within the
experimental resolution. Therefor, it an be negleted in the further disussion. The
threshold for pattern formation depends on the rotation angle of the wave plate, i.e.
the degree of imperfetion of the pithfork bifuration. If the homogeneous state under
onsideration is favored by the imperfetion, the threshold is low, and it inreases with
dereasing preferene.
Comparison to other experimental systems
The results of Yabuzaki and GroeWestho are well reprodued in the present experiment.
The aspets of the bifuration senario that were of speial interest in the sope of this
work have been analyzed in more detail. Compared to the previous works, the symmetry
of the system has been improved further in the present work.
Only one other optial experiment with the aim of observing transverse strutures in a
system that exhibits a symmetry-breaking pithfork bifuration is reported in the liter-
ature. It is a degenerate four-wave mixing experiment using a photorefrative rystal as
the nonlinear medium [TSW98, LPEM
+
04, EMTG
+
05℄. The two states that emerge from
the pithfork bifuration are shifted by  in the phase of the subharmoni eld. From an
experimental point of view, this ompliates the disrimination of the two states, sine
interferometri tehniques need to be applied. In the experiment onsidered in this work,
the two states an easily be disriminated by the use of a linear polarizer. The possibility
of preparing a disturbed bifuration as well as the symmetry properties of the bifuration
in general have not been disussed in the literature. It turns out that these aspets play
a major role in the work presented here.
6.2 Front dynamis
Within the region of optial bistability, fronts that onnet the two states emerging from
the pithfork bifuration are observed. These fronts are heterolini onnetions and are
lassied as Ising fronts [MPL
+
01℄. In the experiment, a stable front is oasionally re-
ated in the situation of a perfet pithfork bifuration, if the input power is swithed from
a level below the threshold of the pithfork bifuration to a level where the modulational
instability is present [GWKL
+
00℄. In numerial simulations assuming a plane wave input,
the straight front is always stable in the ase of a perfet pithfork bifuration. Hene, the
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instability of the front that is observed in the experiment below the threshold for pattern
formation is attributed to the nite size of the experimental system.
Cirular domains of one homogeneous state emerging from the pithfork bifuration em-
bedded into the other one an be prepared using a irularly polarized addressing beam.
The dynamis of these irular domains has been studied using a video sampling tehnique
in a power region far from the modulational instability. For the ase of two equivalent
homogeneous states, the domains ontrat and disappear. The motion of the front was
identied to be urvature-driven. A power law for the temporal evolution of irular
domains is obtained that is valid over a wide range of input powers.
The dynamis of domains is modied if an asymmetry of the pithfork bifuration is
introdued by a rotation of the retardation plate in the feedbak loop of the system. The
ontration is aelerated if the domain state is disfavored. The dynamis is slowed down,
however, if the domain is the favored state. The urvature-driven ontration an even be
overompensated by the expansive motion that is introdued by the imbalane of the two
homogeneous states. In this situation, the domain expands and swithes the whole area to
the domain state. A stationary domain, where the two eets exatly ompensate is not
observed in the experiment. Using numerial methods, it is shown to be stationary, but
unstable. For small imperfetions, the urvature-independent part of the front veloity is
found to depend linearly on the wave plate rotation angle. This is onrmed by numerial
simulations of the motion of straight fronts with a plane wave input.
If the input power is inreased, the domain dynamis is to an inreasing degree modied
by a loking phenomenon. While the urvature-driven motion beomes less pronouned
with inreasing input power, spatial osillations that surround the domain boundaries
our. These spatial osillations have a dened wave number that an be assoiated with
the one of the modulational instability that is observed at higher input powers. The
interation of these weakly damped spatial osillations leads to a further slow-down of
the domain dynamis at ertain domain radii. These radii are similar to the ones of stable
solitons that appear at higher input powers. Loking beomes very pronouned in the
presene of a modulational instability.
Comparison to theoretial preditions and to other experiments
Theoretial preditions for systems with pithfork bifuration
Domain dynamis in a situation with two equivalent homogeneous states has been studied
extensively in theoretial models of nonlinear optial systems. These numerial studies
indiate the ourrene of urvature-driven motion (e.g. [OSF99, GMT00, GCOM01℄).
Analyti results show that the growth law desribing urvature-driven dynamis is given
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by a t
1
2
saling [GCOM01℄.
In dierent systems, a qualitative hange in the behavior of the system is observed when a
ontrol parameter is varied. This hange is related to a hange of sign of the oeÆient de-
sribing the urvature driven motion [GMT00, GCOM01℄. For large positive oeÆients,
domain oarsening is observed, whih desribes the ontration of irular domains and
shortening of fronts. Near the zero, the dynamis beomes slow, and dark-ring avity soli-
tons in oexistene with domain walls are observed. If the oeÆient beomes negative,
a at front is modulationally unstable and domains expand until the whole area is lled
with a labyrinthine pattern [GMT00, GAGW
+
03℄.
The predited t
1
2
growth law is onrmed by the present experiments and is observed over
a wide parameter range. For low input powers, the oeÆient desribing the strength of
the urvature-driven motion is large. Hene, domains ontrat and disappear. With
inreasing input power, the dynamis slows down and together with an inreased amount
of spatial osillations, this results in the observation of solitons. A hange of sign of the
oeÆient at even higher input powers was not observed, sine the front dynamis is then
dominated by loking due to the modulational instability. However, labyrinthine patterns
have been observed in a very similar experiment and are under urrent investigation
[Sh06℄.
In [GCOSM04℄, the analytial results onsidering domain dynamis are extended to situ-
ations where the symmetry of the pithfork bifuration is slightly perturbed. The analysis
predits an additional omponent in the veloity of the front that is urvature indepen-
dent and that depends on the asymmetry parameter. This harateristi is onrmed by
the experimental and numerial results. The obtained results also indiate a dependene
of the urvature-driven dynamis on the asymmetry parameter that is not predited by
the analytial results. The instability of the stationary domain, whih is observed in an
asymmetri situation before robust loking due to the appearane of pronouned spatial
osillations ours, is in agreement with the theoretial expetations [GCOSM04, Cou02℄.
Experiments in a quasi one-dimensional setup
In previous experiments, the quantitative study of front motion in nonlinear optis has
been restrited to quasi one-dimensional systems where urvature eets are suppressed by
the design of the experiment. Detailed experiments have been onduted for the situation
where an Ising-Bloh transition is observed [EMTRV05, EMTG
+
05℄. Suh a bifuration
annot our in the present experiment, sine the state variable is one-dimensional. In
priniple, the introdution of a transverse magneti eld ould enable an Ising-Bloh tran-
sition, sine in suh a situation the state variable beomes three-dimensional. However,
preliminary theoretial studies have almost ruled out the ourrene of an Ising-Bloh
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transition for experimentally feasible parameters [Bab05℄.
In a system where the two states onneted by the front are not equivalent [CNP
+
04℄,
the veloity of quasi one-dimensional fronts has been determined, and the existene of a
Maxwell point was learly demonstrated despite the fat that front motion is modied due
to inhomogeneities of the LCLV. At higher input powers a so-alled Freederiksz transition
is observed, leading to a front motion where the front veloity in a transient stage is
not given by the energy dierene of the two states it onnets. In a two dimensional
experimental arrangement, urvature-driven motion was qualitatively demonstrated.
Experiments in two-dimensional setups
In two-dimensional systems with pithfork bifuration, the haraterization of front dy-
namis had been limited to a qualitative desription. The ontration of arbitrarily
shaped domains as well as the redution of the length of an ondulated front towards a
straight front was demonstrated in the four-wave mixing experiment [TSW98, TZWW99,
WVS
+
99℄. In a transient stage, an arbitrarily shaped large domain redues the domain
length faster than a small one [TZWW99℄. A rough measurement shows that the front ve-
loity of an arbitrary front inreases with its urvature [LPEM
+
04℄, whih is in aordane
with the observations in this work.
The dynamis of fronts that exist as a result of random initial onditions annot be har-
aterized in the present experiment due to its fast timesales in the order of miroseonds.
The slow timesale in the order of seonds of a photorefrative rystal is more appropriate
for suh a study. However, by the introdution of dened initial onditions and the use
of a video sampling method, a quantitative haraterization of the domain dynamis be-
omes possible in the present experiment. The possibility to prepare a irular domain in
a dened way by means of the addressing beam enables a rened study of urvature-driven
motion, yielding a growth law.
6.3 Disrete family of solitons
The ore issue of this work is the observation of a disrete family of dissipative solitons.
The solitons dier in the number of radial osillations. Solitons are not observed to our
spontaneously, but they an be robustly swithed on and o by means of an inoherent
addressing beam. Within the regions of multistability of solitons of dierent order, the
width of the addressing beam an be used to ignite a desired soliton order. Equivalent
familes of positive and negative solitons are observed.
A diret onnetion of the optial eld that is transmitted by the vapor to the state vari-
able of the mirosopi model, being its orientation, was enabled by the spatially resolved
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measurement of the Stokes parameters of that light eld. These measurements and the
numerially obtained solitons show a very good agreement and support the interpretation
of the solitons as a loalized exursion from a spatially extended state to the viinity of
another spatially extended state and bak, i.e. a homolini onnetion of the bakground
with itself. The spatial osillations around the target state as well as the osillatory
tails around the bakground state are haraterized by a dened wave number that an
be identied as the wave number of the modulational instability. Hene, also the sizes
of the solitons dier in disrete steps that are roughly given by the half wavelength of
that instability. In a Gaussian beam, solitons typially drift towards the beam enter.
However, higher-order solitons whose size approahes the dimensions of the beam often
beome unstable towards a drift that is direted outwardly and destroys the soliton.
The formation of the soliton family is strongly onneted to the desribed domain dy-
namis. The existene of stable solitons is promoted by low front veloities and by a large
amount of spatial osillations. Low front veloities are observed in situations where the
omnipresent urvature-driven motion is ompensated for by the introdution of a prefer-
ene of the domain whih an be indued by an asymmetry of the pithfork bifuration.
The amplitude of spatial osillations is determined by the input power and thus the dis-
tane to the modulational instability. Even far below the threshold for pattern formation,
spatial osillations with the wave number orresponding to the modulational instability
are only weakly damped. Hene, the threshold for the existene of stable solitons is low-
est in a situation, where an imperfetion of the underlying pithfork bifuration redues
the front veloities and robust pinning an our. A numerial analysis shows that at
this point a odimension 2 bifuration, where two unstable and a stable domain solutions
emerge from an unstable one, takes plae. Above this point, a broad region of existene of
solitons is observed. The existene regions of solitons of neighboring order typially show
a large overlap in parameter spae. These results an be qualitatively reprodued by a
heuristi extension of the simple front motion model whih aounts for the ourrene
of spatial osillations.
Exept for the fundamental one, solitons an be observed below the threshold for pattern
formation, i.e. in a parameter region where spatial osillations are weakly damped. Above
the threshold for pattern formation, the modulation of bakground and target state is
still small ompared to the amplitude of the solitons. However, robust pinning ours
in this situation. At a ertain power above threshold, solitons are even observed in in
the situation of equivalent states, where loking is the only mehanism that ounterats
the urvature-driven motion. Over a wide range of input powers above the threshold
of the modulational instability the solitons maintain their irular symmetry to a very
good approximation. Not until the maximum input power available in the experiment
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is reahed, a transition to loalized patterns that obey the hexagonal symmetry of the
patterns takes plae.
Comparison to theoretial preditions and other experiments
Disrete families of solitons in theoretial works
The ourrene of a disrete family of loalized states is a quite general phenomenon in
various theoretial models that desribe nonlinear optial systems. Its interpretation is
always onneted to loking of fronts that onnet two spatially extended states. This
inludes systems with two nonequivalent [RK90, Ros91, Ros02℄ or equivalent [SSM98a,
PMEL98, OSF99, OSF01, GAGW
+
03℄ homogeneous states as well as systems where one
[MPL97℄ or two [BCF
+
06℄ of the extended states are patterned.
In one-dimensional models [RK90, Ros91℄, low front veloities are observed around the
Maxwell point. Hene, it is this region where solitons our in the presene of osillatory
tails. If urvature eets are taken into aount, the point where fronts do not move
is shifted towards an asymmetri situation [GCOSM04, Cou02℄. In a symmetri situa-
tion, the urvature dynamis an only be overome by a pronouned loking phenomenon
[OSF01, OSF99℄ or a hange of sign of the oeÆient desribing the urvature-driven
motion [GMT00℄.
The mehanisms that are predited to play a key role in the formation of a soliton family,
being front dynamis and loking, have been demonstrated experimentally and numeri-
ally. Hene, the well-aepted models formulated in literature apply well to the present
experiment. A smooth transition between a situation where solitons exist on a homo-
geneous bakground and solitons sitting on top of a (weakly) modulated bakground
indiates that these ases are based on similar mehanisms.
Due to the loking proess of fronts in the presene of osillations, solitons of dierent
order [Ros91, Ros02℄ or multi-peaked solitons [CRT00b, MFOH02, BCF
+
06℄ appear in a
asade of saddle-node bifurations with the stable domain solutions being onneted by
unstable domains when a ontrol parameter is varied. This behavior is also found in the
present system. In a two-dimensional parameter spae, these bifurations are found to
be folds in the surfae of stationary solutions. The orresponding regions of existene of
solitons of dierent order show some similarities to the ones of n-peaked solitons states in
[MFOH02℄, indiating that loking is a key element in the stabilization of solitons. Also
the (one-dimensional) interation law of fronts that onnet two dierent patterned states
[BCF
+
06℄ resembles some of the obtained results. However, nding a diret onnetion
between the two ases is not straight-forward.
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Degenerate four-wave mixing
The only experimental observation of a (fundamental) dark-ring avity soliton in the pres-
ene of a pithfork bifuration is reported in the four-wave mixing experiment [TSW98,
TZWW99, WVS
+
99℄. These solitons appear as a result of the shrinkage of arbitrarily
shaped large domains due to urvature-driven motion. The stability of the soliton is
interpreted to be due to the loking of osillatory tails. Sine labyrinthine patterns are
observed in nearby parameter regions (indiating a dynamis where domains expand),
urvature-driven dynamis does not seem to be very pronouned, whih enables loking
of fronts, even if the osillatory tails are also not very pronouned. Higher-order solitons
were predited [SSM98a℄ but not observed in the experiment yet. A ontrolled ignition of
solitons or domains is not demonstrated in two dimensions, but a reent publiation shows
that the ignition and positioning of a domain wall is possible in quasi one-dimensional
systems [EMTRV05℄.
In the present experiment, solitons are only observed beyond the threshold for pattern
formation in the ase of a perfet pithfork bifuration. This is interpreted to be due to
relatively strong urvature-driven dynamis whih requires pronouned spatial osillations
to provide robust loking. The stabilization of a whole family of solitons is signiantly
simplied by the ontrolled introdution of an asymmetry to the system.
LCLV systems
In a single mirror-feedbak experiment using an LCLV the bistability of two dierent
loalized strutures is reported [BPR
+
04℄. The oexistene of the strutures with dier-
ent symmetries (irular and triangular) is attributed to the oexistene of two dierent
pattern-forming instabilities. Hene, the quite general mehanism of fronts loking at
dierent positions, whih leads to the formation of a onseutive family of solitons dif-
fering in size and the number of radial osillations like it has been demonstrated in this
work, does not seem to apply to this very speial situation. Similarly, the spontaneous
nuleation of loalized peaks with two dierent amplitudes over another pattern has been
interpreted to be due to a oexistene of three patterned solutions [BRR05℄.
The experiment of Shapers et al.
Shapers et al. have experimentally and theoretially analyzed solitons in a single-mirror
feedbak arrangement using sodium vapor as the nonlinear medium [SFAL00, SAL01,
SAL02, SAL03℄. Hene, the experimental setup is very similar to the one desribed
in this work. Nonetheless, the solitons desribed in the two experiments are entirely
dierent, whih is a result of the versatility of the nonlinear properties of sodium vapor.
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The experiment of Shapers is onduted with a irularly polarized input beam, and
no polarization-hanging elements are inserted into the feedbak loop. Hene, the light
eld an be treated as a salar. As a result, the inversion symmetry of the system is
always broken in the presene of a light eld. The sodium vapor is exposed to an oblique
magneti eld, whih makes a vetorial desription of the magnetization neessary. For the
experimental parameters used by Shapers, a light shift-indued level rossing is observed,
whih results in a nonmonotoni, resonane-like harateristi urve [AHLL97, SAL02℄
for the orientation. Solitons are observed in a situation of nasent bistability, where the
harateristi urve exhibits a nearly innite slope. Slightly below this point, a variety
of subritial modulational instabilities leading to hexagonal patterns with dierent wave
numbers is observed. Within the region of bistability between a homogeneous state and
these patterns, solitons are observed. The shape of the solitons orresponds very well to
the one of a single onstituent of the oexisting pattern. Depending on the parameters,
solitons are either spontaneously reated or an be swithed by means of a irularly
polarized addressing beam. The robust inoherent swithing method is one of the few
similarities of the two systems. Conluding, the two experiments with sodium vapor
an be onsidered as prime examples for the two dierent mehanisms leading to the
formation of solitons. The experiment of Shapers orresponds well with the piture of
a soliton being an exerpt of an extended pattern, whereas the observation of solitons
presented in this work is losely related to the loking of fronts.
6.4 Interation of solitons and omplex strutures
Multiple solitons an be individually ignited and erased by means of the addressing beam.
Many dierent ongurations of solitons lusters are observed, inluding lusters of soli-
tons of dierent orders. However, the number of solitons that an oexist at a time is
limited due to the small aspet ratio. In the experiment, soliton lusters arrange in the
enter of the beam and display disrete preferred distanes between the single onstituents.
Typially, the smallest possible distane is observed. However, numerial simulations as-
suming a plane wave indiate that several disrete stable distanes are possible. They are
onneted to the length sale of the osillatory tails, hene the length sale of the (weakly
damped) modulational instability.
Consequently, superlattie patterns that onsist of higher order solitons with a next-
neighbor distane that orresponds to these disrete distanes an be onstruted. Hexag-
onal and square arrangements are stable, and even loal defets do not perturb the stability
of the pattern signiantly.
Besides the solitons lusters, where the solitons interat only weakly, elongated strutures
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are observed whih are interpreted as tightly bound states of two or more single solitons
of the same order. Bound states of diererent soliton orders have been observed. The
interation of these bound states with other strutures is mediated by osillatory tails
similarly to the solitons.
In a parameter region where straight polarization fronts as well as solitons are stable
for themselves, they an also oexist. Due to the interation of the two strutures, the
straight front beomes bended. This is interpreted in a way that the system tries to keep
the preferred distane between fronts to the maximum possible degree.
At high input powers, near the symmetry point of the pithfork bifuration, a ring-shaped
soliton is observed. In its entral part, the system returns to the viinity of the state that
serves as the bakground. It is interpreted to be stable due to pronouned loking and
is a demonstration of a struture that is essentially based on the existene of two spatial
dimensions. Numerial simulations indiate the existene of a whole new family of solitons
of this type.
Comparison with theoretial and experimental results
Clusters of fundamental solitons that display one or several disrete preferred distanes are
a very general result that has been widely disussed in theory as well as in experiments
[RK90, BLS96, TSB
+
99a, SFAL00, GNKT03, BRB05℄. It is always onneted to the
ourrene of osillatory tails. Sine these osillatory tails are also present around higher
order solitons, the general mehanisms are expeted to apply (with small hanges) also to
these strutures. The predition that asymmetri lusters move slowly [RK90℄ was veried
for an exemplary ase in numerial simulations. However, the predited slow motion is
not observed in the experiment due to the inhomogeneous pumping.
Bound states of solitons have been obtained in numerial simulations of a DOPO [SSM98a℄
as a stationary struture and in a laser with saturable absorber [FRS
+
03℄ as a rotating
struture. The rotation is attributed to an asymmetry of the bound state. In both ases,
bound states of fundamental solitons are reported. In the present experiment, also bound
states of higher order solitons have been observed.
The possibility to ompose a superlattie pattern from single higher-order solitons has
been previously reported in a model of a semiondutor resonator [MPL97℄. The hexag-
onal pattern omposed of seond-order solitons is interpreted to be stable due to the
interation of the single solitons through osillating tails. This approah has been ex-
tended in this work to dierent geometries and next-neighbor distanes. An analytial
treatment of this type of superlattie patterns is presently not available.
The oexistene of fronts and fundamental solitons has been demonstrated in dierent
theoretial models [TSW98, GMT00, GAGW
+
03℄ and in the four-wave mixing experiment
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[TSW98℄. However, statements on the interation of those strutures were not made.
In theoretial works where two-dimensional systems are onsidered, the existene of soli-
tons that are dierent from the standard soliton family has been demonstrated. One
example is the stable droplet, whih is a very large stable irular domain whose stability
is entirely based on urvature eets [GCOM01, GAGW
+
03, GCOSM04℄. An even more
ompliated struture is observed, if the stable droplet is ombined with a entral dark-
ring avity soliton in the region of oexistene of these strutures [GAGW
+
03℄. Another
type of soliton is desribed in [OSF01℄ as a fundamental soliton having a small dip in the
enter. Hene, solitons in two dimensions seem to exhibit a larger variety of possible real-
izations than the one-dimensional ones and require further investigations. The observed
ring-shaped soliton belongs to this lass.
Chapter 7
Conlusion
The existene of a disrete family of higher-order solitons that aompanies the funda-
mental single-peaked soliton has been predited in a large number of theoretial works
[SSM98a, PMEL98, OSF99, OSF01, GAGW
+
03℄. In this work, suh a soliton family was
observed experimentally for the rst time, and the mehanisms that lead to the formation
of the solitons have been identied and haraterized.
The system under onsideration is a oneptually simple optial struture forming system.
It an be interpreted as a realization of the well-known single-mirror feedbak arrange-
ment [Fir90, DF91, DF92℄. Sodium vapor is used as the nonlinear medium, and a =8
retardation plate is plaed in the feedbak loop as a modiation. This system displays
a symmetry-breaking pithfork bifuration leading to two equivalent homogeneous states
that dier in their polarization properties [YOKO84, GWKL
+
00℄.
Solitons that our in the presene of a pithfork bifuration have been widely disussed
in literature [Lon97, SSM98a, PMEL98, GMT00, TSW98℄. Only in one ase, however, the
(fundamental) soliton was also observed experimentally [TSW98℄. In the present experi-
ment, the solitons orrespond to loalized exursions that lead from one polarization state
emerging from the pithfork bifuration to the viinity of the other one. The members of
the soliton family dier in size and in their inner struture, i.e. the number of radial os-
illations. They an be robustly ignited and erased with an inoherent addressing beam.
By means of a novel tehnique to measure the spatially resolved Stokes parameters of
the transmitted light eld, the experimental observations ould be diretly ompared to
numerial simulations of the mirosopi model of the system. A good agreement between
the experimental ndings and numerial simulations has been ahieved.
It turns out that the stability properties of the soliton family are strongly onneted to
the dynamis of urved fronts. In general, a irular domain that is ignited by means
of the addressing beam is unstable in the presene of a perfet pithfork bifuration.
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It will ontrat and disappear due to urvature of the domain boundaries. For the rst
time, this urvature-driven motion was aptured in a ontrolled experiment, and a growth
exponent for the domain size has been determined that is in good aordane with general
theoretial expetations [GCOM01℄ as long as the two states that are onneted by the
domain boundary an be desribed as nearly homogeneous.
It was demonstrated that the dynamis of domains an be modied by the introdution
of a nonequivalene of the two homogeneous states whih an be easily prepared by a
ontrolled perturbation of the pithfork bifuration. In aordane with general expeta-
tions [GCOSM04℄, the favored state shows a tendeny to expand. If the ignited domain
is prepared to be in the favored state, the tendeny to expand an ompensate for the
urvature-driven motion. A stationary equilibrium exists for a unique domain radius.
However, it is not stable, and the domain will either ontrat or expand.
Stabilization of domains is provided by the ourrene of nonmonotoni spatial osillations
around the domain boundary. The interation of these osillations provides a loking
mehanism that an stop the ontration of domains at ertain disrete domain radii.
The ourrene of spatial osillations is related to the existene of a near modulational
instability. The resulting stable domains, whose sizes inrease roughly in steps of the
wavelength of the modulational instability are identied as the members of the disrete
family of solitons.
The regions of existene of the solitons have been determined experimentally and nu-
merially and show a good qualitative agreement. As a result of the interplay of the
desribed mehanisms, solitons of all orders are preferably found in a situation of an
imperfet pithfork bifuration, where the veloity of a urved front is low. This is in
ontradition to many one-dimensional models, where urvature-driven motion does not
exist and where the regions of existene of solitons are loated around the Maxwell point,
whih in the present system is given by the situation of a perfet pithfork bifuration.
Furthermore, the existene of solitons is promoted by a large amount of spatial osilla-
tions. Broad regions of existene in parameter spae are found that show a large overlap
between neighboring orders of solitons. A numerial analysis of the stable and unstable
stationary domains of the system shows, that stable soliton solutions are onneted by
unstable domains and that eah soliton order originates from an individual odimension 2
bifuration. Higher order solitons are observed below and above the threshold for pattern
formation, while the fundamental one appears slightly above the threshold for pattern
formation. Even far above that threshold, the solitons essentially maintain their shape.
At the highest available input powers, the strutures lose their irular symmetry, and
loalized patterns are observed.
Multiple solitons an be ignited at a ertain instane of time. A large variety of soliton
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lusters of same and of dierent order is observed, where the onstituents essentially
maintain their shape. The number of solitons is limited by the nite size of the Gaussian
beam in the experiment. Dierent disrete distanes between the solitons are observed,
and numerial simulations indiate that these distanes originate from the interation of
the osillatory tails, as it is observed in many systems. Furthermore, elongated strutures
are observed that are interpreted as tightly bound solitons of same order. These bound
states are also found in lusters with solitons, and the interation behavior was found to
be similar to the soliton-soliton interation.
Even more omplex situations have been desribed. In numerial simulations, higher-
order solitons an be arranged on regular grids and form stable superlattie patterns.
These patterns are high-amplitude and are interpreted to be strongly nonlinear, hene
they annot be understood in terms of perturbative tehniques. Solitons an oexist with
fronts, and their interation leads to a stable onguration, where the soliton is embedded
into the front. At high input powers, a ring-shaped solitary struture has been observed
experimentally that is essentially dierent from the solitons desribed before. Numerial
simulations indiate the existene of a whole family of this intrinsially two-dimensional
type of solitons, whih might be the issue of future work.
Appendix A
Details on the Newton method
The use of a Newton method in order to obtain stationary solutions of a system has proven
suessful in many systems [FH98, Sh01, Hun06℄. The alulation of the stationary solu-
tions in this work follows the approah in [Sh01, Hun06℄, where rotationally symmetri
solutions were omputed. The algorithm has been adapted to the present model desribed
in setion 5.1.2. The rotationally symmetri stationary solutions
~
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where rN is the Jaobian of the operator N . rN an be omputed via nite dierenes
[Sh01℄.
Propagation of the light eld
The alulation of the reeted eld omponents is aomplished using a spetral algo-
rithm in polar oordinates. It is based on the fat, that the propagation of a light eld
that has a rotational symmetry an be easily alulated in Hankel spae by the multipli-
ation of a phase fator. The (salar) paraxial wave equation in polar oordinates is given
by
E
z
=  
i
2k

?
E =  
i
2k

1
r
E
r
+

2
E
r
2

: (A.3)
The Hankel transform is dened by
160 Details on the Newton method
^
f() = 2
Z
1
0
rf(r)J
0
(2r)dr (A.4)
with the symmetri bak transformation
f(r) = 2
Z
1
0

^
f()J
0
(2r)d; (A.5)
where J
0
is the zero-order Bessel funtion. The representation of E(r) by means of Hankel
transforms is given by:
E(r) = 2
Z
1
0

^
E()J
0
(2r)d (A.6)
1
r
E
r
= 2
Z
1
0

^
E()
2
r
J
0
0
(2r)d (A.7)

2
E
r
2
= 2
Z
1
0

^
E()(2)
2
J
00
0
(2r)d : (A.8)
Under onsideration of the relation x
2
J
00
0
(x) + xJ
0
0
(x) + x
2
J
0
(x) = 0, it follows:

?
E(r) = 2
Z
1
0

^
E()( 4
2

2
)J
0
(2r)d : (A.9)
In order to solve the paraxial wave equation (A.3), the equation

^
E(; z)
z
=
i4
2

2
2k
^
E(; z) (A.10)
needs to be solved in Fourier spae. Thus,
^
E(; z = 2d) = exp

i4
2

2
d
k

^
E(; z = 0) : (A.11)
The transformations of the light eld into Hankel spae and bak are numerially aom-
plished using the `Quasi Fast Hankel Transform' (QFHT) [Sie77℄ with a orreting term
[AL81℄. The use of the QFHT requires a disretization of the spatial oordinates on a
radial grid with exponentially inreasing steps in real and Hankel spae:
r
l
= r
0
e
l

m
= 
0
e
m
l; m = 0; 1; :::; N   1 : (A.12)
where r is the disrete radial oordinate in real spae, while  represents the radial om-
ponent in Hankel spae. The hoie of  determines the inrease of distanes within the
exponential grid. The alulations were onduted with the disretization parameters
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N = 280, r
0
= 2:05m, 
0
= 3:4mradmm
 1
and  = 0:0272. The maximum oordi-
nates in real and Hankel spae for this disretization are given by r
max
= 4:05mm and

max
= 42:2 radmm
 1
, respetively. In analogy to [Hun06℄, the options to have a Gaus-
sian beam input and Dirihlet boundary onditions at r
max
have been inluded. In this
work, a vetorial desription of the light eld is neessary. Hene, a seond polarization
omponent has been added.
Calulation of the diusion term
The diusion term in equation is alulated as a Laplaian that is redued to its radial
omponent. It is omputed by means of nite dierenes [Sh01℄:

?
 =
1
r

r
+

2

r
2
(A.13)
=
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)  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j 1
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  r
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+ r
j+1

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  r
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+
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j+1
  r
j
  (r
j
)

1
r
j
  r
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+
1
r
j+1
  r
j

Stability of the obtained stationary solutions
A statement on the stability of the solutions obtained from the Newton method against
small perturbation an easily be made. Be 
s
(r) a stationary solution. Then onsider
small perturbations of the form
(r) = 
s
(r) + e
t
Æ(r) : (A.14)
Inserting this ansatz into the equation of motion
_
 = N () leads to
_
+ Æe
t
= N (
s
) +rN (
s
) Æe
t
; (A.15)
and hene
Æ = rN (
s
) Æ : (A.16)
The growth exponent  is an eigenvalue of rN (
s
) orresponding to the eigenmode Æ.
The matrix rN (
s
) is already omputed within the Newton method. For a stability
analysis, its eigenvalues and eigenvetors are determined by means of a library funtion.
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